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"The mission of the Maine Maritime Academy
is to provide a course of training that will
qualify its gmduates as offecers in the United
States Merchant Marine, and equip them with
an understanding of naval procedures to
permit effecient service with the Navy in time
of war."
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GOVERNOR JOHN

H.

REED

The Class of 1966
Maine Maritime Academy
Castine, Maine

To the Class of 1966 :
You are now entering upon a time honored career . As
Officers of the Merchant Marine Service you have chosen
a respected and distinguished profession . The heritage
of the sea is indeed a noble one .

Greetings:

It is a pleasure to extend congratulations to the
Class of 1966 of the Maine Maritime Academy. Through
diligence and application during four years at this institution you have gained an excellent education to prepare
you for service to the maritime industry of our nation.
The State of Maine is proud of its Maritime Academy
and the many men who have gone forth from Castine in pu rsuit of rewarding careers fo I lowing the sea.
You are joining the company of those who have
written the rich seafaring traditions of this State and in
al I your future endeavors you have my best wishes for success and smooth soi ling.

The Board of Trustees which has served as guardian
of your educational program is fully satisfied that each
of you has been well prepared for the challenge that lies
ahead . We are confident that your advancements will be
significant and your deeds and accomplishments such as to
reflect credit upon you and your Academy .
Whether your service be in peace or war - your leadership , competence and integrity will play a vital part in
maintaining the economic and political security of our
nation . Wherever you may go, your image will become the
image of our people .
May the knowledge and associations which you take
with you from Castine always remain as a keystone for the
future and our mutual bond . The Board of Trustees wishes
for each of you a most rewarding career , good sailing and
Godspeed .

Sincerely,

<Af:H~e~
Governor

JHR:iv
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John A. Platz
President
Board of Trustees
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FRANCIS

X.

L ANDREY

R EAR ADMIRAL EDw ARD A. RODGERS

OFF ICE OF THE SUPER I NTENDENT

To the Clas s of 1966:

To the Cla s s of 1966:
Speaking for the Boa rd of Vis i t or s and my self , I
extend our s inc ere coner a tulat ion s f or hav i ng compl eted
the third four yea r cour s e a t Cas tine wit h honor to
yours elve s a nd the Aca demy.
Any advice or couns el I would off er y ou ma y s ound
trite a nd commonpla ce, but n ev erthele ss , the same
genera l rules and laws of conduct and endeavo r f it
you rselves now, a s t h ey have your pred ec es sors, f or
ma ny yea rs.
1. Be hon es t with yourse lves a t a ll time s ,
and with a ll men.
2. Never stop studying a nd lea rning so as
to improve your s elve s .
3. Be alert, ready a nd fit for promotion.
4. Be gra teful for a good education by a
wise and generous government.
5. Conduct your s elves a s we would like
you to ' do, and bring credit to yours elve s .
Smooth seas and good s a iling.
Sincerely,
Fra ncis X. Landrey

It's always a plea sure to extend congratulations and best
wishes to a graduetin~ class, especially to young men about to cross
the Rubicon into the adul t world. You have proved yourselves as
students through years of study and toil; bt1.t the real tasks and
trials of life are still ahead. Only time will tell how well we 1 ve
pr epared you for future challenges and opportunities.
Never t heless, I feel confident that you will go forth and
set new rec or ds of accomp1.1shment i'or yourselves, and, in so doing,
will furthe r enhance the enviable reputation ttu:.t previous Maine
Maritime Academy graduates have established.
I believe we have given you a solid foundat ion of knowled ge
and practical s kills, together with a healthy attitude upon which to
build. Jus~ remember that the learning process never ends and that
y our real satisfa ctions will come through personal contributions and
accomplishments. You are about to ente r a troubled world and an
indus t ry pla iroed with numerous difficult.ies; out wherever there's
troubl e, t here 's opportunity. This is t he arena for life's challenges.
Enter it with your standards set high and a de dica tion to providing
res ponsible lead ers:i~.J: to your chosen profession and country.
In quoting an old Spanish idiom , I wish you 11 Salud y
Pe se tas---y tiempo para goza rlas" (Heal th and \.Jeal th---and t i me
to en.i oy t hem) •

/«:~~

Chairma n, Boa rd of Visitors
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A. 1.od
gers
Rear Admiral, MHA
Superint endent
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CAPTAIN

A. F.

COFFIN

CAPTAIN

J. M.

KENNADAY

To the CLA SS of ' 66
This will be the l as t time on which I will a ddre s you as a class
but certainly not , I hope , as individuals .

To the Class of 1966

0

You a re ent ering a world in wh ich ch,rnge is the password. a nd you
must be prepa r ed to meet r ap idly chane ing condition s in ene in ePrinG
and technology . To unconsidered thoue;ht it might seem t hat c.i ll
previous standa rds a re ob so l ete a nd sho1tld be di s chr de d . Not s o .

You are the third class to complete a !our- year course at Maine Maritime
Academy.

The four - year course, naturally, has had "growing pains"; it has

been changed from year to year; subjects have been added, modified, re- located.
I feel that it has been constantly improved and, of course, it is the duty and
the earnest wish of all of us here on the faculty to still further improve it.

You will find th~t the qualitie s of inteGrity , per Rerver~nce ,
loyalty , enthusiasm and willingness to _put forth more effort
than the mi nimum required a re st ill highly va lued a nd denirEcJ .

But I think you can feel that you have been offered the best four - year course
we have so far developed.

What you have taken out of this offering depends, as

it does with any study, on what ycu have put into it .

If you wi ll c ombine these with your tra ining and educ~tj_on a t
the Maine Mari time Aca demy and rea lize tha t y our educc1 tj_on r'l ust
never cease , I have no doubt of your future success .

It may sound strange, but

I really hope that all of you feel you didn ' t put enough into i t .

Because that

will mean that you realize the importance of application, and realize that
application , work and study will always be important to you, in every sort of

I think the fo l lowing quotation from the writing s of Willic:1m
J ames is mo s t appropria te : " Let no youth l a v e a ny c-i nx i c-ty ab out
the upshot of his educ A.t ion , wha tever t:rie line of it mc1y be .
I f he keep f a ithfully busy ea ch hour of the workint; n.;-1y , he
may safely lea ve the fin a l result to it s elf . He c1:1n wi tll perfect c ert a inty c ount on wak ing up s ome fine morn inL , t o find
himself one of the competent one s of hie g en Erat i on , i n wlictt ever pursuit he may have singlerl. out . 3ilen ly , be tween ,1 11
the det a ils of his busines R, the power of judp:inr; in a ll thc:i t
class of matter wi ll ha ve built up wit h in }1i m Fis :-:, _pos~e~,, ion
thRt wi l l never pass awny !"

__ /l.:l!___{}f/!_~Albi on F.
12
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field - not just the study of your chosen profession, but that of literature,
languages , music, art, philosophy - everything that will make you a complete,
well- rounded, truly educated individual ,

If you take that feeling away from

here with you I feel that Maine Maritime Academy has helped you far rnore than
it has in giving you a degree and enabling you t o obtain a license and commission,
important though those may be ,
If you have, you can go far .

I sincerely hope you all do have that feeling .
Good luck to you all l

~~ez~~
0

(/ f~a:;mic lA!an
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CAPT. JOHN M. KENNADAY
Academic Dean

CMDR. EDWARD F. BROWN
Engineering Dept. Head

LCDR VERGE FORBES LT.
Physical Ed. & Athletics Head

ms

LT. JOHN w. BURROWES LT. FRANK J. CONWAY

lead

Economics

Athletics

Hey! Cool off Al!! Philbrick

Col. Herbert, LCMDR. McReel. LCDR

EDUCATION

LCDR
KEITH A. REYNOLDS

,DS

Naval Science Dept. Head

lead

GMC ROBERT COX
Your CPA was a little close Lieutenant!! -

Naval Science

LCDR Reynolds, Lt. McAdams

VIVIAN HATHAWAY
Dept. of Education Secretary

CAPT. RUSSELL H. TEW
Nautical Science Dept. Head

L

:ERF
Head

LT. CHRISTOPHER
DONAHUE
Physics

LT. ROBERT DOWNS
Engineering

CAPT. JOHN FORDAN
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Nautical Science

CWO MARVIN CURTIS
Engineering

LT. RONALD EARLE
Physics

EDUCATION

continued

LT. RALPH E. HANSON, JR.

LT. JAYS. HOAR

Engineering

English

LT. WALTER T. MAYO
Engineering

"If you think I'm fat, look at the man behind me" -

-

•

LT. GEORGE P. JACOBS

LT. CHARLES McADAMS

Engineering

Naval Science

YMC JOHN P. KRAJEWSJ(l •

Next speaker will be Wild Bill Hickok's side kick, Jingles ...
-Philbrick, Capt. Hendrix

Lt. McCann, Lt. Briggs

LT. JOHN R. McCANN LT. JAMES J. McCORMICK LCDR WILLIAM McREEL

Naval Science

History

Athletic Dept.

Nautical Science

~

CWO ROBERT LEACH LT. MATTHEW MacEACHARN LT. ROGER MARKS
Machine Shop

Mathematics
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Engineering

LT. DEAN MAYHEW
English

L'

LT. ALEXAND~R MICHAEL LT. JOSEPH NICHOLS
Sparush

Nautical Science

LCDR ALFRED PHILBRICK,

19

Nautical Science

JR.

EDUCATION

continued

LT.
RICHARD PINNETTE
Engineering

EXECUTIVE DEPT.

FTG
JOHN SCARBROUGil

LCDR
CHARLES ROBINSON

LT. JOHN F. SNOW
Engineering

CAPT. WILLIAM F. BRENNAN
Commandant

LT. WILLARD ROBINS

CDR WILLIAM ERB

Assist. to the X. 0.

Dean of Admissions

Naval Science

Nuclear Engineering

LT. DAVID BUCHANAN

LT. EUGENE SPINAZOLA

Ass't. to Dean of Admissions

Nuclear Engineering

ADORA LEACH

Are you for real? ? -

Cmdr. Jameson, Lt. Spinazola, Robinson, M.

Admissions Secretary

LT. EDWIN TURCOTTE
Mathematics

"This is by far the nicest exercise I have done/ I !" -
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RADM RODGERS

DR. H. BOWMAR M. D.
Cruise Doctor

LCDR
CHANNING WASHBURN
M.D.

LT. FRANCIS MUNGER
21

Medical

LT. (JG)
WILLIAM CHESSER
Medical

CAPT.
JAMES SPRAGUE

CAPT. ALBION COFFIN
Commanding Officer

CDR. RODNEY GRAY
First Lieutenant

RICHARD HARMON
Electrician

Ho w long would it take you to paint this
ship? - BILL COOMBS, PHIL HARMAN

But I thought we were playing for Matchsticks!
-HAVE ER BOWDEN, KEN JONES

Chief Engineer

STATE

OF
MAINE

WALDO HARMON
Electrician

LT.
HOWARD BAUMANN
Radio Officer

Maybe we ought to throw another line on it- CMDR. GRAY

LCDR
OLNEY GRINDALL

LT.
BARRY HAMILTON

First Assist. Engineer

2nd. Assist. Engineer

CWO DURLIN LUNT

22

Bos'n

cwo

DONALD TILLY
Small Boats

STANLEY B. TROTT
Storekeeper

What do you m ean this is iust for officers, I AM an officer! !! -

23

LT. MARKS

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

SHIRLEY C. DAVID

CDR C. EDWARD TENNEY

ELEANOR FORDAN

DOROTHY S. ROBINS

JOYCE SIMPSON

Finance Officer

LCDR
HOWARD C. JORDAN

GEORGE WITHAM
Finance

P. I. 0.

DAVID P. CARNEGIE
Chief Steward

The masters of the Culinary Art

CARL PELLETIER

LCDR JAMES A. LYLE
Buildings

LLOYD G. FARLEY
Small Stores

LYNWOOD A. FARR
Inventory
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Do you see that city truck going by? It has your name on it/
- Nick Johnson, Jordan

THELMA M. BAUMANN
Superintendent's Secretary

Mine, All Mine -

LOUISE P. MAYO
Operator
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Cdr. Lyle

LT. (JG) LECKRONE

LT. (JG) GEORGE VARGA LT. RICHARD RENNER
Naval Science

Naval Science

Engineering

R

COL. C. J. HERBERT
Finance Officer

They poured everything into it.

CDR DAVIS JAMESON LT. (JG) ERNEST BLACK
Executive Officer

Engineering

EDWIN SHEFFIELD
Mathematics

VERNON HASKELL
Bos'n.

Looks a little shaky.

LT. (JG)
ROBERT ATWOOD
Mathematics

CAPT.

MELVIN L. NUTTING
LCDR
JOHN H. WIBBY, JR.
Physics

She's everybody's girl -
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Engine room bulkhead.

Superintendent

He said be sure th ere's a mike in every room .
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EDWARD A. RODGERS

JOHN

M.

A.B., Bates Coll ege. USNR ~lidshipm cn's School, Columbia University. Westlawn School
of Yacht D es ign. Public Helations Aide.
JOHN

B.l\f. S., J\l a in e l\ la riti me Academy. Third Assis tan t Engineer, Oceans, Unlimited.

WALTEH

Chief Radio Officer
H ead, Engineering Department

B.M.S., Maine Maritim e Academy, U. S. Navy Schools: D a mage Control, . A!omic B~cteri olo gy and Chemical W arfare, Firefightin g. Chief Engineer, Steam, Unlimited. Third
Assistant Eng ineer, Diesel, Unlimited.

Admissions and R egistrar
B.M.S. Maine Maritime Academy. Third Mate, Oceans, Unlimited.
E
.
Jo11 N \,V. B u nnow Es
.
. cono171:ics

Assistant -

AN

B.A., H arvard Un ive rsity. Graduate Studies, Harv ard Law School, Ur:11vers1ty of Mame,
USMS Officer Upgrading School, Fort Trumbull, Conn.; Officer Up~radmg_ School, B~ston,
Massachusetts. Second Assistant E ngineer, Steam, U nlimited. Third Assistant Engmeer,
Diesel, Unlimited.

Medical D epartm ent

W1LL1AM F . C1mssrn

U.S. Navy Hosp it al Corps Schools. U.S. Navy Schoo l of Hospital Administration. University of Houston. Hos pital Corpsman Chief ( Ret.) , U.S. N.
hl .

At ettc_Departm~nt

FRA ' K J. CONWAY

B.S., University of Arkansas. M.S. , University of Arkansas. Instructor, Physical E ducation.
Hea d coach of baseball. Assistant footba ll coach.
N
l S .

ava

RoBE RT E . Cox

cience

Gunner's Mate "B" School, U. S. Navy; Instructor Training School U. S. Navy. Gunner's
Mate Chief, U. S. Navy.

w. CURTIS

Engineering

Maine Vocational Technical Institute. U. S. Navy Diesel Engineerin g Schools. Chief
Machinist, MMA.
h

P ysics

CHHI STOPIIEH G . DO NAH UE

B.l\f. S., l\ l aine Maritime Academy. Temple University, University of
gers Un ivers it y, Glassboro ( N. J. ) State College.
WILLIAM H. Ena

B.M.S., Maine Maritime Academy. University of l\laine.
ROBERT B. DowNs

Pennsylvania, Rut-

Director of Admissions
E .
.
.
ngine_er~ng

B.M.S., Maine Maritime Academy. Third Assistant Engineer, Steam a nd _Di esel, Unl 1m1t.ed
EAnLE, Jn.

.

_Ma~hematics and Physics

B.S., U. S. Naval Academy. Lehi gh University. Adelphi ~mvcrs,ty.

.

.

Director of Physical Education ancl Athletics

B.S., Uni versi ty of Maine. Ed. M., Springfield College. Head b asketb all coac~.

.

Nautical Science

JoHN T. FonDAN

Graduate Massachusetts Maritime Academy. Master Mariner, Steam and Motor Vessels,
Oceans, Unlimited.

First Lieut., Training Ship

RODNEY F. CHA y

l\l.

Engineering

Maine l\laritimc Academy. Chief Engineer, Steam. First Assistant ~ ngi neer, tra ining
vessel STATE OF MAINE

Engineering

BARRY W. HAMILTON

faritime Academy. Seco nd Ass istant Enginee r, Steam and Diesel, Un-

B.M.S. , Maine Maritime Academy. U. S. N. Amphibious Warfare School. Third Assist•
ant Eng ineer, Steam an d Diesel, Unlimited. First Gracie Stat ionary Engineer, Maine.

S.

Un dergraduat e and grad uate studi es, Un ivers it y of l\laine. U.S . Navy Electronic Ordna nce School. Chief Boatswa in's Mate, U.S.N. ( Ret . )

Naval Science

CHAHLES F. McADAMS

B.S ., l\lassac huse tt s J\l aritime Academy, Naval Schools: Deep Sea Di ving, Atomic,
Biolog ical, and Chemical Warfare.
JoHN

R.

McCANN

History

.

A.B.A., Nichols College, B.S., Educa tion, Bos ton Universit y, Graduate studies, Univ ersity of l\laine. Instructor, U.S. Army Arctic Survi val School.
JAM ES

J.

Athletic D e partment

l\f cCo nl\ll CK

B.S ., Unive rsity of Rhode Island.
Education. He ad coach of footb all.

Ed.l\1., Sprin gfi eld College.

English, Spanish

HoAn

A. B., University of Maine. i\f .A., ~liddl ebury College. Assistant to Academic D ea n.
Library Officer.

Engineering

G E OHGE P. JACOBS

Graduate, U. S. Maritime Service Trainin g School, Sheeps head Bay. Graduate, USMS
Officer Upgrading School, Boston, Massachusetts. Studied, State team E ngin eering
School Boston l\lassachusetts. Licensed Stati onary E ngin eer, Maine. Licensed Stationary
an d P~rtable Engin eer, Rhode Island. Second Assistant E ngineer, Stea m, Unlimited.

Instructor, Physical

Nautical Science

WILLIAM H. McREEL

B.M.S. , Maine Maritime Academy. B.A., University of New Ham pshi re . Chief Mate,
Ocea ns, Unlimited.
ALEXANDER

E.

Spanish

MICHAEL

A.B., Uni ve rsit y of New Mexico. Middlebury College, L'Universite d'Aix Marseille.
FnA Nc1s

B.

Medical Department

Mu NGE n

U.S.N. Hospital Corps School. U.S.N. Medical School. U.S.N. Field Medicine and
Epedmiology.

Nautical Science

JOS EPH F. NICHOLS

University of Californi a at Berkeley.
ALFllED

R.

Nautical Science

PmLBlllCK, Jn.

B.M.S., Maine Maritime Academy. U. S. Navy Schools: Loran, D amage Control, Atomic
Bacteriolo gy a nd Chemical W arfare, Firefighting, Sperry Gyroscope School. Master Mari•
ner, Ocea ns, Unlimited.

Engineering

RICHAllD A. PINNETTE

B.l\f.S ., Maine Maritime Academy. Second Assistant Engineer, Steam and Diesel, Unli mited.

H ead, Naval Science Department

K EITH A. R E YNOLDS

Uni ve rsity of Pe nnsylvania. George Wa shin gton University.

Assistant to Executive Officer

WrLLAHD F. ROBINS

B.M.S., Maine Maritim e Academ y. Graduate Virgini a State P olice Academy. Undergra duate studi es, Will iam and Mary Colle ge. U. S. Navy Sc hools: Personnel Accounting,
Gunnery, and Amphib ious Warfare.
CHARLES S.

L.

Engineering

Rom NSON

A.B., Harva rd Universit y. S.M., H arvard Graduate School; General Electric Co. Advanced
Course in Engineering. Nuclear Instructor.
Jom,

H.

ScAnnnouGH

U.S. Navy Schools. In structor, Naval Science. FTC 1/ c USN.

Naval Science
Engineering

Graduate U. S. ~laritime Service Tra inin g School, Shee pshea d Bay. Third Assistant
E ngineer, Steam, Unlimited.
EUGENE

H.

Engineering

SPINAZOLA

B.M.S., l\ l a in e ;\l nritime Academy. Grad1;1ate Electric Boat Nucl ear School. Nuclear test
engin eer. Seco nd Assistant, Steam a nd D,csel.

Engineering

JAM ES D. SPRAGUE

Engineering

RALPH E . H ANSON, Jn.

JAY

Mathematics

J\fATTIIEw H. ;\fA cEAC H AHN

JOH N F. SNOW

aviga tion School. !\laster Mariner, Ocea ns, Unlimited.
GmNDALL, Jn.

B.M.S ., Maine
limited.

Engineering

T. MAYO

Officer in Charge, l\lachine Shop.

EDWARD F . BROWN

Magee

English

MAYHEW

B.A., Uni versi ty of l\lainc. l\l.A., Un ive rsity of Maine.

Eastern Radio Institut e, Boston, Mass.
aval Radio Communications School, H arvard
University. U. S. l\lerchant Marine Officers License.

OLNEY

R.

DEA N

Comptroller

VERGE FonBES

Engineering

ROGEH A. MARKS

HowARD L. BA UMANN

L.

Public Works Officer

U.S. Naval Schools: l\ lari ne Power Plants, University of Cali fornia; Naval Instructors
School; School of ~lilitary Just ice; Naval Optical School. American Bosch Service
Training School.

CLARE J. HERBERT

RO NA LD

Marlinespike Seamanship

L UNT

Boatswain, Tra inin g Ship. C hi ef Boatswain, l\lMA.
JAMES A. LYLE

AND FACULTY

Commanding Officer, STATE OF MAINE
Officer in Charge, "Vaterfront Facilities
Master Mariner, Oceans, Unlimited.

MARVIN

E.

D UHLI N

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS

COFFIN

DAVID G. B uCH A

Engineering

LEACH

Machinist, MMA.

Executive Officer
Commandant of Midshipmen
B.M.S., l\laine Maritime Academy
Univers ity of Maine

F.

L.

ROBEHT

DAVISE. JAMESON

ALBION

Naval Science

P. KnAJEWSK1

U.S. Navy Sdiools. Instru ctor, Naval Science. Chief Yeoman, USN .

KENNADAY

Academic Dean
B.S., U. S. Naval Academy
E d. M., Uni versity of Rochester
General Electric Mathematics Fellow
Master Mariner, Oceans, U nlimited

Public Information Officer

HowAnD C . JonDAN

Superintendent
B.S., U. S. Naval Academy
B.S., U. S. aval Postgraduate School
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

B.l\f. S. J\ l ainc Maritime Academy. US :'II S Officer Upgra din g School, Boston, J\lass. Chief
E ngin dc r, Unlimit ed , Steam. Th ird Assistant E ngineer, Unlimited, Diesel. Chief engi neer,
trainin g vessel ST AT E OF ~IA I NE
R ussELL

H.

Head, Nautical Science D epartment

T rn ny

Graduate l\lassachusctts \l aritim c Academy. Sperry Gyroscope School. Instructor, US c\1S
Officer u;lgra clin g Schoo l, Fort Trumhull , Con n. Officer-in-charge, US :'lfS Officer U pgradin g Sc hool, Boston, Ma ss. ]\faster Mariner, Steam and Motor Vessels, Oceans, U nlimit ed.

Eng-ineerin g

DO NALD C . TILLY

l\l achinist, MJ\IA .
CHANNING

H.

wASHBUllN, M . D.

M edical Officer

B.S. , Amher t Coll ege. J\I. D ., Tufts Med ica l School.

28
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BAND

"The hand they won't forget!"
Under the direction of Tim Keefe, this hand made
many of the Wednesday inspections a lot more
pleasant with the sound of new music and an improved sound to the old standbys.

KEEFE, T. D. - Bandmaster
LING, J. - Assistant
PERRA ULT - Guidon

Standing forty strong, with the usual large freshmen class, they brightened many home half times
with their renowned Latin rhythms in "Exodus,"
"More", "Tonight" and many other popular tunes.
They have performed all over Maine taking honors
in the majority of parades. The biggest event, and
the one they are most proud of, was the honor of
being chosen by the Maritime commission to perform at various places all over Washington, D. C.
in recognition of National Maritime Week. The highlight of the tour was to entertain citizens and dignitaries on the steps of the Capitol building. This
same band was highly commended for their fine
musicianship when performing at the state capitol in
Augusta for the opening of Maine State Legislature.
The juniors and underclassmen of the hand of "66"
would like to thank all seniors for their four years
of dedication and hard hard work.

MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY
MARCHING BAND
32

I d on't care if

11 0

one's listenin g; w hen l brin g ·m y baton d own, I wa nt yo u. to play!

33

SENIOR MEMBERS
UNNOLD -

Clarinet

POLLARD -

Clarinet

SOPER -

Trumpet

PATON -

Trumpet

PROUDLY WE STOOD ON THE STEPS OF OUR NATION'S
CAPITOL.

FILLION, PORCH, SULLIVAN R. ( CAPT) , RICHTER, SOMERVILLE Absent : GILLMAN

HOMECOMING

1965

COLOR GUARD

FILLION, PORCH, RICHTER
MITCHELL J. ( Sub. )

Ready, one .. . two . . . W hat are we playing?
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DRILL SQUAD

Larry Grimard - Drill master
Peter Thorpe - assistant

This season the drill squad under the direction of
drill master Larry Grimard has been more active
than ever before in the past. Over and above the
usual RF's and parades in Bucksport, Bar Harbor, and
Bangor, the squad has shown what hard work and
firm backing by the officers can do.
The squad started practicing every morning after
the cruise, and then distinguished itself by placing
second in the Pershing Rifle drill squad competition
in Boston.
The squad went on the Washington Cruise and
performed in front of the Federal Maritime Administration Building, the Senate Office Building and
the Capitol. The squad then departed for New York
and put on an excellent drill show with the Federal
and New York State Maritime Academy drill squad
at the World's Fair.
The regiment had a chance to witness the squad
in action during the change of command ceremony
at graduation. Many new routines had been initiated
by Drill Master Grimard and proved very distinctly,
that the Drill Squad is second to none. During the
fall, at football games, the squad showed how versatile it was, by varying the routine at each game.
The Drill Squad has come a long way during the
past season. From a group of individuals, it has
evolved into a separate and distinct unit with its
own "esprit de corps." We salute Larry for his hard
work in making the squad what it is today.

DRILL SQUAD
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A PRECISION DRILL UNIT
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WELFARE AND
RECREATION
OWENS

AHAESY

ECKERT

FAMULARI

JACKSON

LADD

L to R: LCDR McRecl, Al Winslow, Dick LeMoine, L arry Gr imard, Jack D esilets,
C het Manuel.

LANCASTER
HIGH PORT -

ARMS !

MANCHESTER

SAFETY COMMITTEE
The Safety Council has
been organized to establish
and maintain rules and regulations of safety both on
and off Academy grounds,
while also checking on and
advising on upkeep of various safety equipment and
safety features.
The Council, headed by
Captain James D. Sprague,
is comprised of both administration members and Midshipmen.
Many of the accomplish-

ments of the council are
little known, but benefit all
hands. A few of the more
obvious accomplishments
achieved this past year are
the street lights lining the
walk between the senior
dorms and Leavitt Hall, replacement of inadequate
fire lines in Leavitt Hall,
new windows and fire
es cape ladder from the
upper classroom of the
machine shop and steps at
Dismukes Hall.

McALLISTER

Remember, the first one to dro p his rifle, puts them all away

L to R: D ave Jlallden, P eter Boyce, Chet Manuel and Jeff Ling.

CASEY

WINSLOW

VAUGHN
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SWIFT W.

MILLER

MELANSON
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The Welfare and Recreation Committee, or Student
Fund, is made up of five
members and a faculty advisor. Two seniors, two juniors and the head barber
make up the committee,
while Mr. McReel is faculty
advisor.
The purpose of the committee is to provide for the
betterment of the Regiment.
It accomplishes this in two
ways, first, by giving financial aid to Academy functions, and by providing services to the Midshipmen.
Each year about $500 is
given toward Graduation.
The TV's at Leavitt, the
New Dorms, and the Ship,
have been purchased and
maintained by the fund. The
fund has contributed toward bus trips and cruise
tours, and in sending the
band and drill squad to
Kings Point. In addition the
fund has aided various
dances, sponsored movies
and maintained the pool
tables.
The Welfare and Recreation Committee, obtains its
money in several ways.
First, the profits which are
realized from the vending
machines are put into the
fund, as are the profits from
the Ships Store on the
cruise. Also contributing to
the fund are the school
barbers.

PROPELLER CLUB
YACHT CLUB
OF CASTINE
GE ORGE D UNCAN SecretaryTreas urer;
AT GLADDING Commodore; SETH FENNER Vice-Commodore; DO UG SHORE Fleet Captain.

DA VE ARNOLD - Treasurer; BOB
LAWLER President; RUSS
KNIEHL - Secretary; JACK DESILETS - Vice President.

The function and m1ss10n of the student Propeller Club is to
develop an interest and appreciation within the midshipmen members for a strong merchant marine.
Propeller clubs all over the nation and world lend support to
promote further and support an American Merchant Marine, capable
of serving the American people in times of peace and war. The
present situation in Asia clearly shows the need for such a Merchant
Marine.

•

I

•

I

The Yacht Club has been very active during the past season .
Starting in the spring, club members began the annual overhaul and
repair of the 35' sloop "Diana" and the 38' cutter "Clio." Being
fiberglass, the three Gannet class dinghies did not need much work.
But much tim e and many weekends were given up by members of
the club to ready the fleet for the summer sailing season.

The Propeller Club, Port of Maine Maritime Academy, is one
of the most active clubs at the academy. Among well known functions are: sponsoring the annual homecoming, sponsori~g the ~rop
Club dance homecoming weekend, and the sale of van?us articles
to bolster the treasury. A number of activities on the crmse are also
sponsored by the club.

Some of the races entered by the club are: Monhegan Race, the
Retired Skippers Race, and the North Haven Ocean Race. When
the Marblehead to Halifax race comes up this summer "Clio" and
"Diana" will be entered, as they have in the past years. The dinghies
were sailed throughout the season by Midshipmen with sailing experience. At the end of the season an intramural competition was
established by Capt. Kennaday, one of our most ardent supporters.
The Gannets were also sailed in intercollegiate races held at Colby.
Needless to say MMA came out on top.

Under the leadership of: Bob Lawlor, president; Jack Desilets,
vice president; Russ Kniehl, secretary; and Dave Arnold, treasurer,
the club is at its peak enrollment, and the club treasury has been
doubled. The Prop Club is ably advised by LCDR. H . C. Jordan.

After the season ended, a banquet was held at the Jed Prouty
where awards were given and plans for the future were formulated.
The club is an actively growing organization and the future looks
bright.
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TRICK'S END

HELM

MARK H. ROBINSON
Editor-in-chief

~
DAVID M. O'CONNOR

THOMAS BENZ

Associate & Sports Editor

Photo Editor

PETER M. NEWTON

The Trick's End is an
account of our four years
spent here at the academy. We have done our
best to keep it accurate
and interesting.
As editor, I would like
to especially thank Peter
Newton and David
O'Connor for their undying efforts in helping to
make this book possible.

Literary Editor

GEORGE S. DOORE
Art Editor

PETER W. MARTIN

LCDR HOWARD C. JORDAN

Business Manager

Advisor
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PETER L. REDFERN
Staff Editor

THOMAS J. MOUTSATSOS
Staff Editor

SCOTT J. SEARWAY
Staff Editor

The Helm is the newspaper of the Regiment of
Midshipmen, published
monthly, or thereabouts,
except during periods of
leave or the annual training cruise.
The Helm is run solelr
by the midshipmen, and
is the voice of the Regiment, for it is intended
for the enjoyment and information of the midshipmen, faculty, parents, and
friends of the Academy.
The Helm had a new look
this .year in the form of a
new masthead which does
much to enhance the
paper.
The men behind the
paper this year were, Dick
Paton, editor-in-chief;
Russ Kniehl, associate
editor; and staff editors
Tom Mou ts atsos, Pete
Martin, Scott Searway,
~nd Pete Redfern. Heading the sports department
was Dave O'Connor who
was ably assisted by
Dan Hamblet. Standing
ready to lend his artistic
ability to The Helm was
art editor Dave Pope.
John Krupski had the job
of getting the paper
mailed on time. Advisors
to the Helm were Capt. J.
M. Kennaday and LCDR
H. C. Jordan.
The editors and staff of
The Helm hope that they
have successfully fulfilled
their sometimes controversial job of being the
voice of the midshipmen
over the last year, and
that the Helm proved
interesting, informative,
and added a light touch
to life at MMA.
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RICHARD R. PATON
Editor-in-chief

RUSSELL F. KNIEHL
Associate Editor

JOHN J. KRUPSKI
Circulation Manager

DAVID M. O'CONNOR
Sports Editor

SCUBA CLUB

-

I

Back TOW, l to r: R_obinson, _B arbeau, O'_R eill~, Lindvall, Hoysradt, Miller, D amrell.
Front row: Porter, Wilks (President ), Martm, Dinsmore.
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President:
Rob ert Blackmore
Vice President:
Jeremiah Baker
Secretary:
Robert Moody
Treasurer:
Keith Lewis

,.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL

L to r: Taylor, Robinson H., Judd, LCDR. Jord an, D oore, Robinson M.,
Absent: 4/c Lay.

CLASS OFFICERS

The Academy Scuba
Club, headed by Lt. Spinazola, was organized two
years ago by a group of interested divers here at the
academy. The club's main
purpose is to train and qualify those midshipmen interested in the art of scuba
diving. Most of the club's
diving time is spent beneath
the cold waters around Castine, searching for one of the
many wrecks from the War
of 1812. At all times while
any of the club's qualified
divers are at school, they are
at the disposal of the school
or the townspeople if in case
of emergency the need for
them should arise. When the
ship sails on its annual training cruise, all members pack
their gear and look forward
to a fun filled dive in one of
the warm water ports to
which the State of Maine
sails.

A new organization the
Council was formed td promote an expanded social
p~ogram at the Academy,
via class representatives. In
limited time available the
Council came up with a
most successful "Castine AGo-Go Weekend " featuring
dances, buff et 'suppers a
bowling tournament, ;nd
movies. Dates came from
Westbrook Junior College
Husson, St. Joseph's Colleg~
?nd Mercy School of Nursmg.
With many new projects
on the agenda, the Activities Council looks to develop into an effective force
in extra-curricular affairs.

President :
Richard Condon
Vice President:
David Pope
Secretary:
Tim Latour
Treasurer:
Chet Manuel

'68

'67

President :
Roger Haines
Vice President:
Check Nording
Treasurer:
William Sullivan
Secretary :
John Demaree

'66
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"A"

REGIMENTAL STAFF

COMPANY

F
I
R

MARI -

Co. Commander

HAINES -

A-1 Platoon Leader

MURRAY -

s

A-2 Platoon Leader

1/c Petty Offe,cers
MORRIS

GRAIF

LEWIS

JOHNSON

T
L to r: HALLDEN, Supply; JUDD, Executive Officer; KOHTLUCKE, Master-at-Arms;
DOORE, Regimental Commander; SULLIVAN, B., Mess Officer; MERHIAM, Adjutant.

2ND BATTALION

1ST BATTALION

B
A
_,,

--

T
T
A
L
I
0

N

B

A
T
T
A
L
I
0

s

"B"

SHORE BROWN NEWTON -

Co. Commander
B-1 Platoon Leader
B-2 Platoon Leader

1/c Petty Officers
COOK

DORSKY

CURRAN

DOORNBOS

N

T
A
F
LA WLOH - Commander
GAFFNEY - Guidon

F
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BOYCE - Commander
CARBONNEAU - Cuidon
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COMPANY

"C" COMPANY

SENIOR CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS

s

E
C
0
N
D
B

AYER -

Co. Commander

DESILETS NYE -

C-1 Platoon Leader

C-2 Platoon Leader

DEMAREE PALMEU -

1/c Petty Officers

KNIGHT

~I A

CONDON

LEVESQUE

VAILLANCOURT -

Assist. Fire Chief

MARTIN - Quartermaster

EL

SULLIVAN, U. CLIFFOUD GILLMAN -

"D"

Machinist Mate
Bos'n. Mate

Gunners Mate

Fire Chief
Assist. Master At Arms

COMP ANY

A
T
T
A
L
I

\VE EKS BULM E R OLIVER -

Yeomen

Co. Commander

KOLOFSKY

D-1 Plat ,,on Leader

GUAY

D-2 l'latoon Leader

PALMEH.
1/c PeHy Office rs

POPE

TASKER

BROWN

D E 1 ;\tAN

Assist. M.A.A .

NORTON
HODRIQUE
LATOUR

0
N

AYER
JlARRIMAN

ASSIST.
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M.M.A.

YEOMEN
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2-D

2-E-2

First row l tor: Spearin, Thorpe, Wood, Kolofsky, Woodhull, Ling; Second row:
Wade, Vaillancourt, Johnson, Knight, Cook; Third row: Fairfield, Dorsky,
Winslow, Ladd, Smith; Fourth row: Merithew, Rcinhardsen, P erkins, Gatchell,
Graif; Absent : Cahill, Duncan, Gladding, Hess, LaRose, Terry, Webb.

First row l to r: Levesque, Lancaster, LaTour, Lewis; Second row: Loiacono,
Hansen, Norton, McCarthy, Dayton; Third row : Knight, Mahar, Harriman, Gray,
Ferguson; Absent: Eldredge, Famulari, Fenner, Harris Hunter Jackson Lanza
.
'
'
'
'
L ew1s

2-E-l

2-E-3

First row l to r : Davis, Ahaesy, Brown, Atkins, Banks; Second row: Condon,
Doornbos, Cochran, Daisey, Dayton; Third row : Barbara, Bradley, Alford, A.yer;
Absent : Coughlin, Bell, Curran, Casavola, Denman, Eckert, Devitt.

First row l to r: Moore, Waller, Tasker, Tapley, Pope, Pierce; Second row: Simmons, Palmer, Race, Norton, _Dayton ; Third row: Mathieson, Weast, Pendexter
Raye; Absent: Manuel, Morns, Palmer, Robinson Rodrique Sanborn Schultze'
Walsh.
'
'
'
'
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3-E-l

3-D-l
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I
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'

f
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I
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'
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_l

First row l to r: Colding, Menkes, Dinsmore, Banks; Secon~l row: Mac~u:mon,
Whelton, Howard, Schultz, Fessler; Third row: Page, Lewis, Smith, Williams;
Fourth row: Brown, Blaisdell, Salata; Absent: Arnold, Eldredge, Mount, Porter.

First row l to r: Lessard, Black, Ehringer, Sylva, Nye; Second row: Hoffman,
Rapp, Sponsler, Brown, Donnell, Archibald; Third row: Hatch Overton Bennett, Crosskill,
Kierstead,
F
· L
· Perkins; Absent: Abbott, Bates, C;sey, Cor n'for ti1,
ourmer, ane, H~nter, Nelson, Lynch, Martin, McNelly, Pucko, Vaughn, Weed,
Woodman, Cummmgs.

3-D-2

3-E-2

~

,~

'♦ ~

'.

{

., ...... ✓

1-----, ~.,, J

\\

(r
First row l tor: Manchester, Powell, Brooks, Pece, Whitman; Second row: Berthl·aume Colburn Nolen Sherman- Third row: Hakala, Hastedt, Huntley, Melan'
'
,
, Damrell, 0 'Bnen,
. w emer, y oung.
son, Miller;
Absent:
Baker,
Cratty,

First row l to r: Lewis, Peacock, Mercer, Ellingwood, Buck; Second row:
~eri:ier, Cr?wlcy, Hatch, Wyman, Gresek, Jacobson; Third row: Riley, Donnini,
0 Bncn, Vigue, Holmes, Swift; Fo:urth row: P asquine, Coughlin, McRea,
A~rams, Can~ody, Lyncl~; Absent: Bailey, Bessey, Blackmore, Cushing, Geaghan,
Hammond, L1ttlefied, Michaud, Murphy, Sherman, Taylor, Tine.
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3-E-3

4-2

First row l to r: Jordan, Drake, Tinkham, Robinson, Moody, Cass; _Second row:
Wilks, Bond, McAllister, Libby, Merrow; Third row: Ward, Cousms, Ba_rb_eau,
Champine; Fourth row: Hayden, Main, Lemoine; Absent:. Adams, ~ill~gs,
Dinsmore, Flower, leva, Harris, Hoysradt, Littlefield, Lmdvall, 0 Reilly,
Perry, Michaud, Small, Swift, Totman, Wolford.

First row l to r: Robinson, Markley, Corbett, King; Second row: Russell, York,
Moore, Weeks, Talon, Gaydos; Third row: Haskell, Lessard, Allen, Bogert;
Fourth row: Brooks, Oppelaar; Absent: Charleston, Dennison, Greenleaf, Hosmer, McEachern, Peterson, Smith, Turner

4-1

4-3

First row l tor: Endicott, Adams, Turner, Stather, Baker, Boetsch; Second row:
Young, Gammon, Gordon, O'Meara, Carver; Third row: Mann, Ho~land, Ruberti,
McClain; Fourth row: Haskell, Reid; Absent: Walsh, Keyes, Simpson, Corb,
Cyr.

First row l to r: Metrick, Marti~, Post, Barnes; Second row: Libby, Haggett,
DeRoche, Rodgers, Childs; Third row: Bryant, Cookson, Bonsaint, Taylor;
Fourth row: Giles, McGuiggan, Allen, Uhler; Absent: Hatfield, LaBreck Hotham, Packard, Wilbur, Flaherty, Smith, Moore
'
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57

4-4

4-6

First row l to r: Lucas, Civitano, Harden, Jack, Rogers, Smith; Second row:
Ames, Wikstrom, Sargent, Allen, Langdon; Third row: Vigue, Temple, Cameron,
Heath, Foster; Absent: Crowell, Glidden, Booth, Bergeron, Donald, Page.

First row l tor: Carlton, Seel, Rubenstein, Towle, Merry; Second row: Haskell,
Jones, Atkins, Braut, Gordius, Lay; Third row: Stanley, Reed, Zaenger, Willette;
Absent: Blanchette, Connors, Curran, Ellenwood, Gaddis, Hogland, MacLeod,
McCarthy, Patasini, Wallace, Nowell.

4-5

First row l tor: Palmer, McMann, Anderson, Tiensivu, MacLeod, Mazzeo; Second row: Conklin, Visentin, Curran, Edgecomb, Rosenblad; Third row: Frank,
Hill, Powers, Jones; Fourth row: Scott, Murphy, Wilcox, Goding, Campion;
Absent: Black, Bracy, Smith, Lary, Harrison.
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I feel foolish asking, but can anyone remember what's next -
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Regimental Staff
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Fron~ row l to r: Peterson, Theriault, Wolford, Cornforth, Harris, J., D esilets,
Archibald, Shore, Duffy, H arris, F., Curran, E., Bessey, Blake ; Second row: Line
coach Conway, McCloud, Wilbur, Bergeron, Werner, A. , Tine, Adams, Bl ackmore, H arris, A., Billings, L ynch, Sponsler, Hoysradt, Michaud, Lindvall,
Flaherty, Blanchette, head coach McCormick; Third row: McE aehern, Curran,
P., H arrison, D ennison, Page, Moran, Hogland, P atasini, Haskell, vV., Lary,
Keyes, Donald, Smith, T. E., Simpson, Charleston, Bracy; Absent: Gilman, E.

JAMES McCORMICK
Head Football Coach

1966 TEAM RECORD

MMA
32 -

Quonset Naval Air

14

Newport Navy

20

26

Curry College

6

0

Norwich Univ.

27

13

FOOTBALL
62

63

0

Bridgewater State

0

0

Nichols College

6

0

Frostburg College

11

DOUG SHORE
Doug, outstanding
fullback since his freshman year, has always
been a hard runner and
t o u g h man to stop
when he got in the
open. "Plock" has been
a great leader as cocapt. and a superior
player at all times.

PETE ARCHIBALD
Archie, chosen as cocapt. this year and to
Maine's all-state team
his junior year, always
puts his everything into
the games. As defensive center, opposing
quarterbacks hated to
see him put on the
rush, but on offense
Pete led the way for
many runners.

JACK DESILETS
Jack, slated by
some to have been
the best back in the
state, added great
depth to the MMA
backfield. His determination and his running ability gave us
the necessary yardage for first downs a
countless number of
times. Jack's aggressiveness was unsurpassed when the going got rough.

M y ballet lesso11s fin ally paicl off -

SHORE

BILL DUFFY
Bill, a hard hitting
tackle had a sharp
eye for detecting and
breaking up the opponents plays. His "nack"
as he calls it, cut down
the opponent's ground
gain considerably. Duff
is undoubtedly one of
the most earnest linemen to play for MMA
in many years.
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DANNY HAMBLET
Danny, l e a di n g
ground gainer his junior
year, played top notch
football for three seasons. Picked as "most
improved back" last
year, he always managed to find the "magic
hole" which usually
paid off in a first down.
One of the fastest men
on the team, Dan never
had any trouble outrunning his opponent.

ED GILLMAN
Ed, playing only
his senior year,
showed tremendous
defensive ability
through the season.
He moved his 200
lbs. a r o u n d with
amazing speed and
nine times out of ten,
nailed his man. Ed
would be an asset to
any team whether in
a big or small college.

PAT McCARTHY
Pat was unable to
play this year because
of past injuries, but in
the past three years
was an immovable
gridster at the center
position. "Patridge"
never failed to give the
Middies the lift they
needed in a tight spot.

H ere comes th e messenger w ith the night chow! -
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HAMBLET

JOHN MURRAY
John received an
ankle injury in the first
game of his sophomore
year and consequently
was out for the rest of
that season. In his junior year, he bounced
back into action and
showed his opponents
great running speed
despite his old injury.
John provided the
spark which gave the
Middies a winning season.

MENS SANUM IN
CORPORE SANO
The Maine Maritime Academy football team ended
this season with a 3-4 record. This is the first year that
the Middies have had a losing season since 1958.
A quick look at the team record does not tell the
whole story. If one were to dig up the team statistics he
would find that this "losing" team did not and has not
received the credit due. This may surprise some, but the
Middies' opponents averaged only 67.1 yards per game on
the ground. This is of course in small college competition.
The Middies allowed only 470 ground yards in the seven
games played this year. Only 18 points were scored
against us on the ground all season. Of the 70 points the
opposing teams mustered against us, 52 were achieved
by plays involving the forward pass. The rushing defense
incorporated by line coach Frank Conway is known as
the "Arkansas Monster Defense," which he brought from
his Alma Mater.
In offense Doug Shore was the leading ground gainer
followed cl~sely by classmate Jack Desilets, then sophomores Mike Lynch and Albie Harris. Pass receiving
was copped by ends Joe Harris and Bob Blackmore who
were outstanding in every game.
The preceding data shows that MMA was truly a tough
team even when opposing lines outweighted them by 5-15
lbs. per man.

Come on fellers, I'll be late for inspection -

F RONT: L. to R .
athletic director V 1ine coach Frank Conway, head coach Jim McCormick and
REAR C
erge F orbes.
'
: a-captains Shore and Archibald

But coach, I always fill the coke machines at
halftime - DESILETS
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D ESILETS

I tell ya, the game's in the bag. -COACH
McCORMICK

Co-Capts. Shore and Archibald Congratulated by former Coach Dave Wiggin

The Team To Beat

Unbiased (?)
Official
I wonder if this sport will ever catch on -
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Blackmore

;i;? boys from Frostbite never give up, do

And for you -

69

The back of me hand -

Harris

CROSS COUNTRY
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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FRO T ROW: I to r. Merry, Littlefield, Sanborn, Webb, c·CbptR
Casavola, Nelson, Williams. BACK ROW: I to r. Turner, or , u
Hatfield, LaBreck, Mathieu, Markley, Cyr, Seel.
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The Maine Maritime Academy Cross Country Team had sixteen meets this season and won all but two. The two defeats were
dealt to us by the University of New Brunswick who were favored
to become the Canadian National Champions. In the meets held,
the middies had five perfect scores, the last against Mass. Maritime
Academy.
Co-Captain Bob Clark took first place against MVTI of South
Portland and set a new course record there. Co-Captain Bill Martin
and junior Chet Manuel, who were strong runners last year, missed
quite a few meets because of injuries. Another junior Pete Webb,
has greatly improved this year and was one of the top scorers on
the team. Freshmen assets, Hatfield, Mathieu, and Nowell also
made their marks in the scoring column.
In an invitational State Meet held at Colby College, the Middies
did well enough to earn the opportunity to meet the University of
New Hampshire, New England College, and Boston College next
year. The last meet was also a State Meet and was held in Castine.
The Middies placed a strong second and ended the season with a
near perfect record against American competition.
The team wishes to thank Lt. Ronald Earle who has given his
time, passed on a combination of knowledge and experience, and
produced a great team.
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Now Hear This/ Commence Liberty
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1965 SCHEDULE

MMA
15

BUCKSPORT HIGH SCHOOL (FRESHMEN)

50

15

SOUTHERN MAINE VOCATIONAL

50

49

UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK

15

21

RICKER COLLEGE

40

15

50

15

ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE
BELFAST HIGH SCHOOL (FRESHMEN)

50

U. of NEW BRUNSWICK and HUSSON

15-85

52

"COLBY, UMP, GORHAM, and ST. FRANCIS

49
34-67-75-120

15

SOUTHERN MAINE VOCATIONAL

50

21

BELFAST HIGH SCHOOL

39

19

HUSSON
MASS. MARITIME and UMP

44

23

78-39

"STATE MEET

Take a right here, go 300 yds., take a left, go down the hill, take a ...

FRONT ROW: 1. to r. Nowelll Webb, Co-capt. Martin, Hatfield
BACK ROW: Coach Ear e, Hosmer, Mathieu, Cherry
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Co-Capt. Bob Clark in a fast finish

Coach Earle and Co-Capt. Martin
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Front Row l to r : MacLeod, Harrison, Anderson, Capt. Woodman, Teinsivu, Gaddis, Back
Row: Carver, Greenleaf, Edgecomb, Haskell, McCarthy, Russell, and Coach Verge Forbes.

The Maritime five finished the season with a 7·7 record
in league play and were 0-2 in the Paul Bunyon Tourney.

TEAM RECORD
MMA
92
88
92
67
92
68
75
83
99
79
83
70
76
90
100
98

THOMAS
FORT KENT
FORT KENT
FARMINGTON
WASH. STATE
RICKER COLLEGE
°BOSTON STATE
°HUSSON
THOMAS
U. of NEW BRUNSWICK
U. of NEW BRUNSWICK
FARMINGTON
RICKER
AROOSTOOK
AROOSTOOK
WASH. STATE
0

BASKETBALL

84
119
88
87
91
84
103
102
105
74
79
78
98
120
98
86

Denotes Paul Bunyon Tourney

The four teams invited to play in the annual tourney
were : Husson College, Boston State Teachers College,
Bloomfield ( N. J. ) Teachers, and Maine Maritime Academy. Although the Middies lost both games, the effort to
win against two superior teams was undying.
Sophomore Capt. Carl Woodman led the team in the
scoring department with an average of 21.1 points per
game and a high average of .412 from the floor.
The thirteen man squad consisted primarily of freshmen, Woodman and junior John Mathieson being the only
upperclassmen. The team was lacking in the height department, but not in speed and ability. Considering the "green"
team Coach Forbes had to work with he did a great job.
We're sure that in the next couple of years, confidence
and experience will bring MMA a fine trophy.
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Who me? Yeah you ref!

Paddie Cake, Paddie Cake . . . . .

I sure wish you used ban -

76

WHERE THE HOME GAMES ARE PLAYED

Kent
Higgins, last year's only unanimous choice for all-con•
ference•team,
and Coach Forbes.

Psst, let him shoot, I have $10 riding on the middies -

77

I
Basketball? ? This is an Indian rain dance _
l hope that doesn't go in. l hope. l hope . . .

Hey Ref! He was standing on my footll -

What goes up, must come down _

Look out, the backboard is falling!
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Hey, you're pretty good!

79

R

The Coach
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A select group of Middies with strong backs and great determination, rowed their way to the most impressive and successful season
ever at the Academy. They also took rowing from a minor sport and
made it one of the varsity sports at the Academy.
Thanks to the untiring efforts of a great "little" Lt., the team ended
with a record of three first places and two second places. Lt. George
Varga gave the team a goal: "row to win, but beat Kings Point at all
costs." Coach Varga gave the team his undying efforts and time, and
saw to it that good sportsmanship was shown to all opponents.
To produce a winning team took a lot of physical exercise stardng
with calisthenics and lots of rowing. Not many men at the academy
could help but notice a group of nuts out rowing at 0530 every
morning and at 1500 every afternoon.
Entering the International Life Boat Race in New York Narrows,
the Maine Middies came in from behind to win. The winning cost
the whole team a dunking in the swimming pool aboard the T.V.
STATE OF MAINE. One week and much practice later, the Middies
again rowed against Kings Point, Fort Schuyler and Mass. Maritime
and Texas Maritime who joined us in Washington, D. C.
The Maine Middies pulled a second place behind Mass. Maritime.
About four days later, back in New York, the Middies took on
Kings Point, Fort Schuyler, and Mass. Maritime once again plus
a crew of old Norwegian International Champions. The Middies
stroked their way to a second place behind Fort Schuyler.
Pointwise the Middies ended up as the top Academy rowing team
in the country. The "B" team rowed the Rockland Coast Guard
Station twice taking two first places.
Only three seniors and our coach "little George" have left the
team, but as the sounds of "Hey coach, no more," "Mer-cal-deeeee,"
"Where's the Berries," fade away more Middies will carry the burden
on to greater heights and make the rowing team known throughout
the Maritime Industry.
Members of the team were: seniors Roger Mercaldi, Jr., Dick
ewbegin, and Bob Clark. Juniors Hanson, Eldredge, Walsh, Coughlin, Doornbos, Woodhull, and Webb. Sophomores: Lindvall, Werner
A., Werner G., O'Reilly, Hoysradt, Jacobson, Ieva, Hayden, Powell,
Mount, and Hastedt.

The Team

The Race
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The Victory

Readying for afternoon practice

The Trophy
L. to R. Admiral Rodgers, Coach Varga, Coxswain Chuck Mcrcaldi, and Captain Coffin

Almost neck and neck in the Bagaduce

It looks like a victory against Rockland Coast Guard

83

The Maine Maritime Academy golf team
had its third straight successful season and
second year as champions of the Northeastern
College Conference. The Middies were 5-1 in
the league standings and were 11-2 overall.
Under the capable leadership of Captain
Bob Leeman ( 10-3 ), the team drove · past
Farmington State, Washington State, St.
Francis College, Ricker College, and MCI,
losing only to Husson College and the University of Maine in Portland. Pete Robinson
(10-3) was the key player in league play. The
other members of the team were Jim Johnson
(9-4), Terry McCarthy (10-2), Ron Terry
(1-1 ), Nick Salata ( 11-1 ), Jim Sherman ( 11-2 ),
and Doug Ward ( 12-2).

FRONT L. to R. Johnson, Robinson, Capt. Leeman, McCarthy
REAR L. to R. Sherman, Salata, Ward, Terry

GOLF
The Two Senior Members: Pete Robinson and Capt. Bob
Leeman.

TEAM RECORD
MMA
4 HUSSON COLLEGE
7 FARMINGTON STATE
1 UMP
9 FARMINGTON STATE
3 HUSSON COLLEGE
7 WASHINGTON STATE
7 WASHINGTON STATE
6 RICKER COLLEGE
6 ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE
6 MCI
4 RICKER COLLEGE
7 ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE
5 FARMINGTON STATE

2
0

4
6
4
0

0

1
1
1
3
0
2
p,

Coach Wi ggin On The Green
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T

Pete, When They Said We're As Good As T
A
ld p l
They Meant .. ..
wo rno
a mers

Coach Wiggin Presents Pete Robinson With Team Trophy
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BASEBALL

FRONT ROW l to

r:

Picard, W oodman, Sponsler, Capt. Fl aherty, Gresek, P eacock, Fournier,

BACK ROW : Thibeau, F ernald, Blackmore, Nivison, Abbot, Adams, L anza.

T hink l can hit McCann's house fr om here? Mulcahy and
Lanza
l wouldn't stand th ere Charlie, thirteen is an u

COACH CUTLER

The Middies started off great
guns this season winning five
of their first six games. And then
came the "Washington Trip."
The players traveled with us on
the ship but were flown back to
Maine several days later to meet
their schedule. Lack of practice
while in Washington and being
shuttled back and forth were
perhaps the leading factors in
the losses of the remaining
games.

TEAM RECORD
Opponent

MMA
5

ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE

I

3

AROOSTOOK STATE

0

3

AROOSTOOK STATE

4

2

AROOSTOOK STATE

I

7

HUSSON COLLEGE

4

3

ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE

0

0

FARMINGTON STATE

I

2

HUSSON COLLEGE

3

0

HUSSON COLLEGE

2

3

RICKER COLLEGE

6

I

RICKER COLLEGE

3

2

RICKER COLLEGE

5

Captain Fred Flaherty, Ken
Nivison, Buster Engert, and
Andy Picard showed their fielding abilities, while being backed
up by the superb pitching of
Pete Thibeau.
86
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The biggest change of our entire lives fell upon us the first day we
entered Maine Maritime Academy. It was a change overnight. It
was as if a bomb had exploded right under our feet. To leave the
summer sun and all those memorable times, to leave our friends, our
home, our customs and our ways, to leave the whole world behind
us - and enter a new world, a world of responsibility, a world of
devotion, and a world of personal pride.

AND SO

WE ARRIVED

• • •
I am greatly embarrassed and .. . -

Ever feel alone in a crowd O'Connor, Stone

Ross, Ahearn

Young J., Fairfield, Higgins, Judd, Jagger,

Who's that little old man at the end of the lineFlaherty

Unnold, Duffy, Soper,
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It's a good thing this clinking only lasts
2 weeks - Cherry, Dion

I hope they don't notice I'm reading the current issue of Playboy Nordeng, Frederick, Nye

91

M-M-My n-n-name is ? ? ? -

Doore

Yes, our first day at the academy marked the beginning of a new
life, a life of maturity. We were no longer children or just other
high school graduates as many of our trying experiences were to prove.
We were on our way to becoming men, mature men with a goal,
and nothing was going to stop us or get in our way.

Who's the guy who brought the apples? Thibodeau

Perrault, Peterson,

W ait'll we get you in the pit Burke

Kniehl, Tucker, Thompson,

AND OUR

You really want a holster for a typewriter riam, French

No obstacle was too great to overcome and no book was
too difficult to comprehend. We were on our own now and there
was only one shoulder to lean upon - our own. The decisions we
would make would have to he precise and all our actions justifiable.
From that first day of equality to the end of the eighth semester, our
success in the future would depend on ourselves.

And you can call me Barry -

Lie Nielson, Dearborn, Grant

ROUTINE BEGAN

Mer-

They sure are trusting, I don't even know them
and they let me charge this stuff - Calder, Martin

Knit one, purl two -

Lt. Munger, Nivison
Seconds, son? -
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Cooks, Paton
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Having successfully completed our first
two weeks of indoctrination and orientation, we fell into the routine schedule of
daily classes and quiet study halls. It was
quite obvious to us by this time that a
calendar was of little use as was the
weekly menu. Pork meant Tuesday and
turkey meant Thursday.
The semester zoomed by swiftly and
we constantly heard, "wait till the cruise,
Mug!" BIi won the platoon competition
and two weeks at Christmas, before which,
we all proceeded to make our first of many
moves. The purpose of rolling and stopping our gear took on a new meaning
when we attempted to "put a square meal
in a round can." (To coin a phrase.) Those
who were home over New Years were
given extra time when the heavy snowfall
prevented their prompt return, although
those of us who lived out of state had less
trouble getting back than those who lived
close by. We still can't figure that out!
As the new year commenced we learned
of loading stores, animal mess, new roommates and a new routine. And, while
nervous with mixed emotions, we anticipated the coming cruise.
Personal servitude was a thing of the
past ( according to the instructors ) and
this was the new school. We repeated this
to ourselves while shining senior's shoes,
cleaning senior's rooms and catering to
their every desire. "Get over here, Mug!"
"One volunteer!"
The day we were scheduled to depart
from Castine was hexed by generator
trouble and our departure was postponed
24 hours. Some type of foreshadowing, it
seemed. As the last line came aboard, we
promptly fell into place - along the rail

A
C
Q

u

}

s

After 3 weeks, we finally got lo see the ship - SPRUCE,
SOMERVILLE, MITCHELL, R.

I
R
New Hampshire was never like this! -

Owens, Clark, Searway, Keefe, Routhier

I
N
G

-

•

BARFF.

AND
When they said diving, I thou ght they meant in a lake MERCALDI, GLENNON, FILLION, McCARN

BOYCE,
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SALT

• • •

T,

They said anyon e co uld run a btt/Jer? ? ? -

ROWE

PREPARING
95
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OUR MUG CRUISE
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AND ANCHORS A WEIGH

BALTIMORE

We were now on our way to becoming true Middies, but on that
first day out we could have cared less. The pipe sounded of gale
force winds and green seas, and we were kept busy by the "old salts"
in an attempt to keep us from thinking about the swirling waters
and constant motion of the rolling ship.
As the day progressed, most of us gradually fell into line along
the rail beside such salty heroes as Pete Robinson and B. J. Thibodeau
who had been observing the endless motion of the churning propellers
since the last line had been tugged aboard. Those who made it until
supper invariably found themselves joining their classmates on the
fantail, while those who braved the quietness of the mess deck were
seen eating an unbelievable amount of saltine crackers and little else.
When we finally hit the sack, we found we couldn't sleep as the
unfamiliar sound of humming reduction gears and tumbling lockers
coupled with the weightless sensation accompanying the wallowing
of the ship's structure prevented the dormant state of mind.
The following two days and nights were, as we had expected,
filled with neverending musters, bilge parties and deck plates, and
the realization of what had to be learned in the next three and onehalf years here at the Academy.

l made a bet I could fall asleep standing up on one of these
tours - Woods

I knew they didn't sail, they just moved it.

I wanna go home -

Finally we were blessed with calm waters
blue skies, and the Chesapeake Bay. We wer~
really proud when we arrived in Baltimore
and felt as if we had been sailing all our lives.
The first stop was in that phone booth at the
end of the dock and, "Sure, Mom I'm fine "
. you, but d
'
or " Imiss
on't worry· 'I can take
care of myself," and that night y~u did. We'll
all remember the Gaiety, E. Baltimore Street,
the U.S.O., and our educational tours of the
many ships encompassing ours in drydock.
Later it was on to the Nation's Capital and
for _many of us, it was the first look at the City
which makes our great country tick.

Grimard

The most vigorously implanted memory
pertaining to our Baltimore stopover seems to
be ?f an evening when some unknown person
accidentally turned the wrong valve which resulted in the longest bucket brigade ever
recorded in the history of the Academy. A
hundred and twenty "Mugs" working an unprecedented eight hours straight.

I'm not going to get sick, I'm not going to get sick, I'm .. .BARF!/
Frederick
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If I knew how to use the phone, I'd report that middie
who iust fell over-board - Newbegin

Having lightened our purses considerably
and eagerly awaiting departure for our first
foreign port, we were informed that our trip
was to be delayed "for a while" due to some
trouble with the boilers - a foreshadowing of
what was to come.

Middy-Style, 6 men to put up a little flagpole.
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WE SEE THE SEA THAT
IS TO BE OUR LIVES ...

BALBOA, PANAMA

Our delay in Baltimore resulted in the disheartening cancellation
of our next scheduled port, Jamaica. We headed straight for the
Panama Canal and our first foreign port, arriving there several days
later. As we began our transit of the Canal, we were amazed at
the new life we were experiencing and the greatness of everything
in view, from the historic Panama Canal to the "Great Ocean," the
Pacific. The Canal, incidentally, saves shipping about 7,000 miles of
travel and brought to mind the immense complex of the industry
of which we will someday be a part. Our thoughts were suddenly
interrupted with a pipe to muster and we completed the afternoon
with the usual and sometimes monotonous cleaning stations, both
above and below decks, but always keeping one eye bulging out an
open porthole for fear we might miss something. Transit took eight
hours and we were later able to witness the seemingly complex
operations of the locks and the mechanical donkeys assisting passage.
After the routine half mile of bow lines, stern lines, and spring
lines were secured, we commenced liberty in Panama and, needless
to say, it was unreal. We bought everything in sight, from ridiculous
souvenirs to worthwhile, low-priced clothing and jewelry. Time was
our major restriction but we utilized it wisely, taking in all we could
until our last final seconds of "the gangway run." At night we melted
into the life of the city, learning at a people-to-people level, extending
U.S. good will, and finding out things not written in books. We arrived
at an active time of year and were able to attend exhibitions of
local talent.

What do you do in a passing situation?

I still don't see why they call them mules Higgins, Soper

Hey!! Open the gate! -

Don't look now but a car's coming -

Panama Canal
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Peterson

O'Connor, Oliver

~- K. Larry, Let's see how much we can get for our American
cigarettes - Carbonneau, Jagger

fer-MRo~e,
realize you're all fri ends, but that's no way to fall in for musAnder, Sullivan, Osler, Bulmer, Perrault, Robin-

son,

I don't know what I ordered, but is isn't ginger ale _
Thibeau, Standley, Stone, Getz

artm, Atwood, Magidson

We're iust going in for directions -

Peterson

N_ope, you're too small for the MeTchant Marine ville, Mitchell
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Somer-

SAN DIEGO (SAN FRANCISCO?)
After two memorable evenings in Panama and Balboa, we headed
north for the U.S. Navy's Pacific home port, San Diego. Our stay
was pleasant and relatively uneventful except for our trips to off
limit wild Tijuana, Mexico and the local Balboa Zoo. Renting a
Vespa was the thing to do and really facilitated taking in the high
spots around the spread-out city of "Diego." Twelve hours after
the band played, and, on our way to San Francisco, disaster struck.
A weak point in one of our main steam line flanges gave way and
totally disabled our vessel. We had to be towed back to San Diego.
Repairing the steam lines and also all the electrical equipment, which
had been shorted out from the saturated steam, was to become
invaluable experience for what we were training for and was accepted by all, willingly.
San Diego was now a working port and liberty was a little harder
to come by. After a tiring day in the engine room, those who still
possessed enough energy to do so, went on liberty and continued to
return to the ship with such items as bull's horns, Mexican hats,
and leather goods, all acquired across the border. The most memorable time acquired during our stay in San Diego was a toss-up
between the unforgettable trips to the famous Disneyland and the
more numerous trips downtown during "Happy-Hour."

Th e best things in life, aren't always free.

Oooohh, Sp-sp-speedy go nzalez won't , .•

Th ere's 2 girls over th ere, 2 more over th ere, and 3 . . .

Up Sco pe, Flying bucket bearing 352 o, sir

All in all, our first and only
port on the west coast of the
United States was one which
none of us will ever forget.

Hey, Merchant! Want som e Na vy help! Hey Na vy! Get lost!

lfey, Senor, Tijuana, she is nice city, is'n Mitchell R.

I don't think they like us. We arrive and they leave.
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Somerville,

Now hear this, this is not a drill!

And as we sailed under th e Golden Gate bridge
Somerville, Mari Mitchell R
· · · -
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THE BEST PART OF THE
CRUISE

IS COMING HOME
• • •

NEW YORK

Dick, Did the Bos'n say sand or scrape these rails Paton

Keefe,

This is a little corny - Hamblet, Newbegin, Young, Robinson,
Sulliva n, D earborn, Unnold, O'Connor

C
A

s

It's been a long, long, long cruise Mitchell, Perrault, Routhier

T
I
N
E

Redfern,

With our fingers crossed and our
hopes high, we departed - Again and commenced our return voyage
back to the thriving metropolis of
Castine. We stopped again in the
Panama Canal for two nights as we
did the first time through the great
canal, but this time our stop was in
Cristobal. After visiting our sister
ship, the S.S. CRISTOBAL, and when
the liberty parties were boarded, we
set sail for the Empire State. As we
passed the Statue of Liberty, we were
welcomed by a fleet of fire boats and
police helicopters. Our stay in New
York was short but memorable and
we were again en route to Portland,
our parents, our sweethearts, and a
much needed week's leave. We felt
as though we had all been out to sea
for years. This was the attitude we
had when we pulled along side the
dock at Portland, Maine.
In Portland there was an aftercruise dance, a buffet, and a joyful
reunion for all friends and parents
who came to visit us there. The next
morning, parents of the seniors joined
us for an eight hour trip on board to
Castine. We were now super-mugs
and just as proud as could be.

Someday I'll learn to swim, but in the m eantime,
HELP! - Duffy

I have a feeling that that little
island over there is Cuba.
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The uniform is khakis ? ? ? Ann able

Does anyone know what we're standing here for? I just saw a crowd and
ioined in.
Me too
105
Me too
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OUR SECOND YEAR:

BUT STILL WE FOLLOW

This year the school was going to try something new, which, by the
way, was not out of the ordinary for the school to do. We were to take
two cruises. The first would have the complement of all the seniors,
half the sophomores, and half the freshmen. The second cruise would
have all the juniors and the other halves of the sophomore and freshman classes. We made the same preparations for this cruise as we
had made for the previous one such as loading stores, cleaning rooms
and moving to new quarters with different roommates except on this
cruise we felt we were somewhat more than just "Supermugs." We
were veterans of the sea. Our new quarters were in the verandas
surrounded by 4 senior's rooms and this time we heard "Hey, sophomore, get in here! You can use our head anytime you want, now that
you're our head boy... !
As the cruise proceeded we were to learn that privileges were hard
to come by and that if any were desired we would have to work for
them. So, work we did and after a while we were proud to accept
various privileges offered to us that proved that our efforts were not
in vain.
With a rolling wake and a wisp of smoke we were off for the
"Sunny South" and our first port of call, Jacksonville, Florida. Anticipating a warm climate, we were dismayed at the morning frost and
near freezing temperatures accompanying us the whole trip and the
inability to shed our winter garments. Although the voyage from
Castine to Jacksonville was a lot smoother than our previous trip
down the coast, it still took most of us a couple of days to obtain
our "sea legs."

Gee, I wish I could go to Maine Maritime and take a cruise

JACKSONVILLE
Help! I'm locked in a dungeon. I've been here 142 yea1's.

They'1'e waiting to get on and we can't wait to
get off.

Th ey'1'e neck & neck, and approaching the far turn, it's .. .
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Jacksonville was a large open city which, we thought, offered
little in the form of Middie entertainment. The school arranged a
trip to St. Augustine and the Marineland of Florida which made our
stay more than worthwhile. During an escapade about this old city
of the South we encountered another visitor, Massachusetts Maritime
Academy and we were surprised to find them very compatible. At
Marineland we became aware of the vastness of the life under the
sea and we watched with amazement as the many reptiles performed
their astonishing feats.
Our berth in Jacksonville was nicer than any we had previouslv
stayed in and was provided for us by the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Company, whose beautiful building towered over us. After four frostfilled days in port we set sail for what we hoped would be warmer
weather in "Sunny Mexico."
109

VERACRUZ, MEXICO
' I .

~

"I've heard it's where the actions is."

From up on the stack, I could pick them o.i one at a time -

Calder, Keefe

NEW PEOPLE,
NEW PLACES,

Don't crowd, there's plenty for everyone

llO

Here's to MMA -

Haines, Sullivan, Woods

I'm sorry but I can't do the /rug.

Yoi, didn't happen to see who took our shirt~, did you? den, Keefe

' NEW ADVENTURES

Hey Arch, here comes a girl in a bikini - Sullivan, Woods,
Peterson, Lawlor, Archibald, Searway, McCarthy

• • •

Hey Arch, Here comes a food wagon/

lll

Hall-

THE LEARNING
COMES EASIER

AS THE CRUISE PROGRESSES
• • •

Our stay in Pensacola turned out to be a good time for everyone.
We had complete use of the base facilities, including the swimming
pool, gym, movie theatre, and the AVCAD Club. During our stay
there was a tour conducted by our hosts of the base which was
especially inspiring to those Midshipmen who plan to include the
Navy in any of their future plans. After boat drills the next and last
day in Pensacola we set sail for the Gulf of Mexico and Galveston,
Texas, our next port.

GALVESTON

The rumor is that that's our new training ship -

N/ S Savannah

In Galveston we took on about twenty-five shipmates from the
Texas Maritime Academy with whom many lasting friendships were
formed. We attended dedication ceremonies for their newly formed
school, embarked on several more educational tours about the city,
and that evening attended a dance and buffet dinner the Texas
Middies sponsored at the famous Moody Center in Galveston.

Ya, that broken up junk-pile of a plane, is Navy's best, but we've got some good ships.

PENSACOLA
We're standing now, but wait'll we come back McCarthy

112

Jagger, Martin,

I'm looking for U-boats -

Benz, Thibeau, Grimard, Rowe

113

H e must have gotten used to holding his breath. H e's stopped
kicking - Magidson, Prendergast

PREPARING, CARING,
YEARNING,

WILLEMSTADT,CURACAO

CARTAGENA
Curacao

With Texas aboard, we headed
across the Gulf of Mexico and
arrived at sunny Cartagena. Entering the port, we were met by a
fleet of local children who amused
us by diving for the coins we threw
at them and into the spinning propeller blades. "Hey look, that kid
just got his head out from between
the blades just in time!"
As we stormed ashore, we were
met by the descendants of those
who met the notorious Henry Morgan when he entered their port,
some 300 years previous to our
arrival. Tours were arranged to
the famous Fort of San Felipe and
after coursing through the vast
maze of dark recesses and steep
inclines under the fort, we went
to see the rest of this ancient city.
The next day we basked in the
sun and bathed in the luxurious
pool of the modem "Hotel Del
Caribe." The evening before our
departure all hands attended a
swinging South American dance as
guests of the Columbian Naval
Academy, where buttons were
traded, hat bands exchanged, and
other swaps made.
Back to sea again and our next
scheduled stop was Curacao, and
as sad as we were at leaving this
unforgettable port of Cartagena,
we all looked forward to our next
port with much anxiety.

Americana! Gimme money! Gimme money!

What do you say we paint the town - M artin

W e show up and everyone leaves -

How do we get home from here? Boyce, D emaree,
Moutsatsos

Some day I'm going to be iu st like you, bos'n . -

114

Lowde n, I-Iallden

This isn't

o ur

ship? W here am I P -

Su 11 ,van
·
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SECOND SOPHOMORE CRUISE
A steady cloud of black smoke was
the final wave from the T.V. State of
Maine as she left Castine on her first
of the two cruises indoctrinated into
this year's curriculum. With the seniors at sea accompanied by half of
each of the two lower classes, we,
being Juniors now, commenced on a
new semester which, by the way, was
the first time in recent years that
classes had been conducted during
the months of January, February and
March.
Those two cold, snow-filled months
went by swiftly and it seemed like in
no time at all the ship was returning
with a shipload of tired, sun-burned
Middies, regretful of the fact that
their Caribbean tans would soon fade
under their winter uniforms and
"union-suits."
As the ship neared its berth on the
water's edge of the thriving metropolis of historic Castine, parents and
friends waved a hearty welcome
home to these salty Midshipmen.
Coffee and doughnuts were served by
the Castine Civic Club for all visitors
in keeping with tradition. The refreshments were soon devoured willingly
by the shipboard personnel.
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Much confusion and anxiety was
displayed on the gangway and after
many patient hours of waiting at the
foot of the gangway, the second
cruise party boarded and attempted
to get squared away. It seemed like
no time at all before we were sailing
down the Bagaduce in search of
Puerto Rico.

BARBADOS

CARIBBEAN SEA

/
I
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SOUTH AMERICA
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ST. THOMAS
The day after we set sail from Castine, we were accompanied by
near disaster (again) as a stack fire immobilized us for several hours
off the coast of Portland. The seriousness of the fire was evident but
thanks to the first class training we had had in preparation for an
emergency of this sort, the dilemma was quickly extinguished.
A few days later we entered San Juan, Puerto Rico and preparations were made to bunker fuel oil and also to recharge all the fire
extinguishers we used fighting the fire. After a half day in port, we
sailed for the Virgin Islands and our first liberty port, St. Thomas.
Charlotte Amalie was, without a doubt, one of the most beautiful
ports we had ever encountered and it was here that many a Middie
promised to return some day.
Most of us rented cars for transportation about the island and hit
such memorable places as Magan's Bay, the Pineapple Beach Club,
and the famous Blackbeard' s Castle. Six of us were lucky enough to
run into one of America's foremost multi-millionaires who threw a
$400 bash for us at the Flambuoyant Hotel.
When we finally freed ourselves from the mud on the bottom of
the shallow, crystal green harbor, we departed with an exchange of
courtesies to the Naval Long Beach and our bow set for the British
West Indies.

Bomb sight set, sir; Bombs away -

So I didn't paint it and h
th
'd
what I had left- Tiki II. w en e s1 es rotted away, this is

St. Thomas

Move over or I'll sit· on your face- Newbegin Redfern Mar1·
,
,
,
0 wens.

"It's a tasting party."

What's that lady? Yo11 want to take my picture because l
Look so strong - Prendergast, Redfern.

I still think that's a lot to charge iust to pose with me -
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O'Connor

Of
course it's lemonade, we con
l 't d rm
· k. Hamblet

·
Young, 1:r
ci1ggms,

And I say, pu.t away those weapons boys, and take out your
cameras - Owens, Newbegin, Ricter

I wish y~u guys would find my glasses in there, I just asked a
tree, which way to the head - Owens Fillion Boyce De119 maree, Moutsatsos, Mercaldi.
'
'
'

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA
From what we saw as we pulled
along side the Grace Line's pier in
Aruba, this port was going to be
quite different from the one we
just left. To our surprise it was
different but it had a uniqueness
that could not be compared to any
other port we had previously been
in. Aruba was a completely Hat island with white, sandy beaches on
the east shore and volcanic remains
on the other which clearly denoted
the historic origin of the island.
On one end of the island was
an immense oil refining complex
which made up the heart of the
island industry while at the other
end was situated the beautiful
"Aruba Caribbean Hotel and
Casino." Since Aruba was to be
our last foreign port of the cruise,
many Middies gambled their last
remaining quarters away in the
"one-armed-bandits" or at a "quiet"
game of Black-Jack. Some were
lucky enough to hit the jackpot on
the first pull and were smart
enough to pull out, while others
literally lost their shirt.

Happiness is findillg the owner of a lost bikini -

The people of Aruba were very- friendly.
They planned parties and arranged dates and
dances for most of us.

WE LEARN
THE SKILLS

It looks like, sounds like, and feels like a windmill, but who
ever heard of a windmill in th e W est Indies.

OFOURTRADE

See. I tolcl you the pool was big enough to swim in man, Winslow, Benz.

Why shouldn't I stand 011 it, it isn't mine Mitchell, Redfern, Somerville, Richter

Our stay was short, but our memories will
surely be everlasting. Having packed up our
souvenirs and said our good-byes, we bid
farewell to the Caribbean and welcomed the
thought of our next port and the greatest nation
on the face of the Earth, the good ole U.S.A.

Play it cool and as soon as those girls see us, we'll have to fight them off Howe, O'Co'nnor, Perrault, Mitchell

L emon tree very pretty and the lemon fl ower is sweet Somerville, O'Connor, Redfern

O'Connor,
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Den-

Ifs <I ,d eal Barry; Y~u take my picture with my camera, and
th en l ll take your picture with yours - Sulli van, Unnold

That's one thing for sure, the food on this cruise is expertly
prepared - Jute
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BRIDGETOWN

We had heard a lot about this strange
island located in the British West Indies
from former visitors but most of their
wild stories were hard to believe. We
were later to find out that a "Pod
Meter" was not needed to back up their
tall tales. As a matter of fact, many new
stories were acquired during our stay which undoubtedly will never
be accepted by anyone.
From the "Dixie" to "Rary's Nitery" history was made that kept
the local ''Bobbies" on their toes and the natives restless and alert.
Since the sun was hiding during our entire stay in Barbados, quite
a few Middies were able to participate in many of the familiar sports
and activities encountered on the island. Cigarettes were worth their
weight in gold in this port and we used them to our greatest advantage
as a median of exchange. Remaining within our legal limits, a 10¢
pack of "mokes" would safely deliver us to the center of Bridgetown,
Trafalgar Square. From here the "New Yorker" or the "Aqua Club"
was just a short walk away.
Our first day in Barbados was Easter Sunday and there were many
beautiful churches of all denominations at our disposal. All hands
were given the chance to attend the service of our choice.
We were disheartened when our leave expired but looked forward
to setting foot on our next island, Aruba.
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What do you mean there's no liberty here? -

Magidson

Division Parade, you say? -

Morrissey

N
E

w

Did someone report a fire?-

y
0
R
K

l wonder what would happen if all the lights in the city went out. -

N. Y.

C
A
They said this was where to meet the last bus - Newbegin, Lie Nielson,
Rictor, Martin, O'Connor, Mari, Redfern, Owens, Clifford, Mitchell, Some•
ville, Hunter

He's no cop Ma, He's my Classmate Owens

s

Soper,

T
I
N
E
lf they bump into the ship agam,
· l' m gomg
·
·
·
Clifford, Judd
to report the11
captain
-

2 to I odds, they drop it -

Cherry's 30 footer
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A middie's day is never done -

Richter

Did he say push or pull?P

TWO DOWN, TWO TO A-GO-GO
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OUR SOPHOMORE YEAR--WE
LEAD A NEW CLASS ...

ACQUIRE
NEW RESPONSIBILITIES

•••

We were now back together again
as a class, but somehow the break
had weakened us as a unit. Little did
we know, at that time, of the extent
of the damage done to us as victims
of these circumstances. We were living in the crews quarters of the ship
and were perfect examples of saucy
sophomores believing that after two
cruises and much clinking, we knew
all the answers. Our training increased and day by day we were
awakened to new phenomenons pertaining to the maritime industry.
Soon it was June and we moved up
a class with new jobs and increased
responsibilities, but still "no privileges until we earned them." We did
have, however, private heads and
less resistance going on local. The
academy grew as we did, and
"l
c 1ange" was part of our every d ay
vocabulary. The knowledge of our
getting closer to our licenses continued to drive us onward, as we
accepted our disappointments in
stride. As the semester drew to a
close and Christmas, Chunuka, and
New Years approached, we looked
forward to our junior cruise, without
mugs, with mixed emotions.

The b uckshot goes in here

Sneakers? ? ?

ind you say your date, W oods, fell off
e st age?? - Lobster Festival.

Say, being a rate is fun Lie-Nielson.

THEN ...

In two years l'ce learned to be
for any em ergency - Kniehl. prepared

You really think we can get away with sinking the ship,
Derek? - Kortluckc, Magidson

W e'll either imwove th e stability or remooe it Bowden, CDR. Gray
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Have ner

ANOTHER CRUISE
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
GIBRALTAR

BACK TO SEA • • •
FOR
OUR JUNIOR CRUISE

CANARY ISLANDS

AFRICA
Our first semester went by fast and seemed comparatively uneventful. We were now juniors but still the
lower of the upper classes and we would still receive no
added privileges "until we earned them." This year the
school tried something new (again). The Freshmen
would stay behind and continue with their classes while
we were out at sea. On the lips of every Midshipman
was the emphatic desire to cross the "Big Pond" and visit
Europe. We anxiously awaited the expectant trip to
Spain with its senoritas and merciless bullfights.
As the last line came aboard, it was found that the
junior deckies made excellent helmsmen. We should be,
after all, this was only the third cruise we made at the
"big wheel."
We heard rumors that Savannah was to be our drydock port and looked forward to increasing our knowledge about the maritime field by many visits to the
neighboring ships scattered throughout the yard.
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SAVANNAH
Savannah turned out to
be quite the place. With a
few inches to spare, our
tanks emptied, and a
swiftly changing tide, we
made our entrance into
drydock. After we were
situated, we were assigned our sea projects
and it was found that
there was much to be
learned. The Yard Supervisors d id n' t need to
check their workers for
every move that was
made, they were under
the constant observation
by at least a dozen Middies who made sure that
every rule was followed
by the book. Although
we had seen the ship once
before out of the water in
Baltimore our freshman
year, this time it appeared
to be much bigger due to
the cramped quarters in
which it was placed.
Savannah appeared to
be a beautiful city where
southern hospitality was
readily apparent and regarded as a rule and
nowhere was there an exception to it.

I ain't little! -

Dion

We didn't run aground, Sophomore, this is drydock

What do you mean, you can take it apart but you can't get it back together?

You're go ing to stay right there until someone confesses
Yes, you, Newbegin

I wonder if it's possible to take
a picture of myself -Mercaldi

Upon leaving, we carried with us fond memories, a southern accent,
and the thoughts of our
next port - Europe.

Who's got the film? ? ?
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Muster the T-2 tour party
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SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE
N
E

Land ho! There it was! Tenerife. A beautiful sight in the early
sunrise. After 10 days of sun lines, azimuths, screaming turbines and
never ending horizons, we finally reached the islands of the Canary
Archipelago. A tour of the Island took us to the craters of the
volcanoes that had formed the land, and we were enthralled at their
beauty. Many of us rented the small foreign automobiles which were
available and took tours of our own, exploring those places which
were not readily seen by the other tourists who frequently visited
the island. We were amazed after passing through layer upon layer
of clouds when we reached the top of one of the many mountains, at
the indescribable view in our possession and also at the difference in
temperature at that altitude. We witnessed scenes of ancient farming
techniques still used by the natives on the island.
Although it was a free port, we wrongly decided to wait until we
reached the mainland to buy souvenirs, thinking they would be
less expensive there. How wrong we were.
Our next stop was Lisbon, the capitol of Portugal, where we would
acquire many memories and lasting friendships.
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You can't fool me with that look at that ship behind you bit -

I

Perrault, Stone

.._

No it isn't my car, but for 7 escutos, the owner said I could
sit on it for a picture - Getz

Strange American ship! All officers and no troopers.

I get dizzy iust l
it _ Som .
erv1 11e.

You both are great to take me to America with you, and all I
had to do, was buy you lunch, g•ive you tour of island loan
you my car . ..... Haines, Lie Nielson
'
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We were watching the girls
Jones

011

the IJ011levard -

Haines B.,

° k.·mg at the road' let alone try to drive on
0

Ship She is like rest Of
.
cargo ship ancl
American Merchant Marine. no cargo

A

Now if I can just find someone to help me lower that boat
about midnight - Prendergast
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LISBON,
PORTUGAL
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I don't care if it is worth seeing, my feet are tired Unnold, Porch, Mitchell R.
This is what I really call a religio us fcmatic -

Murray

This Porttiguese art is really something

Boy, what some girls won't do for publicity -

Excuse me, would you mind backing up next to the
spigettee, for the picture - Duffy

Fatima
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As we entered Lisbon harbor, we were
?reet~d by the great Statue of Christ, which
mvanably reminded us of our own Statue of
Liberty back home. It made us feel welcome.
Our first task at hand was the unloading of
one slightly crushed Porsche, our only real
cargo on board and followed by the commenc~ment of liberty. After exchanging our
American currency for the Gazoonie paper we
set out for all corners of this ancient city and
wherever we went, we found the unprecedented hospitality of the Portuguese people.
~he Academy arranged tours of the city
which allowed us to mingle among the people
and it wasn't long before we found quaint
restaurants ( The Atlantico, The Texas, The
labama etc. ) in which, our coins soon parted
rom our possession.
Th~ _most enjoyable and memorable part of
our VISit was a trip to FATIMA where we were
able to see where the Blessed Mother appeared
before three small farm children.
We were all eager to reach our next port
as. ~e left Lisbon except Timmy Keefe, who
mistily stared back at the city until we were
long out of sight of land and well on our way
to Malaga.

f

Magellan went around the world in THAT???

Well, at least it's clean -

Demaree

Mrs. Petterson said she changed her mind, take it back.

~uch a bad life . All you do is lie here, and you get 3 meals a day tlht'se not
Navigator
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Prince Henry

A large ancient castle was the first
thing we noticed as we approached
the entrance to the harbor at Palma,
Majorca and it was clearly evident to
us that this island was a Spanish possession. As we pulled along side the
narrow pier, we were amazed at the
building and the Budweiser sign we
could almost reach out and touch.

PALMA, MAJORCA

MALAGA, SPAIN
One of the most memorable ports
of
· was Malaga, Spain. Dur. th
· e cruise
mg th e summer months it is ref erred
0
;
as th e Spanish Riviera where girls
rom all nations come to leisurely
soak up the sun. Naturally, we were
th ere during the winter. A French
na:al ship was astern of us and we
paid reciprocal visits aboard one
anol h er' s ships. We drank their wine
a;:.d traded our hats, buttons and any~
t mg else either of us desired to
trade.

A tour of the island took us all
over the beautiful countryside
( where we photographed windmills
? ? ? ) and came across places of interest, such as Palma' s underground
caves and hidden villages. Upon our
return we encountered a pearl factory
and it was there we witnessed the
process of making Majorcan Pearls.
The shops and hotels were fascinating and if we had not been there
out of season, we would have enjoyed
the island's white, sandy beaches.
After we wound up the rubber
bands we set sail once again for the
mainland and Valencia, Spain, and
arrived there a half a day later.

And you say that if I give you this bag of money, you'll take my picture,
and make me famous?- Glennon

lTe,

Who said the French don't like us Bryant, Paton, Krupski

Sullivan Hanover Owens Mercaldi
'
'
'
'

Mo~t of us journeyed to Torremohnos where we attended a bullfight and met people from all over
the world vacationing in this small
resort. Those who made the trip to
Torremolinos by bus, couldn't get
over th~ fact that 95 people were
stuffed mto this tiny container.
The bullfight was bloody
ciless, and not at all graceful. In ;:::;;
cases we cheered for the hull instead
of for the matador, which, to our
awareness, was much to the distaste
of the natives.

ls this the way to San Antonio Square?
Dearborn, Krupski

W~th our handileros, oil paintings,
Spamsh dolls, and other souvenirs
we returned to the ship and prepared
for our next port-of-call, Palma.

Pete, I think we're lost -

Sullivan W., Perrault

And my first stop will be ... -
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~o you think you can get a good price for those

Gillman
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cigarettes, Walt? -

Calder, Merriam

/

/

/
No, you can't beat these sidewalk cafes

• 3·-r:---.,-r--r-.--.~

What kind of sign is thatPP
- Sullivan

I'd really like to learn to throw the bull -

Keefe

:h oug~t to go out there. I'm pretty good at
rowing the bull! Newbegin, Newton

M
A
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l don't care if it never starts, I'm having a good time Archibald

Duffy Ahearn Gaffney
'
'
'

If you think I'm going to ski down those slopes, you're out of your mind Frederick

A

l just felt like sitting on his face.

I don't know what's with him. I'm a cow.
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Sure, we came up here to ski, why
elseP
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l can tell you how to get there, but l don't
recommend you go - Owens, Sullivan

By this time, the general opinion of the
Middies was that of exhaustion. Our sea
time was barely recordable and for the
first time in the history of the Academy,
the Middies agreed that there was too
much liberty. We would get in from
liberty and hit the rack and by the time
we woke up we were in another port and
found ourselves immediately getting
ready for liberty again. Few went ashore
and those who did came back aboard
early. We had had Spain up to our ears!
The city was large and what we saw
here seemed like repetition. Most of the
action took place at the Valencia Yacht
Club where a dance was arranged. Tours
were arranged to the amphitheaters and
other sights about the country.
As we departed for Gibraltar there was
the familiar twang of newly purchased
$15 guitars, which were later to crack due
to the various temperature and humidity
changes. Enroute we stopped at Ceuta,
North Africa, to refuel, and were greeted
by Ali Baba and his Forty Thieves, who
did their best to talk us into buying
watered perfume, and Japanese rugs. Being both amused and disgusted at their
cheap offerings, we crossed the Straits of
Gibraltar and headed for the "Big Rock."

VALENCIA,
SPAIN

Don't worry Mama, I'm sure he'll let us on, sooner or later Krupski

It's for a mass bomb/ire demonstration they're planning for tonight -

THEN TO
ANOTHER PART

I'm sorry, I tripped and fell against the wall Martin P.

Tw o more chocolate sundaes, please

OF EUROPE,
As a spokesman, I'll tell you why w e came ashore ... riam, Boyce Demaree

That must have been some party/ ! !
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Mer-

Hey!
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I think we left someone back there -

Fillion

Those who had shyly refrained from socializing in the
previous ports displayed their
reasons when they went on
their shopping sprees in this
free port. It is a strategic
British military base which
brought to mind new aspects
of war and economy, and of
the internal problems of a
country.
We rampaged through the
narrow streets, reading signs,
meeting people, and buying
more gifts. The day before our
departure we were surprised
to see two Russian "Survey"
boats arrive, and not long
after the Queen Mary made
her appearance. Tours took
us to the top of "The Rock,"
but to our disappointment, no
Prudential sign, although the
baboons and apes are still
there.
When we left, we had
enough perfume, cameras,
sweaters, and Scotch plaids to
open a department store.
Next stop - Madeira.

GIBRALTAR

I wonder if Prudential will buy this picture Arnold

I'm a new drink, Calder-on-the-rock -

You buy the camera, I'll buy the film -

Arnold, Lowden

I-ley, Rock, Ed, here come a couple -

Tojo is right -

It's cool, but it isn't a VW - Jagg
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Porch, Frederick, Martin

L et's just stand here. We have all the moves d eau

Rowe Thibi'
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Gillman, Atwood, Judd

In this port we made use of the
30 footers as we were moored
quite a ways from land. HeliumHead and the big Mike Bullard
found themselves playing chauffeur for all the Middies and
Officers and made quite a name
for themselves while trying to
break speed records for "The
Run."
Upon going ashore, we found
that wicker goods and handmade linens were the island's
most notable products and even
if some of us couldn't get ashore
or just didn't want to, the "bumboats" were there to barter with.
We still wonder why they didn't
appreciate us testing our fire
hoses every so often!

AND WE HEAD HOME.

MADEIRA

I don't like this place. I can't run out
5 lines forward - Coffin, McCann,
McCreel

The famous basket ride down
the hill was an experience long
to be remembered. Our basketball team will be long remembered, too, following their exhibition game for the local children. We bought a fine negative
of the ship and sold prints all
the way home, the money to be
used for our Ring Dance.

Either you get out of here, Hanson, or I'll blow us all

,..

up -

Richter

TO AMERICA!

Watch it! They're gonna drop another
CO2 Cylinder!

No, I haven't any money either -

l don't care what happened to your deer. l paid, and
l want a ride - Simmons, Morris

F. Young, Stone
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Pete, You're competing against me?? FilUon

Thibeau

• •

As we headed home, there was a
feeling of anxiety among all of us
and the morale was high. We had a
beard growing contest and a cribbage tournament that lasted till we
reached Philadelphia. We stayed
there five days while the seniors
attended fire-fighting school close by
on the base. A dance was arranged
with a nearby women's college and
nearly all hands on board attended.
It was termed a success and many
friends were made. It seems that two
Midshipmen also made a visit to
Philly's Symphony Hall and got class
'A' seats ( via the stage entrance)
to view the Smothers Brothers. That
maneuver must have taken quite a
line.
We arrived in Castine with many·
fond memories, and our leave following the cruise went swiftly by as did
the next couple of months after the
word was passed of a trip to our
nation's capitol for Maritime Week.
We would now be on top for the
seniors would stay behind for this
trip and leave the driving to us. The
heavy burden of responsibility was
now ours.

"Our Father, Who art in Heaven, Hallowed be . .."

'
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MERCHANT MARINE WEEK
Friday, May 14 0900
Saturday, May 15 1600
Monday, May 17 1000-1100
Tuesday, May 18 0730
0900
1000
1130

1315-1630
Wednesday, May 19 0730
0900-1700
1200
1315-1630
1700
1300
Thursday, May 20 0730
0900
Thursday, May 20 1130
0900-1700
1930
Friday, May 21 0730
0900-1700
1145
1315-1630
1500
1900
Saturday, May 22 1000
1230
1300-1630
1400

2000
Sunday, May 23
Monday, May 24 1500
1900
Wednesday, May 26 AM

STATE OF MAINE departs Castine
Lifeboat race at Kings Point, N. Y.
STATE OF MAINE arrives at Washington Navy Yard
Washington Hospitality Committee to meet ship with maps,
tickets, etc.
25 Cadets depart for David Taylor Model Basin
Officer and 70 Cadets depart for Annapolis
Nicholas Johnson, Maritime Administrator, opens Merchant
Marine Exhibit in GAO Building.
Award presented to winner of national high school poster
contest commemorating Merchant Marine, in Senate Rotunda. Maine Maritime Academy Band and King's Point
Glee Club
STATE OF MAINE open to public
25 Cadets depart for David Taylor Model Basin
Maritime Exhibit open to public. 20 Cadets as guides
Maine Maritime Academy Band and King's Point Glee
Club in Senate Rotunda
STATE OF MAINE open to the public
Annual Maritime Recreation Association picnic at Rock
Creek Park. Maine Band and King's Point Glee Club
perform. Maine Drill Squad.
Officer and 20 Cadets to Diving School, Naval Gun Factory
25 Cadets depart for David Taylor Model Basin
Officer and 70 Cadets depart for Annapolis
Luncheon, STATE OF MAINE, World Trade Council (15)
Maritime Exhibit open to the public. 20 Maine Cadets as
guides.
Nicholas Johnson addresses Propeller Club Maritime Day
Dinner at Sheraton Park Hotel. Maine Band and King's
Point Glee Club perform.
25 Cadets depart for David Taylor Model Basin
Maritime Exhibit open to the public. 20 Maine Cadets as
guides.
Maine Band and King's Point Glee Club perform at Commerce Auditorium. Sea power slide lecture given.
STATE OF MAINE open to the public.
Maritime Day observance at New York World's Fair, U. S.
Pavilion. Maine Drill Squad.
STATE OF MAINE Buffet for Maine, KP, New York and
Mass. Alumni.
Maine Cadets to place wreath at USS MAINE Memorial
at Arlington Cemetery.
Small boat parade off Hains Point, sponsored by Power
Squadrons. Music by Maine Maritime Academy Band. 20
Cadets as guides, SP's, etc.
STATE OF MAINE open to the public.
Lifeboat race by crews of maritime academies (U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, Maine Maritime Academy, New
York State Maritime College, Texas Maritime Academy,
Massachusetts Maritime Academy) .
Cadet Dance, STATE OF MAINE. 100 girls invited.
STATE OF MAINE departs
Arrive New York
STATE OF MAINE Buffet, Alumni, at Brooklyn Navy
Yard
STATE OF MAINE sails for Castine
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Row, row, row your boat, gently down . . . .

Boy am l tired. I wonder if they made the racks for us MARITIME

"V" for victory and V ARCA

Do you think

!/Ott

g uys

ha ve a chance, Maine?

Th e rifles are for in case you lost -
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MASS

.

This is an itchy situation -

Just keep checking those windows, the first guy to see a girl,
holler! - SULLIVAN, REDFERN, LOWDEN, MARTIN,
KEEFE

PETERSON

Who's that statue of ? ?

She's waving back! 1th floor, 3rd window from the left!

I'm getting out of here, Dave, we'll never make it through -
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UNNOLD, BROWN

girl,

r1N,

But Neddie he's my brother BULMER
'

LIBBY, SOPER,

This is my rifle, this is my gun . . . _

Heyl At least try -

c RIMARD,

SCRUB MUG

I I -

CLARK

D rill Squad

ROWING TEAM
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It goes something like this SWIFT

LANCASTER,

I'd l'k
tKe to announce that the draft quota will increase to ... Mus IE, SEN. SMITH

SEN.

Remember the MAINE

Come-on guys, the President's coming, surely you

can play 'Hail to the Chief' P P P

As, soon as we get the president safely home,
tve ll be glad to show you the capital.

Sure it's nice, but I'd much rather have the cup -

What was that word? P HAUL, er-a, PULL, er-a oh ya • STROKE -
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ROWING TEAM

She loves me, ya, ya, ya -

AYER
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MERCALDI

I don't care what the union says, we're not striking GLENNON,
MORRISEY,
McCARTHY,
BULMER,
SHORE, ARCHIBALD

JUNIOR RING WEEK END
"May you wear this emblem of our academy as a sign to all
mariners on all the seven seas that you are without peer in the
brotherhood of the sea."
The ring is sectioned into three parts: The top which signifies
honor, the Merchant or Academy side which signifies loyalty, and
the Naval side, which signifies devotion to duty.
The ring has 18 designs to it. Starting with the top is the name
of the school encasing two stars. The stars signify the future we
have ahead of us and our obligation to make life as bright and
meaningful as we can. The base of the dome is circled by a grommet
of rope which shows that we will forever be bound to the comradeship of the classmates we have met, lived with, and soon are to
graduate with, and to remind us that if we ever meet a graduate,
in need or otherwise, to treat him with the virtues we as a graduate
would want to receive from him.
On the Navy or devotion to duty side is the year of our graduation.
Under the date is the three pronged spear of Poseidon, better known
as a trident, the symbol of power. In the days of the Greeks,
Poseidon was the God of the sea and he had a palace in the deeps
of the Mediterranean. The trident was his symbol of power and with
one sweep of his mighty lance, could enflame the morning calm or
smother the winter sea.
Just beneath the trident is the American Bald Eagle perched on
a helm. The king of birds symbolizes freedom through might, and
courage. In 1782 Congress chose him to be the symbol of the United
States of America.
The sword, called the most romantic of weapons, is the symbol
of war and has been worn as a badge of honor among fighting men
since iron and steel were first used as weapons. The right to carry
a sword has always been a mark of rank, and today when most of
its usefulness has departed, it remains a symbol for Army and
Naval officers the world over; hence the crossed swords on the ring.
The letters USNR signify the United States Naval Reserve which
until a few years ago meant every graduate was a member of the
Naval Reserve. The helm on which the Eagle perches, symbolizes
the course every man will steer for himself.
The anchor is the symbol of secureness and even more traditionally
the symbol of Hope. It is this heavy metal device which holds a
vessel fast to the bottom of the sea.
On the Academy side of the ring are two oarfish. Oarfish with
their silvery, fragile, jelly-like bodies, have given rise to stories of
the sea serpent with the horse's head and a red mane.
The lighthouse between the serpents is a representation of Dice' s
Lighthouse here in Castine. It marks on the ring the first home landmark seen by the training ship after a cruise. It was built back when
the history of this country first began and remains standing today.
The Academy seal speaks for itself. It gives the name of the school,
the date it was founded, the two courses offered, a pine tree - the
symbol of Maine, and a sailing ship, emblematic of the idea behind
the school.
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Under~eath t~e seal is the anchor, signifying the merchant marine
and on either side are two items which symbolize the two courses
of study off~red at the Academy. The sextant is for the deck course
because of its great value for determining position at sea and has
been synony~ous with nayigation for more than 200 years.' The propeller symbolizes the engmeering course since it is the main job of
the propeller !opus~ the ship on its journey, and the job of the engineer to keep 1t turnmg.
The last item is the three chevrons representing the three
years of study prior to graduation year. The bottom being the largest
represents the indoctrination year of a freshman ~adet. The second
che':ro~ denotes th_e sophomore year and the · top chevron denotes
the 1um.or year. It 1s wider due to the leadership and responsibility
the Jumor Class must share.
The plannii:ig for this weekend began several months previous
when a committee headed by our class president, Roger Haines, was
set up. As a result of much hard work, the weekend turned out to be
a huge success. ~t started on a Friday with private parties followed
by Pathfinder ndes Saturday morning. In the afternoon Howdy
Heath ?ad a picnic wi~h lobsters cooked by those masters of
the culmary art~, Ed Gillman and Brian Sullivan. That night a
group ~rom Caribou, the Cobras, provided the music, while the
decorat10n~ ( handled by Tom Moutsatsos), lighting, and pretty
faces. provided the romance. Follow us now in our pictorial review
of this memorable event.

His eyes are O. K., he's wearing them because he's too cool WEEKS

Bill, why do they call you
POLLARD, GLORIA

KEEFE,

Sure all the guys like me, we're just
sitting here because it's cooler -NYE

'M-my man' -

I put that Senior on report, and that one
and that one, and ... - JUDD

I've always had a hancl instead of an ear -

I see you have one of those little black things
floatin g in your cup too - CHERRY, DOLLY

I bet I can climb
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up

Whale, Ho!
BULLARD

opps,

that's

the

Baron -

MOUTSATSOS, OWENS

that radar mast, faster than you. -

CHERRY, BULLARD

What do you mean there's no head on
board ? ? ? - CLIO

That's the place where the Captain asked
ME to take over - PATTERSON
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And now with this super-duper dazzle.
scope . . . I - KEEFE

\

fl ey, Pa111,
PORCH

you ay Barry fell overboard? -

This is the finest chicken I've ever eaten! -

L ook out for what broken bottle

L ee me through, she's gaming on me CARBONNEAU, OWENS

MERCALDI,

FREDERICK,

What do you mean they were cooked in polluted waterP GRIMARD

FREDERICK

Hey, Ron! Where are you going? - MOUTSATSOS, LIENIELSON, CARBONNEAU, TUCKER, FREDERICK, JUDD

LIE-NIELSON
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Next time, Ron, rememb er to bring the silverware -

TUCKER, PALMER

Are you sure you ordered th e lobste rs? ? ?

You've gotta go w here? -

Let's pour some of that clam broth

011

him

Wake up, Wayn e

I'd kiss you, but your nose kee ps getting in the way
- SULLIVA R.

everyone
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Don't give me that, set an
example stuff - Judd

And another thing I learned while shipping,
is that THIS is a lobster - Owens, Grimard

l-low about seconds, Colonel? ? ? -

"Are you sure that's the last place you saw Ed Sullivan, Haines

LarnJ, I didn't wink at your girl. I had something in my eye!
Cherry, Carbaneau

Capt. Terry, Col.

Herbert

-

Tickets, what tickets? ? ?

I told Bucky this was a waltz -

Of course you'll graduate, Roger

Dear, this is Rowdy-er-lie Haines.

Owens, Nye, Moutsatsos

Yes, Sir, Capt., this is by far the nicest dance we've ever had

What'll we do now Roger? I can't get it on your finger -

Haines R.

Tom, Someone just hit me in the ear with a spitball Moutsatsos

l-ley Art, there's something I've been wanting to tell you Ross, Mercaldi

Martin,
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AND THE THIRD YEAR ENDS
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OUR JUNIOR YEAR
COMPLETED, WE START
MAR DE VINO
Withstanding ridicule and criticism, these seven engineers, with
contributions of boathooks, oars and
sails, traveled the coast of Maine
from Castine to Old Orchard Beach.
They set sail one foggy day with
much determination. All was calm
until their second night when Bill
Duffy, their navigator, said, "Someone relieve me on the rudder." The
relieving watch naturally asked,
"where are we," and received the
reply, "I don't know, that's why I
wanted to be relieved." Finally after
a ten mile row, they were able to get
a fix and they tied up to Secret Island
Light at which time their stern lookout Dave Ahearn, bravely charged
ashore for water. Living off the sea
they made for Boothbay where they
dressed their vessel and Crow for
Windjammer Days. Upon leaving, a
tour boat towed them fifteen miles
down the coast from where they were
on their own. On arrival in Old
Orchard, the boat was donated to Joe
who is getting it ready for a sail to
Florida. These Midshipmen won
many friends, influenced many
people, and are a credit to the
academy.

Chuck Mercaldi

Gladding, Morrisey, McCarthy, Bulmer, Shore, Archibald.

AND THEN
THE WEEKS,
Danny Hamblet

Stan Magidson
That's right, we're gonna live off the sea Prendergast.

Leeman, Morrissey, Duffy,

CREW
Somerville, Moutsatsos, Haines R.

MIKE MORRISSEY - Captain
BILL DUFFY - Navigator
WALLY PRENDERGAST - Harbor pilot
CROW - Mascot
JACK DESILETS - Bow Lookout
DA VE AHEARN - Stern Lookout
DAN DENMAN - Social Director
TOM ELDRIDGE - Master-at-arms

Mel Cherry

B

COUNTING
THE
MONTHS,
The p:ood ship Venus, you really should have seen us, a figurehead of a
. .. - Duffy, Morrissey, Eldridge, Denman, Ahearn, Desilets, Prendergast

lJ

Benz, Nording, Morrisey, Nivinson, Magidson, Ayer
Desilets, Gaffney.
'

ll

Barry Unnold

Bruce Jones

Pathfinder Class
Wayne Palmer

AND
THEN
THE
DAYS.
Pat McCarthy

HOME COMING
Homecoming weekend got underway on Friday night, 17 October 1965, with a party sponsored by the MMA Propeller Club. The Party was held in the "ole" Grange Hall in Penobscot
and featured a live band, and refreshments. Similar get-togethers materialized at the same
time as far away as Belfast and as near as the American Sailor.
Saturday morning was highlighted by the annual interclass lifeboat race. The class of '66
traditionally comes in last, but failed to enter this year because of lack of oranges. The class
of '68 easily won for the second year in a row.
That afternoon MMA played host to Bridgewater State Teachers College in the Richie Bowl.
The stands were packed with alumni, faculty, Middies and their dates. The crowd witnessed
a surperb halftime performance by the Drill Squad, Band, a fine cross-country race, and, last
but not least, another victory for the Middies.
.
Saturday night saw the Margaret Chase Smith Building gaily decorated for the 8:00 semiformal. The dance, also sponsored by the Propeller Club, featured a versatile group from the
University of New Hampshire called the Spectres. The band was wild, and the Middies and
their dates rocked until midnight.
Finally, Sunday arrived and the gala weekend was drawing to a close. People were packing
and getting ready to make the trip back home to all points north and south. Another Homecoming is over and Castine sleeps once more until next year.

. .. and the first guy w ho steps out of line, gets m y sword n·g ht b e t ween t h e ears. -

W e win evenJ year!! -

'61
Hey look m e ove r, lend me an ear . . .

I
Psst. I thought this line was just for alumni? -
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Alumni and 1

I q uit. Anyone want my rifle? -

161

D r ill T eam

"W elcom e A board" Lyons, Mr. F enderson

Capt.

What a way to spend Saturday afternoon -

Doug Shore

l can't put my hand up in the air, my sweatshirt's too tight -

Ya, I guess this is the new school, Female cheerleaders/I

Barry, For the next song let's
request I-IAIL GLORIA - Pollard, Unnold

Psst, Mr. Perrault, he said left fa ce. -

Watch your fingers, I'm coming through -

Jack Desilets
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Look neither of us want to
dance, so ... -Doug Shore

Of course you're the only one I've ever told I've loved -
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Tine

It's not that I mind dancing with his girl, but I don't like the way he's dancing with mine -

Ya, Ya, Ya, Ya, Ya, Ya, -

The Spectras

M
I

A

D
D
I
E

G
0

s

All those on the sun deck go to the boat deck, all those on the
boat deck go to the sun deck . . .

G
0

••
II

Ya, Ya?? What kind of formal
music is that?

Ya, Ya, Ya -

Ya, Ya Crosskill
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Ya, Ya, I'd like to You kn ow,

th

ere's someth in " about paper plates _ Jloscnblad

-(
I

I'd like to have a nickel for every time I said I'd never return Clark, Bowditch
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Il
I

OUR
SENIOR
YEAR

CASTINE
A-GO-GO
"Castine A-Go-Go" weekend
was another step towards having
more social functions at the
Academy. The weekend, named
by Dave Hallden turned out to
be a great success considering
that most of the dates were blind
dates from Westbrook Jr. College, Mercy School of Nursing,
St. Joseph's College and Husson
College. The couples were well
matched by personality, looks
and height. However, it seemed
that our class had first choice
because of our recruiters, Mark
Robinson and Brian Sullivan. A
particularly good match was
with Roger Haines and his "cute"
blond.
There were numerous parties
all during the weekend. Housing
for the dates was provided by
the MMA Women's Club and
most of the girls made it "home"
only a few minutes late.
The events began on Friday
night, Dec. 3rd, when the girls
arrived, registered, and then
went to meet their "weekend
parents." Many couples enjoyed
the basketball game with the
University of New Brunswick
( we won) and the Discotheque
aboard the ship Friday night.
A movie featuring Elizabeth
Taylor ( "The V.I.P .'s" ) was also
attended by many.
Saturday we won another
basketball game with U.N.B. followed by a bowling tournament
with valuable prizes won by T.
Moutsatsos and his date. Shuffleboard, pool, and bowling were
enjoyed by all.
The semi-formal dance afterwards was a swinging good time
and really ended the memorable
weekend in excellent style.

Hey Dave! He used the fudge factor -

Moutsatsos, Owens, Haliden

It's not such a bad prize, we can resell them
at my father's store. - Tom Moutsatsos

Ill
L et me show you an engine room -

Benz

Gee, I hope the Coach is watching this one -

T and that rhymes with P and that stands for pool.
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NORTH
AMERICA

CRISTOBAL, PANAMA

OUR FINAL CRUISE ...

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOUTH

NEW ORLEANS

AMERICA

CROSSING

END,
AND

THE BEGINNING

'(
VALPARAISO, CHILE
BALBOA,PANAMA

SAN JUAN, P.R.

SAN JUAN
When the State of Main e first
sighted land after leaving Castine,
the boys were ready to hit the
beach. The weather was warm and
so was the blood.
San Juan, Puerto Rico, an ideal
port for this time of year, was
familiar to some who had been
here on a previous cruise, but we
all wanted to find out for ourselves
about those fine white beaches,
luxury hotels, and the city itself.
We saw much of the Caribe Hilton
and the San Juan Sheraton's
beaches, pools, and other facilities
- and those bathing suits the
girls wore, WOW! At night the
boys turned back to town for less
expensive entertainment. Many
went almost all the way back to
the ship - to a couple of establishments calculatedly close to the
docks. The steel band at the La
Riviera Club was very fine!
The Mayoress has a party every
time the boys pull in, and this time
was no exception. She knows what
the Middies like.

W hy don't you go fo r a swim? -

D uffy, Kortl ucke

I just love gettin g out of my uni fo rm -

Say isn't tha t Broderick Crawford ? - L ie- ielse n, Ro binso n, Mi tchell , Ri chter,
Newton

And on my ri ght Charl es F atl ess, who holds
no titl e at all . - Kru ps ki, Owe ns

By the way who's thrnwi ng this party? - Niviso n, McCarthy, Prendergast
Leeman, Gabriel
'

, .vho is tougher, me or the Mustang? -
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Ncwbegin

You cert ainl y have a nice perso nalit y -

Did they say girls? -

Judd

Moutsa tsos and Alice

Sta nl ey, Ahea rn, Oliver, H anover, Lawlor
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Wish I was b ack in Matini cus. -

J. J.

PANAMA
Fresh from San Juan, the Ancon once again
returned to Cristobal. After a short stop for
some "black oil" we made it for the other end
of the canal. At this time some of us expressed
a wish to sign on the "Hope" which was also in
transit. It seems the food was much better on
the Hope. After a night transit we docked at
Rodman Naval Station, Balboa. Since it was
a duty free port, it was the place to do the
big buying. Many bought radios and tape
recorders; Of course there were the ever
present tours and basketball games. Due to the
political unrest in Panama, we had to be back
in the American sector at 2000 so the largest
attraction was the Rodman E.M. Club. As
usual after three days, everyone was more
than ready to see what the West Coast of
South America held, so we were off for Valparaiso in a cloud of smoke (black).

Dave, how about one for the road? -

l wish I'd brou ght my gold sneakers -

Cruise T eam

Hi ggins

Brown, D es ilets, McCarthy, Prendergas t

When I ordered a Zombie, I thought it was a drink. _

•

; ; Ill

Will the real State of Main e please stand up - .
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; : HI
' ,

This is the World?"

, ,
' '

Crowcl in Pete , t.1 c11•11 , t n w ,'d e an~le lens. -

Hoss, Mitchell

175

\fartin

"C,.ossroads of th e

~fagidso n, ?.lari, Ayer

0°LATITUDE

--.-

2. Thou shalt exonerate thy senior shellbacks

5. Thou shalt be a land-lubber

1. Thou shalt be a drug store cowboy

6. Thou shalt be a potato-farmer

3. Thou shalt be a loyal pollywog

4. Thou shalt be ever mindful of thy lowliness
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7. Thou shalt be humble
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8. Thou shalt be a sea-lawyer
"Neptune, I turn over my command to you for such time as you wish."

Don't bite it, kiss it!

81° 12'00''W

10. Thou shalt be a bilge-rat

9. Thou shalt be a lounge-lizard

178

Here you are pal, a mouthful of worms.
Assorted sea crater salad - blood of the red eyed sea dog - sea weed - scalloped
sliark meat - flying fish wings - bro iled sea worms - raw oysters - jelly fish sandwiches
- fisheyc pudding - sea foam topping - hardtack - last Friday's leftover coffee brine water - special pollywog menu.

That was the best kiss yet!

flow many pairs of pants were you wearing?
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VALPARAISO
After roaming around the Pacific for a
while, we decided to go to Valparaiso.
While it is the largest port in Chile, it
is by no means a large port. Once
outside the city's waterfront area, we
found it to be one of the cleanest
foreign countries that we have ever
visited. There was much to see, and
LCDR. Jordan did his best to see that
we didn't miss any of it. The tours
arranged turned out to be well worth
signing up for. There were many nice
beaches located just outside the city,
and this combined with the wonderful
climate and the beautiful girls, made
Valparaiso one of the high points of
the 1966 cruise.

Guf? wN~ a1tson,
you forgo t to take out of your pocket, Brian.
Sullivan
1

-

It was a lot of fun but I lost everything I had. Linsky

Lie-Nielson, Knichl,

IC·

IC

Roger, should we tell him she's only twelve? Doore

Kniehl, Haines,

I,

HEW 'fo~KE.l<, _ _ _ _ _ __ __ ,"f~\l(O

D

D

~ui~.,c: 1-\
0

r

HOTEL

0 D

D P--

j
· · · And when we run out of wine
• well
, send the natives out to crush some grapes.

I/ail, llail, the gang's all here. -

Kutz, Dion, Cook, Frederick, Moutsatso ·, Dearborn
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Which way to tl, e N,ew Yor k·e·r.µ -

Hutchins, Dullard, Ayer
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. . . Then they gave me a guitar and
begged me to sing. - Jones

NEW ORLEANS
CALLAO
To say that we docked in Callao
would not exactly be true. Actually,
we dropped the hook about three miles
west of Tokyo Bay and went the rest
of the way by a 30' running boat. A
most unusual aspect of our stay was the
fact that there were no tours; however, there wasn't much liberty either.
Like San Juan, Lima was expensive, but
by careful shopping some good buys
could be found. Someone found that
stufled llamas were good buys for the
price. Who can forget those twelve
cent taxi rides or the fragrant smell of
the local fish processing plants. As
enjoyable as our stay was, we were
eager to get home and were happy to
be heading North.

Too much good could not be
spoken of our stay in New
Orleans, for it turned out to be
t~e best port ( education and
h~~rty-wise) that we have ever
vmted. Lykes Lines went out of
their way to provide us with
tremendous tours of their ships
and of the inside behind-thescenes operation. Mardi Gras was
something unreal! The excitement and pace left us with many
regrets of having to depart as
w~ s~eamed down the muddy
MisSissippi enroute to cold
weather and license prep.
And inside the rim of my glasses • .. -

Young, Annable, Young, Redfern

Hey Mister! Throw me something! -

Someone please take my bag of cigarettes?

Watch what you're saying -

I think Ron's listening.

You get the guy's attention and I'll put it in my pocket. Moutsatsos, Mercaldi
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Getz,

I still think my act was better. -

183

Young, Redfern, Linsky, Young

Clifford

I just explainei:l it, er, ah, and you're doing it wrong. What'.,
the matter, er, er, with you.

And that's, er, er, ah, how it, er, ah, works. Does everyone,
er, er, understand? - Mr. McReel, Owens, Hallden

GO!

Get Seti - O'Connor, Shore, Annable, Sullivan, Krupski, Newbegin, Perrault

WORK AND
PLAY

AT SEA

You're right Roger, I should have gone deck -

. . . And the first one that leans on it goes right over the rail Gaffney, Lawler

Haines, Weeks

Come on, Russ, let's put it down now, my arm's tired. ibald, Rowe
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Arch-

Standy by, fire one, down scope. -

Martin

----

Just smile, and pretend you know what you're doing. Mitchell, Merriam

I think it's a Dicky-Bird. -
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Lt. Chesser

LEARN OR BURN

They're inside, Bruce, shut off the water! -

Sure like this form fitting suit. -

Young

J.

Sure wish I had an OBA for this iob. -

Sure is nice to breathe again. _

Jones, Peterson

Clark, IJallden

Woods, Atwood

Hey Chief, when do we set this on fire? -
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Calder

STAND BY TO GOOSE NECK ...

I wonder if this building has a head? Redfern

GOOSENECK!

0-K/ Let's put out that fire!

Did he say attach the hose first or turn
on the water -

Hey Dave -

got a match? -

Hamblet,

Hallden, Sullivan

Dick, tonight we celebrate with anot her bottle of Cognac Soper, Fillion, Perrault

When the bell rings, go get it! This is known as an inferior foam
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See how it acts as a cooler· -

Annabl
·
• c, N"1v1son,

unno Id
189

•• .LEVEL

Kutz

OFF!

MOVE IT IN, SAILORS! -

Martin, Cherry, Ahearn

SWITCH ONE MANI -

How'd a hamburger get in there? -

Robinson, P ., Ayer, Bullard

Searway, Magidson

Arid l present to you, Ace Fire Fighter, Freddy Young.

BACK

HAND

p ·u · ~Y 1tomorrow,

we will have earned our certificate& o ar , ones, Atwood, Peterson, Soper

ON
THE
BAIL!

S-W-E-E-Pl -

Sullivan, B., Ross, Sullivan, W.
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SHUT DOWN! -

Ahearn, Archibald, Jagger

When l think that chow is only an hour away, I don't mind
the smoke and /ire. - Ayer, Mitchell, Martin, Lowden
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A

LO

MV

OE

SR

T

For me, Bill? it's .. . beautiful. -

Unnold, Pat, Gloria, Pollard

Let's go to m y room and I'll show you my boxing
trophy. - Lawler

How about that, we're both ticklish. Mitchell

John, how much do you think w e coulcl pawn that fur for? Young, J.

Go Dad, go! -

Mr. Clifford, Paton, Mrs. Clifford, D ave

Annable,

p
0
R

T
L
A
N
D

And to think, an hour ago I d t'd n ' t even know you. -

Now come on you two, shake hands and be fri ends. Cruise Queen, Shultze
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Here comes that guy with all the {!.olcl Danny. 1/ere,
take your hat nncl let's go. - I lamblct, O'Connor

fl ere,

Hey, play Louie, Louie! -

Grimard, Haines, R.

Mari, Martin, Dearborn
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Did I ever tell you about my "Green
Hornet"? - Perrault, Carbonneau

MELVIN ALLEN CHERRY
Mel
South Carver, Massachusetts
Band I, 2, 3, 4

Glee Club I
Cross-Country I, 2, 3, 4
Rifle Club 2, 3, 4

Nobody has ever found the key which winds Mel up. It will probably always remain as one of the eight wonders of the world just
what makes this guy tick. With a personality matched by few and
the imagination which he possesses, Mel is almost guaranteed to win
the heart of any Captain.
As the Cadet Captain of the thirty footers, Mel could always be
found chatting with CDR Gray on the dock about the needs and
repairs of the smal1 boats. Since the CDR disagreed with Mel's need
for a full blown "427" mil1 to power the crafts, Mel took his spe~dy
suggestions elsewhere, usually hometown South Carver, and applied
them very well to the Olds or his brother's "Bird."

DECKMEN

Being a connoi seur of weapons, an ace musician, a top "roadru1;1ner," and an excellent sailor, Mel's spare tim<; can never _be seeI1
being used wastefuJly. Whether studying or just plain gabbmg, hes
always kept busy.
With success as hi goal, Mel's fortune is but a few steps away.
Good luck and smooth sailing to a great friend.
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A. DAVID CLIFFORD
Dave, Bones, A.O.
Old Lyme, Connecticut

Leo,

Tom

Salem, Massachusetts

Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4

Yacht Club 1 2 3 4

Prop Club 3, 4

Superintendent's List 1

Cadet Fire Chief 4

Projectionist 1, 2, 3, 4

Academy Laundry 2, 3, 4

Intramurals 1 2 3 4

To one of the top deck rates from Connecticut, the Class of 1966
renders a 21-gun salute.
While heading up the M.M.A. fire dept., there wasn't a single hose,
nozzle connection or tool aboard that Dave didn't know intimately.
Every' afternoon after classes h~ wor½,ed on the s~,i~' s fire-fightin,g
gear, stopping only for an occasional cuppa coffee m Stonehead s
room. "Will the real Dave Clifford please stand up!"
We will all remember our mug summer when Dave, Alley-oop,
and Stonehead had a memorable time at the Rockland Lobster
Festival. Such a good time was it, in fact, that they all. returned. the
following weekend. It was something about failing to yield the nght
of way, as the appearance of Dave's M.G. testified.
If he can stay away from the Endicott queens, Da_ve' s future will
be on the sea. If not, the sea will lose a good man. Either way, good
luck to a great guy.
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LEO THOMAS DION

' ' '

' ' '

N~t l?ng after Leo came to the Academy, he was forced on the

X.O. s hst and found it very convenient to join the Brighton Club.
Thereafter, many school days and many restricted weekends were
spent away from the campus.
. 1:,eo will mostly be remembered for his sailing abilities, his interest
m mtramural sports, and his devotion to the military offered at the
Maine Maritime Academy.
d Som~day in the future, if you see a sleek yacht buzzing around
. own m the Caribbean, look for a little Leo in the cockpit. This
Ifs his ambition and this guy has got what it takes to accomplish this
eat and we all wish him the best of success.
. Good Luck to a fine classmate and smooth sailing to you, Leo,
m any waters you may choose to sail in.
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GEORGE STEPHEN DOORE, JR.
Senor La Puerta
Waterford, Maine
Ring Dance Committee 1, 2
P.O. 1/C 3

Trick's End 4

ROBERT A. GAFFNEY
Razor,

Golden Warrior,

Dapper Dan,

Bob

East Orange, New Jersey
Yacht Club 3, 4

Guidon 4

Superintendent's List 1, 2, 3, 4

Basketball 1, 2

Homecoming Decoration Com. 1~ 2

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

2nd Batt. Commander 4

Superintendent's List 3

Regimental Commander 4

"Senor La Puerta " ( Mr. Doore), could very seldom be found
during his first two ;ears at the academy. His fame for. his artistry
doomed him to many extra hours of volunteer labor for the last
two graduating classes. His extensive work on Ring and Homecoming Dances brought him great acclaim, bu~ very l!ttle free time.
During his Junior year his ability brought ~•m cons1_derabl_e profits
as many of our maintenance foul weather Jackets will venfy.
Another feather in his cap was the superbraces he used to hit at
Regimentals. The result was rewarding in that he now has four gold
bars on his collar.
On his freshman cruise, George was known for his interest in
historic architecture and while in Panama George not only enlarged
his historic background but deftly and skillfully t~lked himself into
a guided tour through one of the oldest houses m Panama.

. "Razor," upon arriving here and seeing the "college life," devoted
himself to making up for lost time on liberty weekends, thus this
softspoken Middie was seen far and wide, always in unpredictable
company looking for the action spots.
Freshman year found him running through the streets of Panama
while Sophomore cruise found him on the inside looking out at all
the new Freshmen running by. This Middie has had many adventures
and misadventures during his stay here at the Academy.
It was questionable sometimes how "Golden Boy" was able to
find enough time during his stay at the Academy to obtain more
than _his share of book knowledge, but he managed to do so and
thus it assures him a shot at a fine career - The Merchant Marine.
Good luck to you Razor and may you have smooth sailing in
all you choose to d~.
'

His excellent grades and keen ambition will help him to become
tops in the Maritime Industry. Good Luck.
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ROGER E. HAINES
Rangeley,

Bear

Rangeley, Maine
Class President 3, 4
Glee Club I

,,,,,

Golf I

Prop Club 3, 4

DAVID N. HALLDEN
Header
Deep River, Connecticut
Regimental Supply Officer 4
Academy Safety Com. 2, 3, 4

Yacht Club 2, 3, 4

P.O. 1/ C 2, 3

Superintendent's List I, 2, 3, 4.

Superintendent's List I, 2, 3, 4

Basketball I

Intramural Sports I, 2

Roger arrived here from the Rangeley Lakes area of which he could
tell you many tales of his hunting experiences and country life.

One of the many Connecticut salts in the senior class, the "Header"
hails from Deep River, the town known for its fine female populace
( or so says Dave).

As he became known to us it was evident that his warm personality
and friendly manner would' make us proud to be able to call him
friend. If anyone needed help on a problem, Roger was the man to
see for the correct solution. In his Junior and Senior years he was
elected class president, a position which he commanded exceptionally
well.
Roger was well known for his sleeping ability and unu~,ual study
habits. Yet with the little time he spent on the books, the Rangeley
Bear" was tops in all his subjects, and was one of the best all around
deckmen in the class.
We all wish Roger the very best of luck for the future, and we pay
tribute to him for his leadership ability.

Dave is also well known for his high opinion on the State of
Maine. One needs only to mention this favorite subject and Dave
will proceed to expound for hours on its merits.
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Without a doubt Dave is one of the most "squared away" midshipmen ever to attend Maine Maritime Academy. Who can ever
forget the man who squares comers at 0400 in the head.

Always setting a fine example in addition to being a solid student
and cadet officer, Dave is a sure bet for somethin_g big in the future.
Best of luck and smooth sailing, Header.

RICHARD P. JUDD
Rick
North Haven, Connecticut
Baseball I, 2

P.O. 1/C 3
Regimental Executive Officer 4

TIMOTHY DANIEL KEEFE
Tim,

Keefy

Nashua, New Hampshire
Band I, 2

Bandmaster 4
Ass't. Bandmaster 3

Superintendent's List I, 2, 3, 4

Rick is another of the ruddy-complexioned individuals from that
southern State of Connecticut. He has been one of the finest assets
to this Academy during the past four years. A~ a cadet officer and
an honor student, he has attained a level for which all underclassmen
should strive.
He has been seen occasionally traveling "south on the Heritage
Trail" to Boston or New Haven for a BANZAI weekend - not to sell
pizza and ice cream! "Will the real Rick Judd please wake up! It's
5 A.M.
We all wish Rick smooth sailing and a fruitful, enjoyable career.

Tim "Al Hirt" Keefe will long be remembered as the faithful
blower of reveille, first call, second call, colors, tattoo, and taps. He
seems to be the only brass horn man in our four years here who has
mastered these pieces. He was so good, in fact, that he escaped every
single inspection for the first two years. Always heard but never seen.
Keefy finally hit the big time when, as Bandmaster, his boys played
on the Capitol steps. All Hail, The Conquering Hero. Tim has done
a great job with the band and his brand new popular music "To
make inspections by" comes a real treat for the troops. A real
musician, we take our hats off to the best.
Tim's lovelife has no bounds. His exploits range from homebase
Nashua to the U. of M. and from Lisbon to the white house on Battle
Ave. Go get 'em Tim in your Harley-Davids,on equipped Rambler
covered with all those "meaningful" code flags.
Another of Tim's outstanding features is his quick and caustic
wit. Many an instructor has provided amusement for the whole deck
section as a result of one of Keefy' s barbed questions. His tactics in
the field of "mental hazing" will be remembered also by many of
the underclassmen. Tim's antics were always memorable. "Watch
out for that sneaky brown book satchel, Capt. Fordan!" - CRASH!
Best of luck, Tim, and keep smiling.
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RUSSELL F. KNIEHL, JR.
Mouse, Kinkle
New Haven, Connecticut
Drill Squad 1

Secretary 4

Chelsea, Massachusetts
Mail Orderly 1, 2, 3, 4

Propeller Club 2, 3, 4

Prop Club 2, 3, 4

Helm StaH 3, 4

P.O. 1/C 2, 3

Rifle Club 3

Associate Editor 4

President 4
Football 1, 2

Yacht Club 3, 4

First Battalion Commander 4
Yacht Club 2 3 4

Supt. Activities Council 3

Intramurals 1 2 3 4

One of the rarest species in the Castine Zoo is the Mouse. Intelligent, quiet, and always busy, best describes t~e "cute little
Admiral" from New Haven. At least the Westbrook girls thought he
was cute. It seems that when he was in Palma, he and a few other
Middies went on a very tiring shopping spree and when all were
completely exhausted they stopped to rest. We heard that when they
decided to move on, Kinkle had to be carried out of the place of rest
by the scunge-man and stone-head because he had fallen asleep.
Being an avid party man the mouse was always good company
when the boys got together for a bash. When it came to working for
the school the Mouse led the pack. Working for the Prop Club and
the Helm kept him burning the candle at both ends. Having no secretary, he typed more letters than prob~bly any other Middie at _the
Academy ( except the Lit. Editor of Tricks End). Most of the time
Russ interfered with Stone-head's beauty sleep but always managed
to get his work completed.
Kinkle' s ambition and drive will undoubtedly carry him on to a
successful career and we all wish him the best in the future.
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ROBERT W. LAWLOR
"The Midshipman", Bobby

' '
' ' '

Being one of the most likable men in our class, Bob will surely
do well in any job he tackles. As the First Batt. Commander, he
set a tremendous example for the rest of the class to follow which
made him stand out as a leader and a true individualist. Life for
Bob here at the Academy didn't lack any excitement even though
he was a serious and hard worker. He knew how to spend his leisure
time well. When he wasn't performing his duties as Academy Postmaster, or in the ring punching it out, he would either be at the
grind behind a book or sweeping some lucky. girl right off her feet.
"The Midshipman," as he was so designated around campus by
his classmates was a man who upheld the highest standards that a
Middie could possibly hold but accomplished this feat in a way that
was envied by all. He was far from a stiff collar and was labeled
as "one of the boys".
To Bobby we wish all the success he deserves in the coming years.
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PETER D. LIE-NIELSEN
Pete,

Giraffe,

RICHARD C. LOWDEN III
Chuck

Mantis

Camden, Maine

Winthrop, Maine

Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4

Yacht Club 2 3 4

Intramurals 1, 2, 3

Rifle Club 3

Prop Club 4
Drill Squad 1

' '

Rifle Club 3
P.O. 1/C 3

Supt. Activities Council 3, 4
Regimental Commander 4

\
\

"Regiment - Forward ..." Another enjoyable Wednesday afternoon begins as Pete leads the regiment down Pleasant Street.
Pete hails from a long line of sea-farers, but we all bet he's the
only one in the family ever to make the rank of Captain before the
age of 22. Through his fine example and excellent leadership
qualities, Pete has worked his way up through the ranks to become
the tallest Regimental Commander in the school's history.
A hard worker and busy man throughout his four years at the
Academy many can attest that the "Giraffe" also knew how to have
a good time. Whether it be at one of Sully B's seafood parties or
ashore in a foreign port, Pete could be depended upon to show a
liberty buddy a lively time. When at home on weekends, Pete could
usually be found at a nearby boatshop or entertaining some lovely
at one of the more popular night spots in Knox County. He's not
skinny, he's tall, that's all.
We know that Peter will become one of the finest deck officers
in the Industry and with him go our best wishes.
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Ever since Chuc½ arrived at. Maine Maritime Academy, he has
been known as a qmet person with only one motivation; to graduate.
rke has been a staunch student with a fine academic record which,
1 • e ~ther members of his class have learned, had to be earned via
m1dmght oil.
G.T.~. Day was Friday for Chuck as he could very often be seen
~cr~ammg down the Castine "500" on his way toward Winthrop.
eidg perplexed by Volkswagons that didn't want to stay on the
roa sd didn't hinder Chuck's desire to use the heavy foot as is withesse by the pavement in front of the Senior Dorms. On weekends
e was always first at the ski slopes and usually last to leave as this
:,or~ wa.s in Chuck's blood. He was also one of the originators of
e astme Ski Slope.

1h_ay~ cheerfully willing to lend a helping hand to a classmate
1
h1:1 is m;ent interest in the Merchant Marine will surely help in

iskq?e sth or success and the Class of '66 wishes him the best of
1uc 10 t e future.
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DANIELL. MARI

Boone,

Canary
Newark, New Jersey
Yacht Club 3, 4

WILLIAM MICHAEL MARTIN

P.O. 1/ C 3

Billy

Portland, Maine
Cross-Country 1, 2, 3

Propeller Club 3, 4

Co-Captain 4

A-Company Commander 4

Yacht Club 3, 4
Prop Club 3, 4

Intramurals 2
Band 1, 2, 3

Cadet Quartermaster 4

The Canary flew all the way up from that fine state of N. J.
He has been an outstanding classmate who was always willing to
"pitch in" with a helping hand whenever needed. The Canary was
also quite a young sailor. He not only spent much of his free time
navigating around the many Maine islands but did a little deepwater racing on the side. Whatever happened in that race Danny?
As PLAYBOY representative Dan also became well acquainted with
each new face which appeared in the latest issue.
On liberty, the Canary could be found in the middl_e of some
shoreside action, and was occasionally found to be Hymg at low
altitudes through the narrow streets of some foreign port, and
usually had to be brought in for the landing on electric radiowaves sent out by the Boone and Alley-oop. Dan was also one of
the earliest risers when in port, sometimes rising two or three hours
earlier than the rest of the Middies. What was it Dan, your love
for the early morning fresh air? "Will the real Dan Mari please
come down from the rafters!"
With his ability to get along with people and his quick wit and
nautical excellence, Dan is sure to become a fine officer as well as a
worthy shipmate. Good Luck.
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Boone, as he was known by his classmates is one of the "Po1iland
boys." In his four years at the Academy h~ has made his mark as
an ace in the deck section. Bill was always eager to learn anything
n~w, as was proven by his outstanding grades. His ability to handle
h~ms~lf under any circumstances is an asset that will greatly further
him m the Maritime Industry in the years to come.
When
f.or that
helper,"
Portland

not behind a book, Boone could be found getting ready
next big meet, working in his capacity as the Baron's
or, most frequently, getting ready for that big journey to
- To see a friend?

_Bill will never be forgotten by his classmates as a "Sportsman,"
with a congenial attitude which has made him many friends throughout the years.
Good luck and smooth sailing, Bill, from the Class of '66.
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JOHN M. MURRAY

WAYNE PALMER

John
Abington, Massachusetts

Stump

Football 1, 2, 3

P.O. 1/C 3

Platoon Leader 4

John was often referred to as the man of steel. Digging graves and
carrying coffins for part time work didn't hinder his rugged composition either, as was attested by a few certain Middies who doubted
his Herculean abilities.
John will always be remembered for his never lengthening mug-cut
and his historically famous automotraption, Angelina. He mad~ man_y
a trip to Massachusetts in that black streak ( ? ) not to mention his
exploits to Quebec and his trusty mobile never failed him. Although
one could never catch him dating girls during his freshman and
sophomore years, John finally broke the ice in his ju?ior and senior
years by turning the charm on for many a lucky girl all over the
country. Being the accident prone individual that he is, John's football career came to an abrupt end in his Sophomore Year with an ankle
injury which, much to his liking, might be advantageous after graduation! I ! Although his state of seriousness is limited to about fifteen
seconds John's sense of humor is sometimes questioned too, although
the Pla~ters Peanut Co. appreciated his practical jokes.

East Kingston, New Hampshire
Intramurals 2 3 4

' '

Cadet Bos'n's Mate 4

"Stump" came to us from Massachusetts at the beginning of our
sophomore year with his dynamic personality and generous nature
~h!ch quickly won him new friends. His active participation
i~ intramural sports coupled with his good sportsmanship added to
his outstanding character and was a credit to the deck section, as
well as the Academy.
On weekends, Stump could invariably be seen leading the "Castine
500" in his "Green Hornet" heading for the southlands of New
Hampshire.

As Cadet Bos'n Mate and as a true classmate, Wayne has shown
great evidence of becoming an outstanding officer in the Maritime
Industry and also a person with whom any man would be confident
to sail with.
Best of luck, Wayne, and smooth sailing in the future years to
come from the Class of '66.

A truly versatile man, we all know that John will go far as a
Merchant Marine Officer and will be successful at any ladder he
attempts to climb. Good Luck, John, ~nd_ smooth. sailing to the
Man who made Toddy Pond a legend m its own time!
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ROBERT H. PETERSON,

JR.

Bob, Pete
Monmouth, Maine
Yacht Club 3, 4

P.O. 1/C 3

With cigarette hanging from lower lip, a novel in hand, and a
coke by his side, the Hick from Monmouth, Maine gr~w to be known
around the MMA campus as the connoisseur of good literature. When
not behind the books Bob was an avid conversationalist and had the
ability to blend right in on any discussion about any topic.
Pete's leadership qualities were expressed on the Class of '68 when
he participated very actively in the indoctrination of the mugs.
When Pete's interests were distracted from the hectic grind of
a week of classes, he usually headed for greater Monmouth and
chances are by the time he returned to the Academy, Pete was filled
with eventful episodes of his weekend's ventures.
Since Pete has a natural tendency to acquire his knowledge about
the sea from the classroom and not from books, we feel that his
understanding the merchant elements in this manner will help him
go a long way in the Merchant Industry and in the shortest
possible time.
To you, Pete, we wish you all the happiness that the sea can
bring and a bright future.
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WILLLIAM C. POLLARD
Bounce
Falmouth, Maine
Band 1, 2, 3, 4

. T~e "Bounce" will always be remembered by the Class of '66 for
his mdescribable walk. A more fluent person would be hard to find.
Whether flowing into a card game or rolling down the passageway,
Bounce was a man with a delightful "spring."
Playing cards and hashing it up with the guys didn't seem to
b?ther Bill's academic standing with the rest of the class much
~ither cause he always seemed to come out with top grades on
most" of his exams.
"A picture is worth a thousand words" was Bounce's motto on
the _cruises as was verified by the many slides he took of all his
foreign ports. These were undoubtedly taken to prove to a certain
young Miss that all she had heard about these foreign ports was
not exactly true. We are sure that Bounce proved his point.
Knowing Bounce as we do, we are sure that he will be successful
regardless of the path he chooses to follow, whether it be marriage
or the sea, or both. Best of Luck, Bounce, in any of your future
endeavors.
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MARK HAYDEN ROBINSON
La Lash

BRIANT. SULLIVAN
Sully, Lobster

Portland, Maine

Waterford, Connecticut

Glee Club 1

Yacht Club 1, 2

Superintendent's List 3
Trick's End, Editor-in-Chief 4
Prop Club 4

Rudder 3

P.O. 1/C 3

Yacht Club 2, 3
Reg. Master at Arms 4
Homecoming 3

Ring Dance 3

Castine A-Go-Go 4

Ring Committee 3
Ring Dance Committee 3
Band 1, 2, 3

\

Supt. Activities Council 3, 4
Intramurals 1, 2, 3

r.

Mark was, without a doubt, a number one DO-er in the Class of '66.
Always being one to yield a good word and a helping hand, Mark
was rated "tops" when it came to a personality rating, both by his
fellow Middies and the instructors alike. Being the very likeable
person he is, Mark never had any problem with making friends, nor
keeping them for that fact, and when there came the time when he
himself needed that right arm man, there was always one standing by.

It would be impossible to sum up Brian's four years here at M.A.A.
He h?s in some way or another been a part of every school spirit
boostmg project that has taken place and has been in the limelight of
activities. He became known as the great sleeper when he dozed off
under the anchor his mug year which he paid for dearly. He also
became aware of the fishing prospects offered by Stonington where
many of his weekends where spent. Brian was also noted for getting
expiration times mixed up when it came to liberty and was always
a day late and a dollar short.
•

The band would not have been complete the four years we attended
the Academy without the sound of Mark behind that big, brass
tuba. His talents were unlimited but we finally found his weakness.
The guitar. That had to go!
Devotion to duty, acceptance of responsibility, and an ambitious
drive paralleled by none are but a few of his inimitable qualities,
and with these traits leading his way, Mark is sure to reach the
top rung of the ladder of success.
To you, Mark, the Class of '66 wishes the best of luck and calm
seas in the years to come.

A source of amusement for all hands, Brian was one never to stand
a loss, even when his 'car' stopped running, he worked out a deal
where he came out ahead.
. Too much good could never be spoken of Brian. He was lovable,
Jolly, celebrative, and sincere, with an outlook on life which can only
promote success. About the most salty and seaman-like Middie in
our class, Brian will be an asset to any company, and a proud representative of our class and the Academy.
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We tip our hats to our loyal friend as we bid him calm seas and
smooth sailing.

RONALD BRADLEY TUCKER
Alley-oop
Branford, Connecticut

HENRY S. WOODS III

Sky,

Stone-head

Phoenix, Arizona

Yacht Club I, 2, 3, 4

Yacht Club 3, 4

Propeller Club 3, 4

Rifle Club 3

Ship's Store 2

P.O. 1/C 2, 3
Superintendent's List 3

Alley-oop came to the Academy fresh from High School, with the
prime idea of becoming a deckman. As it turned out, Alley not only
became a top Deckie but also excelled academically during his stay
here at the Academy. The "boys" will never forget the mail Alley
received from "body tone" or his unusual uniforms consisting of
white sneakers and very undress khakis. Most of all, Ron wil1 always
be remembered for his way with people. A more considerate person
would be hard to find. Alley could always be found on liberty
with the Boone or the Canary looking for a good time and more
often starting one.
We are all sure that only big things are in store for Ron, and
in plotting his future course Ron will put to use all that he has
learned and become a credit to the Academy.

Sky came to us from that "salty" state of Arizona. He was a true
deckman from the word go and never cared much for those "gas
station attendants." Stone-head could always be relied upon for a
good story, although if you were to hear it a second time or third
it just might be a different version. Nevertheless it would always
be a good story.
Sky's major extra-curricular activity was working off extra duty,
however, he did find time to operate a discount store featuring
various odds and ends such as shaving cream, soap, and engineering
notebooks. Sky's major problem was his susceptibility to being
"framed."
Hey Sky, how did you get those tire tracks on your spitshines?
Sky, the bashful soul, didn't like all the attention he was getting at
the Lobster Festival so he discreetly did a backHip off the stage.
On the serious side, however, Sky worked hard for his license
and plans to spend many a year at sea. His last summer was one of
reform and if he can stick with it his success is guaranteed.
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DAVID R. AHEARN
Dave
Old Orchard, Maine
Student Fund 3, 4
Barber 2, 3, 4

Rowing 2, 3
Head Barber 4

Student Activities Council 3

David, a naive person heralding out of Old Orchard Beach,
entered the Academy at a very impressionable age, and thus a basis
for all future characteristics was molded.
Among the many activities in which David participated with great
zeal was that of a Torremolinos artist, by which one could always be
sure of gettin a clipping.

ENGINEERS

One of the hardy crew of the Mar de Vino who along with a crow
and several other Midshipmen, found the traumatic experience of
what the sailors of yesteryear encountered, during their now legendary voyage between Castine and Portland.
David is a person who has developed many skills here at M.M.A.
including an iron will by contending with Arch.
A fine engineer and good classmate, we the class of 1966 wish you
smooth sailing and a following sea.
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ALBERT
Al,

E. ANNABLE
Burger

Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Rifle Club 3
Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

PETER E. ARCHIBALD
Arch,

Wimpy

Bradford, Massachusetts
Football 1, 2, 3, 4

Co-captain 4
Student Activities Council 3

lntramurals 1, 2, 3

Al, a very likable and understanding person, who makes Boothbay
Harbor sound like a gigantic lobster pot. When Al and his dory attack
the coastal waters of Maine, the lobsters just give up in despair, knowing there is no possible escape from the big "clam."
Since his first day at the Academy, Al's easy manner has made him
many friends. He's the type of guy you can't help but like. Studies
have never been a great problem, for Al has stored up potential and
an unexcelled memory.
On cruise liberty he could always be found in the midst of the
action. Al made his debut in the Casinos and nightclubs of our first
foreign port-of-call our mug year. After liberty expired Al was to be
found repenting, working on deck plates in the engine room until
dawn.
A good sailor and engineer, he will never be forgotten by his classmates. To you Al, we wish good luck and smooth sailing.
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Peter, being young and innocent when arriving at the Academy
soon grew into a man of the world through the years at M.M.A. '
Although depressed his freshman year on the gridiron Arch
Bowered into one of the most colorful ball players at the A~ademy
and became all state by his Junior year.
Peter,. even thoug~ he was dejected over football, was certainly
never reJected when 1t came to food. By the end of three and a half
year~, he was known as the man who looked for quantity rather than
quality when it came to filling his stomach.
Arch, one of the best liked men of his class and surely one of the
hardest workers, we are sure will always keep the turbines going on
any ship in which he has a berth.
Good luck to you Arch from the Class of '66.
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DAVID B. ARNOLD

BURR VICTOR ATWOOD

Runner

Rocking Bob, Rocko

Cohasset, Mass.

Verona Island, Maine

Prop Club I, 2, 3, 4

Intramural Sports I, 2, 3, 4

Treasurer 4

Maintenance I, 2, 3, 4

Rifle Club 3

Intramurals I, 2

(J

Dave better known to us here at the Academy as the "Runner,"
hails £;om the small South Shore town of Cohasset, Mass. "The
heart of the watermelon" as it is called. Never in the history of the
Academy has any one man worn out more shoes running around the
campus, either collecting Prop Club dues,. selling M.M.A. T-shirts,
or from keeping that heavy foot on the nght hand pedal.
Dave was always seen around campus where the action was,
whether with a friend, alone, or with a date, and more so when
there was some sort of construction going on.
The Runner was also known to go through a rather large supply
of writing paper and stamps as was clearly witnessed by all the
letters he sent out to lucky guys and girls all over the country.

Burr hails from one of those inland islands which you usually don't
hear much about, but which Rocking Bob has made quite familar to
us during his four· year stay at the Academy. Burr didn't rave too
much about the women while with us, but it is a well known
fact that he had some in reserve that would put any Middie' s Choice
to shame. We remember the answer "Fourth Classman Rocking Bob
Atwood Sir" that rang through the passageways of Leavitt Hall many
times during our freshman year. We also remember the numerous
phone calls and declarations of forever quitting this Academy. We're
glad you're still with us Rocko.
Best of luck Rocko with whoever you sail and we hope our paths
cross many times.

Being the good friend that he is and a fine engineer besides, we
all wish Dave the best of luck in whatever he attempts.
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BRIAN G. AYER

THOMAS W. BENZ

Brillo

Tanker

Orrington, Maine
Football I

P.O. 1/ C

Yacht Club 3, 4
C Co. Commander 4

Brian, during his mug year, was a hard man to please. First he
wanted to come to Maine Maritime Academy and then he couldn't
wait for the weekends to get out. When he came back from the
weekends, he said he would never go home again.
This straightened out after a while and he became entrenched
with the operation and maintenance of the many small boats of
the Academy. He also got hold of a movable junk pile which was
painted green that brought him to the Hall of Fame of Edsel
owners. His latest endeavor is with a crashed airplane engine that
he probably plans to install in a balloon.
Brian is a good liberty buddy, a good friend, and a swell classmate, as well as being a fine engineer, and certainly will be a
credit to us and the Maine Maritime Academy.
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3

Washington Township, N.

J.

Helm 2
Trick's End 2, 4
Yacht Club 3, 4
Prop Club 4
Ski Club 3, 4
Intramurals I, 2

Tom will undoubtedly make a good mariner with his unprecedented
desire for travel and excitement. Even while at the Academy he
managed to break away from the hectic routine of the school 'and
make numerous visits across the border to Canada, and not to mention
one unforgetable voyage made to Bar Harbor in the "Trixie."
Tanker and his magic camera were always kept busy whenever a
Regimental Formation was scheduled to take place and also was a
great help toward publication of the Trick's End with his never ending
contribution of snapshots taken all over the world.
With your ambition and desire, Tom, we are sure that you will
be a success and wish you all the happiness that you deserve.
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PETER BOYCE
Captain Tweet,

Pete

Port Washington, L. I. New York

DAVID BROWN
Dave,

Dunda,

Brownie

Amesbury, Massachusetts

Safety Council 2, 3, 4

Platoon Leader 4

Yacht Club 2, 3, 4

Football 1, 2, 3

Rifle Club 3

A-Company Petty Officer 2, 3
C-Company Commander 4
Standby Engineer 3, 4
2nd Battalion Commander 4

During his four years at the Academy, Pete earned a reputation
as one of the hardest workers and finest leaders in the class. A military
man from way back, "Mr. Boyce" could always be depended on to
work out a solution for anybody's problem. As Commander of the
Second Battalion during his senior year, Peter maintained one of the
tautest ships the school has seen in years.
Peter's greatest asset is his vast knowledge of all types of practical
matters. This was borne out by his keenness in the room not to mention
his rebuilding project on the pride of the Castine fleet, "Trixie."

Dave will always be remembered as a hard hitting hard fighting
and sweet talking midshipman. A great asset to our' football team'
he is the perfect representative for the saying, "When the going get~
tough, the tough get going." Dave was a very conscientious student
and was continuously found thumbing through the many engineering
manuals found in his possession. When it came to the books, Dunda
was the eager beaver of the class, and it was not an unfamiliar sight
to see the midnight oil burning from his "Penthouse" quarters.

Peter's only weaknesses were his great pride in his home state and
the product of Wide !rack Town.
We wish the best of luck to a fine person with sure success.

Dave has a tremendous personality and is always there with a
helping hand for anyone and everyone.' We have no doubt that Dave
will raise the name of M.M.A. to unparalleled heights in the field he
h~s so nobly chosen. Good luck and smooth sailing; we will surely
rmss you, Dave.
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DOUGLAS R. BRYANT

MAURICE BULLARD III
Mike,

Doug

Pekin, Ill.

Kittery, Maine
Band 1, 2

lntramurals 1, 2, 3, 4
Barber 1, 2, 3, 4

Oil Drum

Football 1

Yacht Club 2, 3, 4

Smoker 2, 3

Doug hails to us from the southernmost port in Maine, Kittery.
Being a devoted barber during his sophomore, junior, and senior
years, he's the one who kept our ears lowered for Captain's inspections
and Regimental Formations. No matter what time of the day it was,
you could always see Doug with a set of clippers in one hand and
your money in the other.
Being of the quiet type seemed to fool people away from the
Academy, but the Middies knew him as always being one to be where
there was some sort of action. With Duff as his co-pilot and Utopia
as his goal, many a dull time had been turned into a free-for-all with
the help of this fun-loving guy.
Doug was always one to put schoolwork and learning on the top
of his list as was purely evidenced by his high grades and his unceasing and unlimited knowledge of the engine room practices and
procedures. A fine engineer and a true friend to all, we are certain
that Doug will find happiness and success in his chosen profession.
Good Luck, Doug, and may calm seas lead your way.

If anyone ever wanted the ''Jolly Green Giant" during our four
ye_ar stay here at the Academy, the most probable places to look
might have. been · t~e RUTHEL, the PATHFINDER, the thirtyfooters, or m the pit of the State of Maine. There he would invariably be indulging in his favorite hobby getting dirty. As what
migh~ be called the "C.E." of the small b~ats, Mike has probably
contnbuted more than any of us to the maintenance operation and
well being of these craft.
'
'
As home for Mike is many miles away from school he didn't
make too many trips to Pekin. But that didn't seem to hother him
too much for he ·soon set up residence at the Chief's home where
he partook in the fine arts of farming.
'
Being the ace Engineer that he is, we are all sure that Mike
will excel in any field he attempts to conquer. As a man Mike
was . ~ grea~ friend. to . all, and . if he ~aintains the outst~nding
qualities which are m his possess10n, he 1s bound to make it to the
top rung of the ladder of success.
Good Luck, Mike, and may calm seas lead your way.
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EDWARD E. BULMER
Ned,

Clutch,

No-Dose,

WALTER D. CALDER

B.F.

Horse . . .

Bangor, Maine
Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4
Drill Squad 1

Eastport, Maine
Band 1

Endurance 1, 2, 3, 4

Prop Club 1

Superintendent's List 1, 2, 3

Ned came to the Academy from Bangor, Maine, and became known
as one of the city boys. He quickly adapted himself to the military
life and accepted the fate of duty weekends, football games, hours
upon hours of studying, and the accompanying loss of sleep.
Ned's mathematical background acquired prior to his M.M.A.
commitment became one of our supplemental factors of passing Mr.
Wibby's physics and math courses. Along with him appeared an
old '53 Mercury that was to be a conversation piece for many a
weekend spent in piecing it together for the "Castine 500."
B.F. has one of the largest accumulations of nicknames due to
his never ending ability to produce some entertainme~t when those
dull times arose. From water fights to class A parties, Ned was
always the center of attraction.
One of his most famous "clutches" came when he slept through
a Monday of classes as a result of a N. Y. weekend trip. Now who
in their right mind would visit Central Park at 3 in the morning?
Seriously though, Ned was one of the best of our engineers, always
on the top for the Super's list and right there with the help we needed
so many times.
From all of us Ned, best wishes and may smooth sailing and calm
waters be with you.
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Carrying the laurels for the metropolis of Eastport is no easy task,
but our Walt soon measured up to the job. His easy-going ways enabled him to adjust to the Academy routine and, as waterfront
entrepreneur, soon proved himself one of our more astute businessmen. What will it be, Horse, the Merchant service or the ice cream
business?
Swimming pool King and below-decks trouble-shooter, Walt will
make his mark in any career that he chooses, and will carry with
him the very best wishes of the Class of 1966.
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LAURIER R. CARBONNEAU
Froggy,

Carby,

ROBERT T. CLARK

Larry

Cape Elizabeth, Maine

Bob
Hopkinton, Massachusetts

Helm staff business manager 3, 4

Cross-Country 1, 2, 3

2nd Battalion Guidon 4

Co-Captain 4

Intramural 1

Diving Club 3, 4

Riffe Club 3

Ski Club 3, 4
Yacht Club 3, 4
Intramurals 1, 2, 3

L

Larry came to M.M.A. from Auburn, but through the years he
seemed to move around at home more than he did at school. One
thing was for sure and that was that he would always be close by
for the liberty party come Friday afternoon. It was apparent that
the most important thing to him, besides graduating, was his weekend liberty.
Everyone will always remember Larry as the guy who ha_d a ~air
of shoes for every day of the week. Summer leave found lum without worries as to summer employment for there was always room
for one more in his father's factory.
There is no doubt that with his ambition and determination Larry
well succeed.
We wish you the very best for the future for the class of '66 is
behind you.
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Bob became well known about the M.M.A. Gridiron early in his
freshman year for his abilities to break Cross-Country records and
lead his team on to conference championships. Besides being able
to lock himself in the ship's heater rooms, Bob is also a very capable
V.W. driver who utilizes his beatle to his greatest advantage by
complying with the destination stated on all his specials, whether
it be Florida or hometown Hopkinton, Mass.
Always one to be where the action is, Bob . never gives up the
chance to attend a party or even a small congregation of girls.
With the drive and ambition displayed by Bob in the past four
years at Maine Maritime Academy, both on the track and in the
engine room, we know that his future will be rewarding.
Good luck to a fine friend and classmate.
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BARRY W. COOK
Cookie,
Mr, Harbor

BRIAN S. DEARBORN
Brian

Tenants Harbor, Maine

South Portland, Maine

Rowing I

Prop Club 4

Band 1, 2, 3

Prop Club 4
Intramurals 1, 2, 3
Graduation Committee 3

Barry, is by far, the quietest Midshipman in the Class of '6~.
His quiet manner, however, is overshadowed by the fact that his
actions speak louder than his words. Always one to think ahead and
choose his words carefully, Cookie can never be found getting into
any trouble. Being a real "Down 'Easter," Barry is often kidded
about the smelt crop of the previous season or the proper manner
in which to eat a Cape Cod lobster.
Cookie had a pretty tough time adjusting to the semi-military
life due to the fact that he is basically an easy going person, but
once the sophomore year rolled around he was right in the groove.
Always one to give a helping hand to friend in need will surely
be an asset towards his success in the shipping industry and when
he graduates, we all feel that that the school will undoubtedly
suffer a loss, but in the long run some deserving company will
profit by his gain.
Success is the goal for this Middie and we wish you all the
happiness in store for you.

Brian hails to us from that great All-American City of South Portland, home of the Upper E good guys. Invariably he can be seen
every Friday afternoon in his potent '409' along with the rest of the
crew wailing down the famous Castine '500.'
Minnesota was a good friend to all his classmates, but oh how
those mugs wound him up! His temper was always found to be in the
dormant state most of the time unless he could catch a freshman
stepping out of line. If so, watch out!
Social functions at the Academy seemed to intrigue
attended almost every event held at the school, whether
to or not. When he made his entrance it always seemed
a certain little 'chick.' Baby Huey's one sure weakness
who said, please!

him as he
he wanted
to be with
was a girl

Brian's jaunt to one particular pavilion at the World's Fair and
the one to Greenwich Village will always be remembered by some
and his Sunday night 'care package' of food and candy will undoubtedly be remembered by the rest. What a life saver!
Good Luck and smooth sailing from the Class of '66, Brian.
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JOHN ROBERT DEMAREE
Charlie Motor, Fats
Berwick, Pennsylvania
Yacht Club 2, 3, 4

P.O. 1/C 3

JOHN J. DESILETS
Jack, Frenchy, Mr. D.
Keene, New Hampshire
Football 1, 2, 3, 4

Class Officer 2, 3, 4

Welfare and Rec. Com. 2, 3, 4

Superintendent's List 1, 2, 3, 4

P.O. 1/C 3

Machinist's Mate 4

Platoon Leader 4

John will always be remembered for his ability to get the job
done. Whenever anything needed doing, Fats was the man for the
job. As Machinist's Mate he was officer-in-charge of the dock area and
Head standby Engineer of the Steam La~. It was John, b~ the way,
who always put the rectifier back on the lme after it had t~1pped out,
which was usually every morning about 0600. Also, by b~mg the top
electrical engineer in our class, he was the one for th~ Job whei:i it
came to setting up Public Address systems and various electnc~l
equipment at our. football games, dances, _and le~tures. And ~ho_ ~•l,!
ever forget Charlie Motor's position as Chief Engmeer of the Tnx1e.
We are all sure that John will make an excellent enginee~ abo~rd
any ship he chooses aBd also will be an asset to any firm which hires
him. Good Luck and Smooth Sailing, John, from the Class of '66.

Prop Club 3, 4

Jack was one of the quietest members of our class but as the old
expression goes, "Watch out for the quiet ones," was truly applicable
in his case. For a man who had so little to say, he left behind one of
the finest impressions ever made on M.M.A. and his classmates.
One of Jack's greatest assets was his outstanding ability on the
football field. During his four seasons at Maine Maritime Academy,
he gained the reputation as one of the hardest running backs in the
school's history. With his undying efforts and determination to win
coupled with his second natured ability for the game, Jack helped
lead M.M.A. to four consecutive winning seasons.
Although Jack was always busy with school activities and athletics,
he still found time to become a top third student in our class not to
mention his being a cracker-jack engineer. Mr. D. also believed that
all work and no play made a week unbearable at M.M.A. so he joined
the select group of Sail Inn refugees. He also joined this astute group
as an ambassador of good will for M.M.A. by volunteering as a crew
member of the famous Mar de Vino. He contributed to the Academy's
reputation as the sailing vessel made good will stops in the small
Maine coastal towns on their way to Portland, living entirely off the
land and sea.
It's been and always will be a pleasure to call you friend Jack
and may you also have a good ship and smooth seas.
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WILLIAM

J.

DUFFY

RICHARD M. FILLION
Gomer,

Bill, Duff
Portland, Maine
P.O. 1/C 3
Football 1, 2, 3, 4
Barber 3, 4
Rowing 1, 2

Bill was always an active member around the Maine Maritime
Campus. Whenever there was a conversation going on about any
subject at hand, it was usually evident that Big Bill always came up
with the last word.
Besides being an ace engineer, Bill was noted also for his unique
ability to sleep. He was always found in the rack before taps and
never did he hear the bugle for reveille blow.
On weekends Duff headed for Portland. One of Bill's famed
extra-curricular activities was swinging axes at Toddy Pond.
Best of luck to a swell classmate.
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Dick

Biddeford, Maine
Football 1

P.O. 1/ C

Dick, known to many as Gomer because of his active interest in
the Marine Corps, shall always be remembered as one of the most
squared away Middies at the Academy. As a "B" company rate and
as an athlete he was considered tops.
Dick would often give one the impression of being the strong, silent
type. This is true to a certain extent, but we've never known him to
be silent when there was some political issue to discuss, or a pretty
girl around.
I'm sure in the future years his vibrant personality, neatness, and
excellent sense of honor and duty will carry him a long way. Best
of luck and smooth sailing in the future, Dick!
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FREDRICK M. FLAHERTY

THOMAS

J.

FREDERICK

Fred

Freddy

Madison, Maine

Pittsfield, Maine

Yacht Club 4

Basketball 1, 3

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

Baseball 1, 2, 3, Capt. 3

Prop Club 2, 3, 4

Prop Club 4

Yacht Club 2, 3, 4

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

)

From his first to his fourth year Fred has worked hard-at everything. He was constantly on the move and had to be doing something
every minute. This was apparent because Fred was a fierce competitor
in everything he did, especially sports.
Of course knowing Fred wouldn't be complete without hearing
about his exploits outside the grasps of the school. A charter member
of the "Rotary Club," in Waterville, Fred could be found there just
about any liberty night making sure that things were in good order.
Females? Ask Fred anything about them. He's a connoisseur of the
opposite and weaker sex, AND never had any trouble acquiring a date
on his liberty weekends.
As everyone knows Fred was dedicated to the law of the fastest,
as anyone will attest if he has had the honorable experience of riding
with him on some of his memorable excursions.

Freddy and his brother "Snack Bar" are the two great success
stories from Pittsfield, Maine. Freddy is a great lover of sports but
also of good grades so he traded in his dream of becoming a varsity
sport hero for a lesser fame as the "go-getter kid" of intramural sports.
Weekends found Freddy making love to a bulldozer by day and
traveling many miles at night to such places as Greenville, Dexter,
Guilford or where was it Freddy? ? ?
After four years of studies we bet that there· will be one weekend
that Freddy will enjoy staying at the Academy. Graduation will be
his victory and two of his challenges will be to get his Chief
Engineer's ticket before his brother does and also not to get married
before his roommate.
Best of Luck to an outstanding classmate and a fine friend from
the Class of '66.

Being the conscientious type of person that he is, Fred should
have no difficulty in pursuing his long awaited career as a 3rd
assistant engineer.
Best of luck to a real friend!
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JOHN J. GABRIEL
Gabe
Troy, Maine
Baseball I, 2

Football 2

RICHARD K. GETZ
Dick,

Dieter

Caribou, Maine
Rifle Club 3

Yacht Club 3, 4

Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4
Yacht Club 3, 4

Prop Club 4

R'tlle Club 3

Gabe was noted for his immense desire for liberty and his frequent
trips to Waterville, the Rotary Club, and more often to the local
chicken farms. Gabe had the gift to argue which invariably forced
him to Captain's Mast, both as prosecutor and def end ant. He can
truly boast, however, that he once had an argument with an AllAmerican football player.
Gabe was an ardent lover of sports, both as participant and as
spectator. His baseball career was abrupty ended one night when
he was caught smoking a cigar during study hall. But this didn't
stop Gabe, because he then formed the fabled Gabrieletts of _the
Intramural Softball League where he brought them to the champ10nship both as player and general manager. A few errors at short
stop and first base canceled the former however, and left him solely
as General Manager.
Gabe was infamously noted for his ability to spit marbles and
also the saying: 'Tm in a nickel." It must be noted also that Gabe's
outstanding leadership qualities earned him the respect and admiration of all the underclassmen!
We all feel that he will be an attribute to any company lucky
enough to draft him and we all wish Gabe the best of Luck.
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~ick hails from the coldest spot in Maine, with the biggest snowdrifts and best looking girls. Unfortunately though, he didn't get
home much to enjoy alI of these luxuries but nevertheless we continually heard all about them.
During his stay at the Academy, Dick has made many friends with
his subtle manner and quick wit. Just mention a ski trip or a German
Fraulein and he was always the first in line.
As far as studies go, Dieter was right up there on top. He's the
type of guy who only had to study 20 minutes for an exam and could
come out with a 4.0 everytime. This is undoubtedly done by his
enormous knowledge of fundamental mechanics and the power to
reason things out.

On cruise liberty, Dieter was always fun to be with as he always
managed to find the good times.
Dick will ~e remembered by a1l his classmates as a fine engineer
and a true fnend and we would like to wish you all the Luck that
you deserve in the future.
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EDWARD T. GILLMAN
Easy Ed,

Russ

Ed

Rutherford, New Jersey
Football I, 4

RUSSELL GLENNON

Color Guard 3, 4

Newington, Connecticut
Rifle Club 3

Assistant Master-at-arms 2, 3
Chief Master-at-arms 4
Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

{

One of the all time greats is Easy Ed Gillman from Rutherford,
N. J. Ed with his jovial personality and numerous jokes will fit into
the merchant service as well as he did into M.M.A. Throughout his
stay at the Academy, certain elements were working to "drag Ed
down" but he always managed to come out on top.

Russ is one of our classmates who tries to avoid any type of extracurricular activities for fear the executive department of the Maine
Maritime Academy may learn of his name and keep closer tabs on
him. As of this date the Executive Officer knows not of the existence
of one Middie, Russell Glennon.

"You know if a fellow had a thing going for him ..." - sure Ed.
We also must thank Ed for bringing Soupy Sales and the Prince
Spaghetti song to our campus.

On weekends, Russ may be seen heading north to Eastport, Maine
in search for fun and excitement with the accompaniment of his
roommate, Horse.

Throughout his cruises Ed was seen in many a city park with
another shady character, learning of local customs and traditions
and meeting the people.
On graduation day we picture Ed and '37 Dodge pick-up stopping
in at "Dr. Green's" and from there proceeding on to a successful
career. Luck, Ed doesn't need, for skill he has. Why he even looks
like a chief.

Although seldom seen at the social circle, Russ could most always
!>e found in !he engineering spaces of the ship brushing up on his
immense engme-room knowledge. We are all sure that with the fine
abilities he possesses in the Merchant field, he will go a long way up
the ladder of success. We wish you the best of luck, Russ in anything you undertake in the future.
'
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LAWREN CE E. GRIMARD
Leg
Bath, Maine

BRIAN C. HAINES
Roudy,

Farmer,

Deputy Dog

Smithfield, Maine

Drill Squad 1, 2, 3, 4

Petty Officer 3

Asst. Drill Master 3

Platoon Leader 4

Drill Master 4

Intramural Sports 1, 3

Student Recreation Com. 3, 4 ·
Graduation Com. 3

Larry, or Leg as most of us knew him, is the nuclear "Whiz-Kid"
of Maine Maritime Academy. He is about the only one who can
actually carry on a conversation with C.L.S.R.
Every morning Leg can be heard giving commands to the Drill
Squad. He has put in many hours of his spare time to make the Drill
Squad the finest looking unit the Academy has seen. How do you do
it Leg, and still make the Superintendent's List every Semester?
Leg's not all work though. He goes out for a fling once in a while.
We all expect to see you as chief engineer of the N.S. Savannah
someday. You'll make us all very proud of you when you attain this
position. Best of luck in all you undertake, Larry.
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From the thriving Metropolis of Smithfield came the long arm of
the law, Brian Haines, with spurs a'jingling. Brian could always be
found where the fun and Candy was. He holds the record of most
work done on a car with the least accomplished. Brian was always
coming up with something at the wrong time, be it an old quiz or
a cup of coffee. Who will ever forget "Ride the Range with Roudy
Haines," or the spurs that Billy gave him.
Brian, you have enlightened our stay here at the Academy with
your good humor and personality "there sure isn't any other just like
it," Actually we well understand how you made it through so easily,
you slept all day and studied all night.
Best of luck to a great guy and classmate and smooth sailing in
the years to come.
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DANIELS. HAMBLET
Danny,

Gorilla,

Flex

Portland, Maine
Football I, 2, 3

Helm 3, 4

TIMOTHY

J.

The Kid,

Checkerboard

HANOVER

Rochester, New Hampshire
Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

Prop Club 4

Ship's Store 2, 3, 4

Rifle Club 3

Drill Squad I

,I

Dan came to us in the summer of '62 looking
of college. The initial shock was knocked out
on the football field where he made a name
leading ground gainer his Junior year and was
"The Most Improved Back" of that season.

forward to four years
of his system though
for himself. He was
unanimously selected

Tim was known to his classmates for his many episodes with the
female sex. More important, Tim was known as a true friend with a
great sense of logic and responsibility. Always holding to his convictions when he knew he was right or when he believed he was
right, Tim usually came out on top.

Danny is a seriously minded guy but will always take time out
from studying to short sheet a rack or write a letter to a certain
young gal back in Portland - JB.
On the weekends he can be seen heading home in a "409" with
the rest of the infamous Portland crew.

Tim is a good engineer with a natural ability for mechanical work.
He also has active interests in sports and listening to good music
which, when combined with his other attril;mtes, give him the
personality and knowledge to go a long way in this world.
May happiness be your goal and God speed your success, Tim.

Dan has worked hard his four years at the Academy and deserves
a lot,of credit. Whatever Dan puts his mind to you can he sure he wil1
accomplish his goal.
We wish good luck and smooth sailing to a top notch engineer and,
more important, a lifelong friend.
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WARREN KENT HIGGINS
Ken,

Goldsneaker

Bath, Maine
Basketball I, 2, 3

Golf I, 2, 3

RAYMOND P. HUTCHINS, JR.
Ray,

Lusty

Bath, Maine
Intramurals I, 2

Intramurals I, 2

Kent, more often caJled "Goldsneakers" by his classmates, could
always be heard talking about the coming weekend and where the
action was. Noted for his charm and humorous personality, he was
the fellow to be with either at or away from the Academy. The big
'N' was often a topic of discussion when Ken was near and they
both took quite a riding that will, without a doubt, remain a topic
of discussion for many years to come.
Ability on the basketbaJl court was second nature to Kent and he
will never be forgotten in Castine, both by the residents _nor the
Middies, for making the game look so easy. Because of lus sharp
shooting abilities he was the main reason why the Academy holds the
N.E.C.C. title in basketball. We don't think the coach would dispute
that statement.
Having the natural ability to run machinery and the ability to
reason will be an asset to you in your future, Ken. Good Luck.
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Out of the ship building city of Bath, Maine came the red-headed
wonder, Ray. He was a firm believer in practical training and would
rather sleep two hours than study fifteen minutes. If sleep wasn't
desired, Ray could always be found trying to beat his hand at solitaire
or learning a new song to play on his trusty guitar. Happy go lucky
Ray never seemed to have a care in the world.
He will always be remembered for his trips to Manset, Maine
for a weekend of motorcycle riding. Although usually tired, Ray had
little trouble Monday mornings getting back into the grind of things.
Ray, a squared away and competent engineer, will always be
remembered by all of us and we are sure that he will be as fine an
engineer as he has been a friend and fellow Middie.
Best of Luck, Ray, and smooth Sailing.
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RICHARD S. JAGGER
Ichabod
Sanford, Maine

ROBERT
Bruce,

BRUCE JONES
Johnny Dollar

Waterville, Maine

Rowing I

Football I

Ring Dance Committee 3

Baseball I

Basketball I
Ruddermen 2, 3

Glee Club I

Dick came to us from the raceway of Maine, Sanford. Since he
owns a Volkswagon he says he would buy no other car, but we just
think that he has a complex from watching all the competitive cars
around the neighborhood and doesn't want to get involved.
Dick has never been without the last word when a <link session
was going on. His quick wit has pulled him out of many embarrassing
situations. This also has aided him greatly in his scholastic efforts
which have brought him the honor of being one of the top engineers
in our class.
He has had long range plans of running a shore side nuclear plant
after making his fortune in the merchants. With his natural ability
this should not be too difficult.
For pleasure he enjoys shooting the bull and trying to play the
guitar.
Having such an inspiring personality and a useful mechanical
ability, we are sure that he will be a success. Good Luck and smooth
sailing to a real friend.
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Johnny Dollar was probably one of our class's most unforgettable
persons. His outstanding personality and fine character were clearly
visible no matter where he went. Perhaps the most noted of all his
many good attributes was his trusty guitar and the way he made it
speak. With his twelve strings and a song for every occasion ( and
then some), he could draw a crowd anywhere which would listen
with amazement.
Hunting and bird-dogs were among his favqrite pastimes but we
still can't figure out which he likes best; two-legged quail - or fourlegged rabbits!
Bruce was also a great person to go on liberty with because if
there were any get-togethers around, he was sure to find them.
To a great friend, classmate, and engineer, we wish the best of luck.
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JOHN J. KRUPSKI
Krup

RICHARD H. KUTZ

South Portland, Maine

Hopkinton, Massachusetts

Band I, 2, 3, 4

Helm 4

Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4
Prop Club 4

Stump

Drill Squad I, 2
Glee Club I
Prop Club 4
Trick's End 3, 4
Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

.

-

Krup will always be remembered for "the machine." He had the
fastest machine on campus and it was evident that a great deal of
planning and design went into its origination. It was the talk of
the Academy until it was found one day by Capt. Coffin hanging
from the Machine Shop door.
John was one of the easiest guys to find at the Academy. He was
always to be found in any of three places; the rack, at the card
table playing 'whist,' or studying, in that order. When it came time
to study for an exam, he was always the first one on the pre-rev
list but, for some strange reason, he never made it up before reveille.
Krup was always a passenger in the '409' and made the regular
weekend trips to South Portland with his books in his hands. The
books were obviously for ballast as each time he was to be seen he
was with the accompaniment of a very fine young lady.

Dick has always been known as our class mascot since his arrival
at the Academy. He is constantly being razzed_ bec?use of his height,
but through the years he has always taken 1t with a smile which
makes him ten feet tall in the eyes of his classmates. Anyone who
has seen him in action knows that height has nothing to do with a
man's capabi1ities as Dick is one of the best engineers in our class.
In his spare time he builds radios, record players and numerous
other articles. He is a great jazz fan and has a wild co1lection of
records.
Dick will no doubt be Jiked and weU recognized in whatever he
endeavors in the future and we wish him all the success he deserves.
Good Luck and smooth sailing, Dick.

With John's outstanding character and engineering ability we are
all sure that he will be a success in any field he undertakes.
Good Luck, John.
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ROBERT G. LEEMAN

STANLEY I. MAGIDSON

Bob

Magit

Boothbay, Maine

Howard Beach, New York

Golf I, 2, 3, 4
Prop Club 4

Capt. 4
Football I

Basketball I
Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

Being one of the wildest from the summer resort of Boothbay
Harbor, Bob didn't find Castine much to his liking and could always
be seen as one of the first aboard "the liberty train" on F riday
afternoons.
Bob was an extremely conscientious and ambitious worker which
always seemed to keep him one step ahead of everyone el e, including
the X.O. When cruise time rolled around each year, Bob and "the
boys" always seemed to have the most riotous times.
As Capt. of the golf team, no one could ask for a better leader
or competitor as he helped bring home the Northeast College Conference Championship twice.
We're sure that with the personality and engineering abilitie
Bob possesses, he will have no 'trouble in attaining any goals he
might attempt in the future.
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Yacht Club I, 2, 3, 4
Prop Club 3 4

Gymnastics 3
Debating Club 2, 3, 4
Shore Patrol 3 4

'

'

Stan came to M.M.A. from the thriving metropolis of Massapequa,
N~w York. Being a short, pudgy individual with an ability to speak
ho1ste~ously and lengthily, he immediately, as a mug, received extra
attention from the upper classes. With great efforts he managed to
terminate his mug year restrictions only to have a restricted sophomore year. If you see him sometime, ask him "what's new."
. Being one never to fully adjust his urbanized mind to the tranquil
hf e of Castine, Stan could often be seen leaving on weekends in
search of those pleasures not available on the shores of the Bagaduce.
Stan also was known for his long distance driving endurance. He
was able to prove himself as a marathon driver in 13 hours of straight
driving in the "green hornet."
Without a doubt, Stan will be remembered as one of the boys
and a real trooper. Lovable, abundant in laughter, and comical,
Uncle Stan will always remain as a part of our memories. To you
Magit, the class of '66 wishes smooth sailing and much success.
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PETER W. MARTIN

ARTHUR PATRICK McCARTHY

Pete

Pat

East Sullivan, Maine

Cohasset, Massachusetts

Intramurals 1, 2, 3
Trick's End 4

Helm 3, 4

Riffe Cl~b 3

Football 1, 2, 3, 4

Riffe Club 3

Prop Club 3, 4

Ring Dance Committee 3

Pete came from the bright lights and thriving metropolis of East
Sullivan, Maine to the unbounding shores of the Bagaduce.
From his first day, Pete was one of the lucky few who spent th_e
first four days of indoctrination in Sick Bay. Luckily for us, his
determination and strong will to overpower the desires of those wanton
rates was successful and Pete lasted those hellish days with the
rest of us.
Pete's pride and joy was his '57 Chevy which usually led t~e race
down the Castine '500' every Friday afternoon. He never failed to
return to the Academy after weekend liberty without some °:ew
improvement that seemed to gain his go-mobile a few extra miles
per hour or a few less miles per gallon. By the way, Pete, what about
that '409' four speed shift that didn't make it? ? ?

One of the most likeable and most popular Middies at the Academy
was Pat McCarthy. He was unquestionably, the greatest lover in our
class of many Casanovas as was proven to us so many times by his
unexcelled choices of female companionships. Pat had a different
girl for every day of the week. "A girl in every port" was his motto
and he seems to be living up to his word. Speaking about words,
nobody had a bad word for Pat, as he had a heart of gold and is one
guy who would give a person the shirt right off his back, friend or foe.
Pat was one who never had to go looking for a good time because
where he went, so went the action.

We all wish Pete the best of luck on his next Chevy, his first ship
and his future license and we all know that his past here at the
Academy was just a foreshadowing of his future success.

When it came to engineering, Pat was tops. In the words of the
Chief Engineer "He's one of the best engineers we've got" and
we're sure that there is not one Middie who would state differently.
We are all sure that with his drive and determination, Pat will go
forth into the world of industry and become a prominent asset, not
only to the Academy, but also to any company he chooses to represent.
Good Luck, Pat.
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ROGER E. MERCALDI,
Chuck,

JR.

Gopher

Beverly, Mass.
Band 1, 2

Rowing 1, 2, 3

MARSHALL G. MERRIAM
Mark
Rockland, Maine
Superintendent's List I, 2, 3, 4
Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4
Regimental Yeoman 3
Regimental Adj. 4
Graduation Committee 3
Intramural Basketball 2

Chuck could be called by some as the 'ideal roomate.' He was
very quiet while sleeping, which was most of the time, humorous
when thoroughly awake, and very noisy when he would get up at
3 or 4 A.M. to study.
The Gopher was very marriage minded till his senior year at the
Academy when he received a "Dear John" letter from his one and
only which seemed to change his whole outlook on life. Since then
he has had some fun ( for a change) and started by 'letting loose'
with his fun loving roommate down at Thomaston.
Chuck has been very liberal with his philosophy of life and dry
humor and is very well known among the Officers and Middies for it.
It seems as if every time he opens his mouth he puts his foot in it.
This attitude has gotten him into quite a few jams both at home and
at school but he has always come out smelling like roses. This luck
he possesses as well as his wide knowledge of the engineering
field we are sure will carry him through to become a top engineer
and an asset to his classmates as well as the school.

Mark, in his senior year here at MMA, probably had one of the
most demanding of all the rates for being Regimental Adjutant meant
long hours of extra work for the "good of the corps." Gripes didn't
seem to bother him and his word was law on duty lists and watchbills
("you're up for it"). Mark's lovelife wasn't known to everyone, but in
Rockland the home of the Tigers, they didn't call him pussycat.
. Every'Yh.ere at once; MMA, ~ocklan?,. Boothbay I;Iarbor, and getting a .m~lhon facts assorted with precISion, is Marks usual routine.
Mark 1sn t all work though, for he had always time for a laugh a
p~acti~al joke, or a gene~a! "bull" session. The "Victory Chimes" ~as
his pnde and the Captam s daughter seemed to kindle sparks when
she was around.
We wish you calm seas to sail on and bright stars to sail by. With
your knowledge as an engineer, we are assured of your success.

Best of luck and smooth sailing from the Class of '66, Chuck.
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JOHN J. MITCHELL
J.J. Mitch
Matinicus, Maine
Color Guard 3, 4

RICHARD B. MITCHELL
Dick,

Mitch

Houlton, Maine
Intramurals 1, 2, 3

Rifle Club 3

Prop Club 4

John came to M.M.A. from the Republic of Matinicus which is
located several leagues out to sea off the coast of Rockland. After
recovering from the shock of indoctrination, J.J. decided to make
up for the social life he had missed while living on the Island. On
weekends he could be found where the action was, whether it be
the University of Maine, the Sail Inn, Bangor, or wherever a good
time could be found. Most sailors have a girl in every port but J.J.
has one in every town.
Back at the Academy he could be found with his nose in a book
or making plans for the foUowing weekend. On the cruise Mitch
proved himself every inch an engineer as he knew where every line
went, how each piece of machinery worked, and his duties in regard
to plant operation.
Now with Coast Guard License in hand, John will bring credit
to the Academy by proving to the industry that an M.M.A. graduate
is the best engineer.

Dick came to us from the potato fields and the Canadian border
town of Houlton, Maine. It wasn't long before Dick got into the
swing of things here at Maine Maritime Academy due to his prominent determination and strong will to do good in his subjects and
become an ace engineer.
On weekends, Mitch could often be seen heading north for home
town Houlton and if there wasn't any action going on there he would
automatically point his nose in the direction of Bridgewater, Maine.
Why he picked this town we do not know for sure, but if we exercise
some of our Middie logic, it was undoubtedly due to a female
acquaintance.

With his cool wit and snappy humor coupled with his knowledge
in the Merchant field, we are all sure that Dick will be a success in
anything he plans to tackle.

Smooth Sailing, Mitch.
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ALLEN MILLIGAN
Al
Lindenherst, Long Island

MICHAEL KEVIN MORRISSEY
Mike,

Professor

Portsmouth, N. H.
Football 1

B Co. Petty Officer 3

Prnp Club 2, 3, 4

Admiral's List 2, 3

Shore Patrol 3, 4

B II Platoon Leader 4

Mar De Vino, Captain 3

Intramural Sports 2, 3, 4

Debating Team I

Rifle Club 2, 3, 4

Al came to us in the fall of 1963 fresh from Fort Schuyler, the
New York Maritime College. In no time at all he made friends
with everyone in the class. When the rates were picked for our
junior year, he was one of the first. As a B Co. petty officer he earned
respect and recognition throughout the Academy. Although Al was
one of the quietest men in our class, he was always the first to speak
in our behalf.
As far as brains went, Al had most of us beaten. Whenever anyone
had a problem, he always seemed to have the solution. Being a fine
practicable engineer was also one of his many traits. Smooth sailing
and may the wind always be at your back.

The only engineer who ever made Master, Mike will be long
remembered as the courageous skipper of the good ship Mar De
Vino, flagship of Windjammer Days and pride of Old Orchard Beach.
As for the voyage to Portsmouth, they said it couldn't be done and it couldn't!
Titular head of the Academy's Granite State contingent, the Professor could set the pace below decks as well, proving himself a
top-notch watch stander and operating engineer. And as a short order
cook he had no equal. ·
The horizons are bright, Mike, and your shipmates wish you every
success.
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THOMAS
Tom,

J.

MOUTSATSOS

Mout,

Greek

Old Orchard Beach, Maine
Ring Dance Committee 3
1/C P.O. 2

Helm 3, 4

Band 3, 4

Trick's End 4

RICHARD M.

E WBEGI

The "Berries"
Castine, Maine
Superintendent's List 1, 2, 3, 4
Intramurals 1, 2, 3,

Rowing 3

Supt. Activities Council 3, 4
Homecoming Committee 4
Rifle Club 3

Drill Squad 1

Glee Club 1

Tom came to the Class of '66 from Maine's answer to Disneyland,
Old Orchard Beach. He could always be counted on to be around
when the liberty party mustered and more often when a helping h~nd
was needed by a fell ow classmate. Always one to be where the achon
was Tom also had the enviable ability to avoid any form of manual
lab~r. He was always busy trying to accomplish something but seldom
was it anything to do with schoolwork or its associated fields. This
seemed to bother him very little though he always managed to get
by with passing grades. ( Some of the time).
Full of fun and ready for anything ( including surprise quizzes )
Tom will be remembered by every one of his classmates. Best of
Luck and pleasant harbors, Tom, to a swell guy.

Dick was always one of the intellects of our class as was clearly
evident by noticing his name consistently on the top of the Superintendent's list each time it came out.
Dick was very aggressive in anything he did. Whatever he did,
whether it be studying or swooning his many gi_rlfrie!1~s, he always
put his heart into it. He was also k_nown _for ~•s ability to pull an
oar for our famous rowing team which gamed its fame all over the
U.S. with its consistent wins over all the other Academies. Dick
was a member of the starting crew and could pull that oar as good
if not better than the best of them. Weight-lifting on the cruises
was his secret we bet!
Dick was a good roommate to study with. When the time came,
he would always be there to put in many long hours of concentrated
effort. Whether it be burning the midnight oil or relying on the
pre-rev list, Dick was always one to complete an assignment.
It is evident to us that Dick is an exceptional practical engineer
as well as a top notch theory student and with these attributes along
with his drive we are certain that success will fill his future plans.
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PETER M. NEWTON
Fig,

Pete

North Weymouth, Massachusetts

Helm 2

Glee Club 1

Supt. Activities Council 3
Riffe Club 3, 4
Golf 1, 2

KENNETH R. NIVISON
Jolly Green Giant,

Niv,

Ken

Winslow, Maine
Prop Club 2, 3, 4

Baseball 3

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

President 4

P.O. 1/C 2

Platoon Leader 4
Senior Dorm Rec. Com. Chr. 4
Castine A-Go-Go Weekend Com. 4
Homecoming Committee 3, 4
Literary Editor Trick's End 4

Peter M. Newton is a name not to be sneezed at. This young
man has achieved the most spectacular firsts of any at this Academy.
Who else do you know that has lost a rate twice and gotten it back
for a third time, or has meticulously constructed a beauteous flirtation
walk which never was used or went A.W.O.L. and risked a career
just to see a sweetheart who wasn't waiting after all? One can feel
only sympathy for Pete. His car faithfully served the Mass. raiders
for three years and finally died of a broken block.
Sit down and listen to Pete. He's a story teller by nature, but
his stories are true and they'll make you want to become a part of
them. Let him tell you of his exploits around the countryside of
Maine, or of his weekends at the Cape, and you'll know what we
mean.
His wit and infectious laughter are a wonderful uplift to the
drudgery of a military academy. His drive and determination have
placed him number one in the list of Academy greats. His undying
devotion and his inability to tum down a plea for help are only a
few of his many leadership qualities. His earnestness and desire to
do the best possible, will carry with him throughout life insuring
him a great success. Peter, the Class of '66 will always proudly be
behind you.
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Ken was an individual who could be found in three places while
at _school: The Gym, making his body strong, Lower E playing his
gmtar, or at the local American Sailor behind the pinball machines.
At home it was a different story. He could be located at either
of two places: The Bob-Inn or the Rotary Club. Upon Graduation
the Jolly Green Giant plans to advance from being an honorar;
member in this dedicated fraternity to a Third Assistant Engineer
in the Merchant Marines.
Niv's ambitions in life are many, but his most important would
be his XK-E to be parked in front of the Rotary Club to impress all
of the respectable people who own lifetime memberships in the club.
Ken participated in many activities while at M.M.A. and was well
liked by the entire Class of '66. Nobody will ever forget his Ring
Dance Party which was termed a success by all who attended.
We wish Ken all the luck he deserves and with his strong will
nothing could possibly attempt to block his honorable path.
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ERIK

J.

NORDENG

LINCOLN H. NYE

Check

Link

Fairhaven, Massachusetts

Belgrade, Maine

Prop Club 3, 4
Debating Club 2

Yacht Club 3, 4
Gymna·stics 3

Intramurals 1, 2

P.O. 1/C 3

Ring Dance Committee 3

Superintendent's List 1

Drill Squad 1, 2

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

Platoon Leader 4

Rifle Club 3

Class Vice President 3, 4

Coming to Castine from such far corners of the world as the
Canal Zone, Mass., and N. Y., Check brought with him a love for
the better things in life. Unfortunately the Rules and Regs of the
Academy often stifled this love, with it's many disciplinary restrictions. During our freshman year Erik's love for the ship's engine
spaces was definitely ascertained as he could be found around the
campus putting in many extra weekends of fine free labor for the
opportunity to work. All voluntary, right Check?

Link came to historic Castine from Belgrade, Maine complete with
his Eagle Scout Badge and ready spit shined shoes. He was always
one of the most squared-away guys in our class. Nothing came easy
for Lincoln as he always had to work hard for anything he wanted
and his mighty determination usually rewarded him with the greatest
of satisfaction. When everyone else was fooling around Link was
always hard at the books and striving to become a better Merchant
Marine Officer. One of Link's most accomplished feats was to set
the example for all the underclassmen to follow.

There are not many of us that will easily forget Check's Canadian
Express route in that modified home-on-wheels. Erik's desire to
increase our international relations with our neighbors in the north
was finally brought to a disastrous end in a fire at a quaint roadside
cafe.
Academically Erik's life was easier than were his other ways at
M.M.A. Always displaying a bit of engineering skill and mechanical
knowhow. To Erik, good sailing to one snipe who will always keep
the props turning.

Best of Luck, Link, with all your future plans. We know that you
will be successful.
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Always one to go along with a gag, Link was always a prime
target for riding because most of the time the gag which he was
participating in was directed directly back to him. We could never
laugh at Link because he was such a good sport. We had to laugh
with him. During the four years at the Academy Link kept our spirits
high and we are indebted to him for this.

DAVID M. O'CONNOR
Dave, D.M.

Olly,

Portland, Maine
Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

WILLIAM STANLEY OLIVER
Bill

Old Town, Maine
Helm 3, 4

Intramural Sports I, 2

Prop Club 3, 4

2nd Batt. Yeoman 3

Trick's End Associate and Sports
Editor 4

Prop Club 4

Dave was one of the most popular Middies in the Class of 1966.
Everyone knew him as a casual and easy going person who had the
personality of a true Irishman. He was always ready to lend a
helping hand or put in a good word for anyone. Plastic wood? ? ?
Dave will long be remembered by his classmates for his foreign
port debut in front of the "guys." If he ever lives that one down
it will be a miracle.
As associate and sports editor of the Trick's End, Dave's undying
devotion and hard work helped to make this book possible. The
class also owes him thanks for his contributions of proceeds, toward
our Ring Dance, from the sale of pictures of our ship in Madeira.

Platoon Leader 4

Straight from the pulp and paper town of Millinocket, Bill was
noted from the start to be a lad with big ambitions. ot content
to be a follower, he worked three tedious years as a yeoman,
devoting great amounts of time to those cherished watchbills and
muster lists. Graduating from his beloved typewriter, he became
a Platoon leader his senior year.
Along with many wild stories of the Maine woods, Bill brought
to the Academy an uncanny knowledge of small machinery. Known
as one of "Bud's Boys," he spent many afternoons in the Machine
Shop, his prize project being a supertimed outboard motor.
Bill is also quite a ladies' man as witnessed from his many
escapades both on our cruises and in the wild woods of Maine,
especially on that famous Old Town Reservation.

Besides his many activities, Dave has been one of the most
determined and hard working engineers in our class. We all know
that whatever he does attempt in the future will be a success and
also will be a proud reflection on the Academy. Good luck and
smooth sailing, Dave.

We, the Class of 66 are sure that Bill, with his outstanding
initiative and drive, will soon attain that "Pot of Gold" he is so
diligently seeking. Good luck and the best in sailing to you Bill.
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FRANCIS X. OWENS

RICHARD R. PATON

Bucky

Dick

Ridgewood, New Jersey

Nashua, New Hampshire

Drill Squad 1, 2, 3, 4
Rifle Club 3, 4

From cheerleading to ace mechanic, Bucky is the one for the job.
He will always be remembered as a hard worker who strived to
complete any detail quickly and successfully no matter how difficult
its initial appearance seemed. Living in New Jersey, Bucky didn't
get home much but made good use of his weekends by keeping a
step ahead of the rest of his classmates in his subjects. Being a crack
drill squad member and reading current articles were tops on the
list of his many pastimes.
Bucky will always be remembered by the Class of '66 for his
unlimited knowledge on any subject, which, surprisingly enough,
was correct 90% of the time.
With his tremendous ambition and natural ability to learn, we
are all certain that Bucky will swiftly reach the top rung of any
ladder he attempts to climb.
Good Luck and smooth sailing from a11 your classmates.
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Helm, Editor-in-Chief 4
Band 1, 2, 3, 4
Student Activities Council 3
Prop Club 3, 4

Even though time has come for us to go our separate ways, you
can be sure that the Class of '66 will never forget Dick and his
hot editorials. Dick put a Jot of time and work into the Helm and
deserves a lot of credit for that sometimes thankless job. He was
always known to tum out a very good paper which always managed
to keep us abreast of the latest news and happenings.
Dick's easy going ways and mature decisions will always be
remembered by his classmates.
Dick was always a serious man when it came to bookwork, too.
Anybody who was ever a little behind in their notebooks could
always rely on Dick to pu1l them through with the latest info.
The best of luck to a fine classmate and hopes for smoothest of
cruises to come.
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PETER A. PERRAULT

ANDREW P. PICARD

Pear

Andy

Brockton, Massachusetts

Unity Plantation

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

Baseball 2, 3, 4

Ship's Laundry 4

Intramurals 2, 4

Band Guidon 4

Prop Club 4

Peter, commonly known to his classmates as the "Pear," will
always be remembered to us as the man who drove the 'Green
Monster.' Being a one-time resident of that notorious city of Brockton,
Mass. and the home of the former world's champ boxer, the Pear
attempted to live up to his native area's reputation and carry
Rocky's fame to such places as Waterville and Bangor. The closest
he ever got to fame though was a black eye and a fat lip.
Pear has proven himself in other ways however to many of us
with his undying efforts as a crack engineer and by being a true
friend to all his classmates. We also can't forget the many stories
he has spun about his frequent weekends in Bangor and Marshfield's 'Romper Rooms.'
We are sure that Pete, with his business, mechanical and leadership
qualities at a premium, will go a long way on the road of success and
the Class of '66 wishes him all the best in any of his endeavors. May
smooth waters and a prosperous future be your goal, Pete.
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Andy's innocent and friendly attitude and unawareness of military
procedure was realized almost immediately upon entering the
Academy when he simply replied to the question, "What's your
name, MUG?" with "Andy, sir.''
Yes, this was Andy, the newest addition to M.M.A. straight from
the hills of Unity Plantation. His unawareness towards military
procedure seemed to plague him throughout his stay at M.M.A. as
evidenced by his haircut warning from the .superintendent while
rounding first base during an intramural softball game.
Andy had an outstanding ability to gain and hold someone's
admiration. There wasn't a single person at the Academy with whom
he didn't get along. His friendliness was nearly his academic
downfall as Andy would much rather visit during study hall than
study, especially during hunting season when the tall tales were told
and the weekend hunt was planned.
We wish Andy the best of luck in the years to come, knowing
that he'll live to a ripe old age with a large family.
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HERBERT T. PORCH

WALLA CE W. PRENDERGAST

Herb

Wally

Portland, Maine

Old Orchard Beach, Maine

Drill Squad 1, 2,

Drill Squad 1, 2

Color Guard 4

Mar De Vino 3

Herb came to us from the fish meal plant in Portland. It seemed
that nothing was more important to him than his liberty. Restrictions
and duty meant nothing to him, for somehow he managed to always
secure a means of escaping his beloved school. Hardly a Friday,
and sometimes earlier, went by without one of Herb's Plymouths
screaming down the Castine '500' at a horrible pace destined for
such remote places as Vermont College and more recently, Boston.

One of our more articulate classmates, Herb earned our gratitude
by representing the Academy as a member of the sharp senior Color
Guard throughout the State, in New York, Washington and New
Orleans. Professionally, he earned the reputation of a first rate
operating engineer.
We all wish Herb the best of luck in his travels and may calm
waters lead the way.
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Sportsman, tonsorial artist and man-about Old Orchard Beach,
Wally brought to the Academy an insouciance that kept him in the
thick of the action. Ready for a good time at the drop of a stillson,
our boy spent his undergraduate years in a busy round of lobster
bakes, Mar De Vino cruises, softball duels and debates ( with the
E xecutive Officer).
Engineering was strictly business, however, and Wally soon proved
himself one of our best pitmen, with a flair for the practical approach.
We are proud to call him Shipmate, and wish him our best.
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PETER L. REDFERN
Pinky
South Portland, Maine
Rifle Club 3

Helm 3, 4

Prop Club 4

WARREN V. RICHTER
Rick,

Kraut

Wilbraham, Massachusetts
Cross Country I

Riffe Club 3

Laundry Agent 2, 3, 4
Color Guard 4

Pinky came to the Castine Culture School from the booming city
of South Portland, Maine. A great lover of fine foods, and lovely
women, he soon discovered that none were to he found in Castine.
So on weekends it was back to South Portland for the better things
in life! l !
Being a member of the third best engineering section at the
Academy, Pinky discovered the "art" of becoming an outstanding
engineer and a proud member of the watch section which never
"lost the plant" nor even came close to losing it!
One of the things that Pete will surely he remembered for were
the strange sounds he emitted when mad at the world. On the local
scene, Pinky could always be seen playing the 'pin-ball,' reading
novels, having debates ( on which milk was the best in Portland),
and if you were lucky, you might catch him with his nose behind
a book.
A good engineer, fellow tr;oper, and an ~utstanding buddy, we
wish you smooth sailing and may al] your watche be successful.
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Rick spent many weekends at M.M.A. because home, which is
in Massachusetts, is a long way to travel on a three day pass. The
time he spent here during those liberty weekends was well used
though as he managed to stay one page ahead of the rest of his
classmates in his studies as well as one 'wink' ahead. Along with
his leisure weekends Rick would always get a few minutes of
slumber before colors, before classes and also before study hall.
On some weekends "Kraut" would really splurge and go to the
Sail Inn with the guys. Once in a great while he would even buy
a 20¢ double decker coffee ice cream cone.
The one weekend that Rick is living for is Graduation weekend
and after the sea has blessed him with fortune and happiness he
plans to return to the good ole South.
Good Luck in the future, Rick, and smooth sailing.
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PETER C. ROBINSON
Crisco
Bath, Maine

ARTHUR E. ROSS

Art,

Roscoe

Cushing, Maine

Prop Club 2, 3, 4
Golf I, 2, 3
Superintendent's Golf Trophy I
Intramurals I, 2, 3

Cruisetime was the best time of the year for Pete's physique.
He always managed to heave about 65 pounds, somewhere over the
rail, throughout the world. It didn't seem to slow him up much
though. He was always on time for the morning muster - Bright,
shining, and green!

Roscoe gained fame and glory at the Academy for his ability to
put new engines in his '53 Ford. At last count it was 5 swaps with
four different engines. The record being two engines in two weeks.
When he wasn't found under his car, he would be in the mess deck
or in the rack.

Crisco's best sport was golf. In his sophomore year he won the
Superintendent's Trophy and was outstanding on the M.M.A. golf
team, although he did have an awful habit of breaking wooden
shanked golf clubs by the sheer force of hitting the ball. He broke
two last season.

Artie would join the Castine 500 each week and head for
Thomaston to see his one and only. On one trip he was stopped twice
before getting to Searsport. He usually made it in record time doing
a complete motor job on the way. He used to travel during his
leaves to Ohio or Mass. which usually cost him a new engine.

Pete was always a good Middie to study with. All study conditions had to be just right. Complete silence from anyone entering
the room, the desks well lighted, and the radio wide open on WMEX.

Whether Art goes down to the sea to pull Lobster traps, to ship,
or succumbs to marriage vows, we all wish him the best of luck and
know he will be successful in everything he does. "Ayah."

With the active engineering skills he possesses and his aggressive
nature we are sure that his future will be filled with success and
'
happiness.
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RUSSELL V. ROWE

JOHN SCOTT SEARW AY

Russ

Scottie

Lynn, Massachusetts

Portland, Maine

Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

Baseball I

Helm 3, 4

P.O. 1/C 3

P.O. 1/C 3

Guidon 4

Rowing I

Intramurals 2, 3
Ship's Store 2, 3, 4

Russ was Lynn's contribution to the Academy. But it wasn't a full
time contribution though, for Russ could be seen heading home on
most of his liberty weekends. On the weekends that he did hang
around, however, he always managed to liven things up a little by
traveling the Bangor circuit with the rest of the "hang arounds."
Being the quiet ( ? ) guy that he is, Russ holds the dubious honor
at the Academy of being the only man to be voted most popular
by the mugs three years running. This was, without a doubt, due to
his kind and friendly manner towards all underclassmen.
Seriously though, Russ will always be fondly remembered by all
his classmates as a true friend and an excellent engineer. Any
company which signs this man on will surely gain a valuable asset
and we are all sure that with the drive and determination which he
possesses, Russ can take no other course but that of success.

Scott, who came to us from that great city of Portland, was better
known to his classmates as "Scottie." His winning smile was quite
familiar to all and when it was worn in public, you can bet there
was some sort of mischief taking place. The underclassmen who had
the pleasant experience of having a run in with Scott, as the story
goes, seemed to respect him thereafter.
Scott could be seen on weekends heading outh to Portland where
the action was, so he says, and charming all the local girls around
that area. Being a talented and devoted lover though, didn't keep him
from seeing his parents quite frequently who are as sure as we are
that Scott will be successful in alJ his future plans and that some
lucky shipping company will acquire an excellent engineer. Good
Luck and Smooth Sailing from the Class of '66, Scott.

Best of Luck and Smooth Sailing to you, Russ, and may calm seas
lead your way.
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DOUGLAS SHORE

ROBERT J. SOPER

Doug

Fox

Amesbury, Massachusetts

Oakland, Maine

Football 1, 2, 3, 4
P.O. 1/C 3

Co-Capt. 4

Yacht Club 1, 2

Band 1, 2, 4
lntramurals 1, 2, 3, 4

Vice-Commodore 3
Fleet Captain 4
B Co. Commander 4

Doug sails out of Amesbury, Mass., the town we hear so much
about. He came to us with an impressive football record acquired
in high school and verified this past record with new ones at the
Academy. Of course there is some story about running into a goal
post ... but in spite of this, Doug was elected Co-Capt. of the football squad during his senior year as well as being a member of the
starting line-up on both offense and defense.
An avid sailor he was elected Vice-Commodore of the Yacht Club
in his Junior ye;r and in his senior year was elected Fleet Admiral
along with winning the very prized Kennaday Cup Trophy for
excellence in sailboat racing.
Doug's outstanding leadership qualities Jed the way for his being
chosen a rate in his junior year and given a Cadet Lieutenant's
commission his senior year with a company under him.
With Doug's outstanding past as a foreshadowing of the future,
we are all sure that he will be successful in anything he attempts and
we wish the best of luck for his plans.
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Our beloved Fox was probably one of the most popular and well
liked men in our class. His general knowledge on anf subject under
the sun ceased to amaze us after the first semester o our mug year.
He could always be counted on to give us the answer to any question
we were baffled with, and then some.
Although he had aged quite a bit during his four years at the
Academy, as was readily evident by his conversational re-seeding
hair-line, he was always the first one to drag up a chair for a game of
whist. Being a card sharp was second nature to him, or so it seemed,
and his bids were always high to keep the boys on their toes.
The Machine Shop was Bob's second home as he made good use of
his spare time by running off pieces of work and craftmanship that
even industry wouldn't dare to attempt. As time went on though,
Mr. Mayo's increasing demands soon put a stop to the Fox's escapades
in the factory and to Bud we leave the distinction of being the only
Fox to out-fox the Fox!
To a great engineer and a swell classmate, the Class of '66 proudly
wishes success to you Bob, in anything you attempt.
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RICHARD C. SOMERVILLE

JOHN STANDLEY

Greek

Jack
Amesbury, Massachusetts

Old Orchard Beach, Maine
Propeller Club 4

Glee Club 1

Baseball I, 2, 3

Basketball I

lntramurals I, 2, 3, 4

Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

Color Guard 4

Rifle Club 3

If anyone ever wanted the Greek for anything he could usually
be found between the sheets, behind a deck of cards, or stacking
those jazz L.P.'s on the turntable, but if help was ever needed by
any of his classmates, he could always be counted on to lend a
helping hand.
When it came to studies the night oil was usually burning in F-3
with a CG license as his goal · Best of Luck, Greek, in your future.
\Ve are sure you'll make a fine engineer.

One of the quietest and best liked men in the senior class was
Jack Standley. Although seldom heard, he was noted for always
being where the action was. Being the reserved Middie that he was,
Jack seldom jumped at the chance to become the limelight or the
center of attraction. He usually waited for everything to quiet down,
then would drag out his trusty electric guitar and entertain himself,
as well as the few who stayed, with his flawless compositions of the
choicest melodies. When the chips were down, Jack could always
be counted on to bring back the spirits of those depressed.
Over the past four years, Jack has won the admiration of all his
classmates by being a true and devoted Middie. Although he was
recognized as being a full-time trooper, Jack was one who had a
knack for staying out of trouble. His major problem was protecting
his roommates most of the time from that evil ''finger of fate.''
Jack was one of the few men at the Academy who knew when to
play and when to study. This is clearly evident by his keen engineering abilities and his good grades. We are all sure that with his
knowledge in the Maritime field and his excellent personality and
character, Jack will go a long way up the road of success. Good
luck and smooth sailing.
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Dick, commonly known as the Greek, hails from the summer
wonderland of Old Orchard Beach. Claiming residences in two states
was a trick learned by trade which entitled him to an extra week off
during the vacation periods. By the way Greek, did you ever make
it to the Carolinas for your vacations?
The Greek has made many friends during his four year stay at
the Academy. No one will ever forget his fun loving, care-free attitude
which brought most of us unforgettable memories ranging from
Panama and Barbados to Lisbon and Valencia, not to mention such
places as Newport and Quebec.

JAMES STONE
Jim,

RICHARD F. SULLIVAN

Stoney

Bangor, Maine

Sully
Portland, Maine

Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

Gunner's Mate 4

Basketball I

Rowing I

Color Guard 4

Yacht Club 2, 3, 4

Intramural Sports I, 2
Graduation Committee 3
Laundry Agent I, 2, 3, 4

Stoney has always been popular with his fellow classmates both
at school and at the local "hot spots" in his hometown Bangor.
Whenever there was a good time to be had Jim was always in the
thick of things.
Many a good time was had on liberty with Jim because he could
always seem to find some sort of action, whether it be in foreign
ports or just hanging around Johnathin' s getting the feel of things.

Sully, also occasionally referred to as Skinhead, will be remembered
for his constant high spirits and good humor. He could always be
found in the laundry or the Armory during formations. Maybe Sully
will take the 3"50' with him come June. We will never forget your
Irish spirit, Sully, which was demonstrated to us on several occasions
namely during the singing of Irish songs, precisely one great nigh~
at Jed Prouty's Tavern. We'll also not forget your performance the
night of the Ring Dance.

Jim didn't play all the time though, as his engineering abilities
soon proved. Quick to learn and interested in his profession, Jim
could always be counted on to do his part and to do it well. Jim
was also a good athlete and proved himself to be a valuable addition
to any team.
The class knows that Jim will always be an asset to the Industry
and wishes him all the best in the years ahead.

We wish you the best of luck in the future, Dick, and smooth sailing.

Good Luck and Smooth Sailing, Jim.
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WILLIAM A. SULLIVAN

PETER THIBEAU
Pete,

Silky

Bangor, Maine

Waterville, Maine
Prop Club 3, 4

Rifle Club ;1

Thih

Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4

P.O. lie 3

Basketball I
Guidon 4

Football I

Prop Club 3, 4

Intramurals 3, 4

Bill Sullivan, known to all of us as Silky, is probably the quietest
senior engineer from the Waterville area in Maine Maritime
Academy's history. This factor, however, does not have any effect
on his expert knowledge of engineering. Silky was always considered
a human text book or an Oshornes on feet. His opinion was voiced
frequently and was respected by both fellow students and faculty
alike. There was never a question that Silky couldn't answer or find
the answer to.
One of Silky's greatest pastimes was raising bird-dogs and putting
his training to use by clearing the skies of those winged creatures.
His love for dogs was clearly evident quite a few nights by strange
howls heard coming from the senior dorms. With imitations like
those, Silk, who needs dogs?
If there is any of us most likely to succeed, it will probably he
Silky Sullivan. Certainly a future "Chief" is in the making here.
Best wishes in the future, Silk, we think you're great.
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Pete was one of the hardest workers in the class when it came to a
job to be done, but on weekends it was a different story. Seldom was
Pete found around· campus on liberty days. Most of the time, so we
are told, he headed North for the great Eastern Maine General
Hospital for a chat with a pretty nurse.
At the Academy, Thih was a standout pitcher for the varsity hallclub and usually cheated his opponents out of many potential hits
with his lightning speed fast-halls and his sl<;>:w breaking curves.
Pete always got good grades, perhaps one of the reasons why he
was such a top practical engineer. All work and no play though, was
against Pete's way so a cup of black coffee and a finger on each
Hipper served to occupy his free time.
Besides his ability, wit and sportsmanship, he will also he remembered as one of the best rates our class had seen. Good luck and
smooth sailing to a fine classmate.
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BRADFORD J. THIBODEAU
B.J.,

Old Man

Thib

Rumford, Maine
Drill Squad I, 2, 3

BARRY G. UNNOLD

Guidon 4

South Portland, Maine
Band I, 2, 3, 4

Glee Club I

Superintendent's List I, 2

Graduation Committee 3

Intramurals I, 2, 3

Ring Dance Committee 3

B.J., as he is known by his classmates and friends, will always
be remembered by his wheeling and dealing on the poker table,
where more often than not, he came out ahead.
During the first two years at the Academy, he usually made the
trip home every weekend, but during his last two, he decided to
stick around and study ( ? ) ... rarely venturing past a little restaurant
on the other side of the Bucksport Bridge.
Thib's free time was often spent in one of two ways. First, and
most important was keeping that blue bomber running like a new
one. His second preoccupation was a result of all this work. He
seemed to have a sleeping problem and when he wasn't working,
playing cards or studying, he would be doing just that - sleeping.
It didn't matter where he was as long as he could catch a few Z'sss.

Barry came to us from that "All American City" of South Portland
in 1962. When he first appeared here no one knew whether he was
a student or an instructor. This was quickly remedied, however, by
a mug cut and collar stay.
Barry weathered the years here very well. It was not known for
sure by the rest of the Middies if the Old Man was receiving Social
Security checks along with his government subsidy or not, but he
surely kept us guessing.
On the cruises you could usually find Barry looking for that big
bargain, but if his shopping bag was full, he could invariably be
found looking for a fellow Brother.
We all wish Barry the best of luck in the future and smooth sailing.

With all kidding aside, he was one of our finer engineers, always
pulling out on top in most of his studies. We wish you the best of
luck and smooth sailing from the Class of '66.
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FLOYSTON A. WEEKS

JOHN H. WINTERS

Bud

Moose

Wiscasset, Maine

Cohasset, Massachusetts

Intramurals I, 2, 3
Yacht Club 4

P.O. 1/C

D Co. Commander 4

Propeller Club 2, 3, 4

3

Yacht Club

2, 3, 4

Rifle Club 3, 4
Debating Club 3, 4
Night Chow 3, 4

Bud is from that little coastal town where many other M.M.A.
''bombers" have originated from. He is famous for his many "Bonzi
Charges" while in residence of Leavitt Hall and also on liberty.
Women have come and gone during Bud's stay here at the Academy
and there are none that have him "on the string" as of publication,
so at least for a while Bud can be sure of the fact that he will be
sailing free.
Bud plans to make the Navy his career, and with his extensive
experience and applications of proper leadership we are sure that
Bud's future will be filled with success.
Good Luck and smooth sailing to a fine friend from the Class of '66.

John is an old tanker man hailing from the Red Line Inn where
he has been known to socialize and tell old sea stories about his
days with City Service.
Moose, who arrived at the Academy under the illusion of grandeur
soon came to the realization that you must climb the mountain
before you can see the view. Climb, climb, climb, Moose?
John was one Middie who could always be seen heading down
that Castine road come Friday for parts unknown, once he passed
the Sail Inn.
A good man to go on liberty with, Moose, we are sure will always
remember coming back as king of the side walk in Torremilinos.
Being one of the moxie engineers of the Class of '66 John will
certainly prove to be an asset to any ship he sails on. Best of wishes
from the Class of '66.
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FREDERICK P. YOUNG
Fearless Freddy
New York City, N. Y.
Rifle Club 3, 4

Prop Club 4

JOHN YOUNG

Jack,

Sneak

Portland, Maine
Prop Club 4

Rifle Club 3

Safety Committee I, 2
Glee Club I
Intramurals I, 2, 3, 4

"Fearless Fred" comes to us from the Lower East side of
Manhattan. When he entered our class he brought with him a storehouse of knowledge and sea stories, which he had gained through
his experience of shipping out with M.S.T.S. A four-star fireman,
watertender and oiler, Fred was always there to give his much
appreciated advice when all seemed lost.
One of Fred's greatest pastimes was to spend his weekends at the
"Sail Inn." A charter member of this great establishment, he was
known by all of the greater Bucksport area to be one who could
walk in and out of the Sail Inn without spending a dime.
The Sail Inn was not Fred's greatest love but it was close to it.
Engineering was his first choice overall. A member of the San Diego
engineroom disaster crew he learned how to handle steam line breaks
the hard way. When Fred wasn't attending to business at the Sail
Inn or studying, he could always be seen sneaking from one dark
corner to the next with his latest "Castine Queen" or with the
supplies for the H-2 store.

Jack, being one of the many members of the class hailing from
Portland, was always ready for the Friday afternoon liberty musters.
We'll all remember how he spent his summer maintenance. Was it
really as hard a work as you said it was? ? ?
Jack spent most of his Junior year looking for a good buy on a
motor scooter, along with other things that were interesting, not
only to himself, but also to all the other Middies, especially wl.en
we were in some foreign port on the cruise.
Although Jack liked the good times, he always knew when it was
time for serious studying on his well liked Engineering subjects.
The Class of '66 wishes you the best of luck in the future, Jack and
we know that you'll make a good Engineer and be of great h;lp to
any ship you sail on.

Fred will undoubtedly become the first chief engineer of the Class
of '66 with aU the determination he has.
Best of luck and smooth sailing to a great guy and may our paths
cross many times in the corning years.
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Welcome to MM&P's
Most Progressive Local

East Coast Local 14

Serving East Coast Masters

A

And Mates Since 1894

SPECIAL SALUTE

TO

THE MEN OF THE
MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY

Baltimore (Hq.)

Philadelphia

Savannah

1035 East Baltimore Street
Tel: PE 2-6853

409 Market Street

1319 Bull Street

Tel. WA 5-3528

Tel. AD 3-7312

Wilmington, N. C.

Charleston, S. C.

Tel. 763-6951

24 Vendue Range
Tel: 723-3565

United Fruit Company
66 years of dependable steamship service

PRUDENTIAL CENTER, BOSTON, MASS. 02199
COLOMBIA
GUATEMALA

•

•

COSTA RICA

HONDURAS

NICARAGUA

•

•

•

ECUADOR

BRITISH HONDURAS
PANAMA

•
•

EL SALVADOR
JAMAICA

•

NASSAU

• PANAMA CANAL ZONE
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The Officers and Members

of the

Cruise

in

the Moore-McCormack Manner

on America's Newest and Most Modern Liners

BROTHERHOOD OF
MARINE OFFICERS
AN OFFICER'S ORGANIZATION

ss ARGENTINA • ss BRASIL

N .M.U. -

AFL-CIO

Extend Greetings and Good Wishes
to the Graduating Class of 1966
BMO'S PREAMBLE
Every ship's officer

in

Foreign and

domestic trade should

be

intel-

lectually capable of acting as an unofficial " Ambassador-at-Large," and
he should feel

that his opportunities and

contacts entail

diplomatic

responsibilities and obligations to his country.
He should strive to interpret and to personify America's finest sp irit
and endeavor to create a

mutual fri e ndship between those whom he

meets overseas and the country he represents.

CAPT. HAROLD B. WILDER

EDWARD J. FARR

President

Executive Vice-President

ARTHUR DRAGON

CAPT. JOHN PATERSON

Vice-President

Vice-President

HOBOKEN, N. J.

95 RIVER STREET
201 Oldfield 9-2015
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212 REctor 2-7338
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HOOPER'S

KEYSTONE SHIPPING
COMPANY

GARAGE
Sales -

Compliments of

FORD -

1000 Walnut Street

Service

Philadelphia,

Castine, Maine

UNIVERSAL

Pennsylvania 19107

Tel. 326-8652

Compliments of

TERMINAL &

MAINE

STEVEDORING

MARINE
BERNSTEIN & JACOBSON, Inc.

CORP.

113-115 Commercial Street
Portland 3, Maine

PRODUCTS, INC.

WATERFRONT

SHIPS BUNKERING SERVICE

-

One Broadway,

SERVICE

DEALERS IN -

Marine Contracting and Merchandise
of all Descriptions
Anchors, Chain, Blocks
Manila & Wire Rope

N. Y., N. Y. 10004

Heavy Rigging - Equipment For Sale or Rental

CO., INC.
~

SEA STORES DIVISION

Lighterage, Dock Work and
Dredging - Dump and Deck Scows

BONDED STORES

Diesel and Steam Towboats for
Harbor and Outside Towing

1 INDIA STREET

Agents for
MARINE
TRANSPORTATION
Barges and Vessels
Towing

-

Dial 774-0304
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Pumps

-~--

Salvaging
Divers Furnished

Portland, Maine

PORTLAND, MAINE

Lighter Work
A Specialty
Nights 774-1788

_..
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Western Auto
Associate Store
THE FAMILY STORE
Auto Parts & Accessories
Sporting Goods
Lawn & Garden Supplies

I

Bicycles & Toys

MAINE STREET
BUCKSPORT, MAINE

For first-class service the world aroundthe U.S. flag fleet of
American Export lsbrandtsen Lines.
Dial 4527

EASTERN

":\'-0
4/ways ~e

FIRE
American style comfort and expert
service-the crew speaks your
language- plus a congenial group of
fellow passengers-these are the
things that will make your vacation
unique, and more than just a vacation.
Take a Sunlane cruise to the
Mediterranean and plan to stop over
if you have time. Catch a return cruise
later. Or head for the West Indies.
The ss Independence, Constitution
and Atlantic are your floating resorts
on these trips . Or take one of A.E.I.L.'s
comfortable freighters and spend an

exc iting time travelling to Europe,
Africa, the Near East or all the way
around the world!
And where freight is part of your
business-near or far-you can be
confident of fast, dependable on-time
delivery. A.E .I.L. sees to it!
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AMERICAN EXPORT
ISBRANDTSEN LINES

/

EQUIPMENT, INC.
403 Fore Street

Portland, Maine

24 Broadway, N.Y. 10004
Telephone: 797-7222 (N.Y. Area Code 212)

309

Compliments of

N.H.BRAGG

UNIVERSAL TRANSPORT

& SONS

CORPORATION

Automotive,
Industrial, and

17 Battery Place
Welding Supplies

Vincent J. Laflamme

New York, New York

Special Agent

7 4 BROAD STREET

Foreign Freight

BANGOR, MAINE

Forwarders and Broker"

The EQUITABLE

Tel. 947-8611

LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY

go:J~'~~

Best Wishes to the
CLASS OF 1966

~

From the crew at

of the UNITED STATES
@

to the graduattn class

Business

~

MANSET

61 Main Street

BANGOR, MAINE

942-7339

Residence Castine 326-8596

MARINE SUPPLY
COMPANY
Complete Marine Equipment
Southwest Harbor, Maine

,onuo

UMOCI AIJfMOtrtV

o,

THI (OC4·COlA ( 01111.~.t.HT

n

The Coca-Cola Bottling Planta , Inc,

Bangor, Kaine
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INVEST IN REAL ESTATE
AND THEN

MARTIN

Kinney Duplicator Co.

INSURE IT WITH

OFFICE MACHINES

SUPPLY CO.

THE

and
EQUIPMENT

BREEN AGENCY

Complete Home Builders
159 State Street
Free Estimates

Bangor

Compliments of

WRITE US AT CASTINE

Maine

Phone 942-8441

Tel. Bucksport 469-3321

Compliments of

THE
LANCASTER'S

ELMAC

HARBORSIDE

MOTEL

MARKET

Route 1
BUCKSPORT, MAINE

Hudson Water-ways Corp.
One Chase Manhattan Plaza

DI 4-0291

N.Y.C.

CASTINE, MAINE

Tel. 469-3426

THE SPRING
FOUNTAIN
MOTEL
Route 1
BUCKSPORT, MAINE
Tel. 469-3139
OPEN ALL YEAR

312

313

Jed Prouty Tavern
and
Lodge, Inc.

Good Luck to the Class of '66

Coffee Shop, Dining Room and

Sail Inn

Cocktail Lounge
Featuring -

PRIME RIB of BEEF -

STEAKS -

CHOPS -

Restaurant

LOBSTERS

CHICKEN

CATERING TO BANQUETS,
PARTIES and WEDDINGS

PROSPECT
MAINE

Rooms with Private Bath,
T.V. and Telephone
BUCKSPORT, MAINE

Telephone 469-3105

BOSTON FUEL TRANSPORTATION
INCORPORATED

TREWORGY'S

MARINE TRANSPORTERS

STORES

OF

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS IN BULK
36 NEW STREET

EAST BOSTON 28
Telephone LOgan 7-9100 - 1 - 2 - 3

Diesel Tankers and Barges

1,500 to 16,000 Barrel Capacity
S erving Harbor and Coastal Points

BROWN AND WHITE

PAPER COMPANY

A Modern Variety Store
with

Paper Merchants

NEW BASEMENT ADDITION

73 BROAD STREET

SERVING BUCKSPORT

BANGOR, MAINE

and

Tel. 945-4883

NEIGHBORING COMMUNITIES

Division of Viles Timberlands

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA TO HALIFAX, NOV A SCOTIA
VINCENT

D. TIBBETTS, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr .

314

Bucksport, Maine

315

RINGS

excellent
design
skilled
craftsmanship
superb
quality

PINS
MEDALS
CHARMS
CUPS
PLAQUES
TROPHIES

YOUR CLASS JEWELER

Compliments Of

DIEGES & CL UST
NEW YORK

COMPLIMENTS

Jarka Corporation
of New England

226 Public Street, Providence, R. I.
PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
I

I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------~

OF

ARTHUR

TERMINAL OPERATORS
and GENERAL STEVEDORES
Wharf One, Portland Terminal

CHAPIN CO.

PORTLAND - MAINE

Bangor and Aroostook R. R. Pier
SEARSPORT - MAINE

Subsidiary of

BANGOR,

INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL
OPERATING COMPANY, Inc.
General Offices:

MAINE

2 Broadway, New York, 4, N . Y.

Operating in all North Atlantic Ports

Petroleum products for whatever work there is
to be done .. .wherever it is to be done .. . on land,
in the air or on the seven seas.
GULF OIL CORPORATION

316

317

Telephone:

Days -

772-3796

Cable Address:

-:-

Nights -

Compliments of

Compliments of

AMERICAN

SCARBORO

MAIL

DOWNS

779-6223

"BROWNSHIP"

Brown
Ship Chandlery, Inc.

LINES

Scarboro, Maine

WHOLESALE MARINE SUPPLIERS

The most efficient and most complete service to

76 Commercial Street
PORTLAND

MAINE

'24-HOUR SERVICE

To All State of Maine Ports
Including Portsmouth, N.H.

Australia/New Zealand, East Africa
south Africa

• -

F!~~!n,!fs~~~
FARRELL LINES
One Whitehall Street, N. Y. 10004 • 212 WH 4-7460

An American Flag Fleet
serving growing world markets
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Compliments of

KEN RUSSELL
Made To Order Clothing

VEAZIE ELMS, VEAZIE, MAINE
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&ertesMarlne
J.ln.es
Sailings from
All Coasts of
the United States
with 42 Services
to 33 Countries and
190 Ports

-.~

~·, ' •

AT YOUR SERVICE
•

~

-

• t

.

BETWEE N U.S. PORTS AND

FAR EAST • EUROPE
MEDITERRANEAN
UNITED KINGDOM
• TRI -CONTI NE NT SE RVICE BETWEEN

•

THE 3 COASTS

•

FAR EAST

•

EUROPE SERVICE

•

G RE AT LAKES

•

INTE RCOASTAL SERVICES

ih1·

BETW EE N GULF AND PACIFIC PORTS AND
FROM PACI FIC LUMBER PORTS TO ATLANTIC
PORTS

a.c

BERTH AGENTS ~

90 Brood Street, Ne w Yor k, N. Y. 1000,, 01 4'-I MO

WORLD WIDE fUll CAIGO SHVICH

BATH /RON WORKS

Shipbuilders & Engineers BATH, MAINE

l oltlmore • l •oumont • l o, ton • l rown n llle
• lu"o lo • Ct..icogo • Cl•v•lond • Oo llo1 •
O.trolt •

Oahte , ton •

Hou , ton •

LCH"IQ l eoch •

l o•

Angele , • M•mphl, • Mobile • New Orlean , • New
York

•
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•

Norfol k

•

Phllodelphlo

Son Fronci1co

•

Seattle

•

•

Portland, O re.

Wa ,hlng ton , 0 .C.
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WORLD WIDE
CARGO SERVICES
from all coasts of
the United States

MARINE
REPAIRS, INC.

STEAMSHIP CORP.

GENERAL SHOP REPAIRS
-

India • Pakistan • Ce ylon • Saudi Arabia •
Iran
• Iraq • Th ai land • Burma • Formosa • Okinawa
•
Ha w aiian Islands •
Japan •
Korea •
Malaysia
•
Philippines •
Indon e sia, •
Vi e t-Nam •
Cambodia·
•
Laos •
Alexandria •
Lebanon •
Red Sea
•
Near and Middle East

MYSTIC

24 Hour Service -

2900 PRUDENTIAL CENTER

Dial 799-5524
169 FRONT STREET

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE

Baltimore •
Beaumont •
Boston •
Brownsville •
Buffalo
• Chicago • Cleve land • Dallas • Detroit • Galveston •
Houston • Long Beach •
Los Angeles • Memphis • Mobile
•
New Orleans •
New York •
Norfolk •
Philadelphia •
Portland, Ore. • San Francisco • Seattle • Washington, D. C.

90 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.

Congratulations to the

GRADUATING CLASS OF 1966
Best Wishes

from

10004 Digby 4-8840

TO THE CLASS OF 1966
WE HAVE BEEN TOGETHER SO LONG
OUR TRICK IS OVER

TO THE CLASS OF 1966

DEEP RIVER

JASPER WYMAN

DIE AND TOOL,

AND SON

INC.

IT'S YOUR WATCH NOW
GOOD LUCK TO YOU!

FROM FATHERS AND MOTHERS AND
FRIENDS OF THE SOUTHWEST CHAPTER

DEEP RIVER, CONNECTICUT
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MAINE MARITIME ASSOCIATION
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GENERAL MARINE
CONSTRUCTION CORP.
BEST WISHES FROM

Marine Construction & Repairs

PORTLAND PILOTS

Surface & Underwater - Piers - Wharves
Cable - Pipe - Mooring & Diving Service
Dredging -

PORTLAND

Pile Driving -

Towing Service -

MAINE

Lighterage &

Fully In sured

Serving the New England
Coastline

Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain

Granville I. Smith, ' 47
Charles E. Prior
Donald E. Nelson
H. L. Wentworth, Jr.
H. L. Wadl eigh
H. L. Wentworth (Dispatcher)

24 HOUR SERVICE
Res. Wm. A. Cla rk 3rd , 799 -0947
Res. How ard B. Pratt, B83 -2588

CALL COLLECT
446 Commercial Street -

Portland

772 -5354

One Of The Largest Tankers Afloat
"UNIVERSE APOLLO" ON HER MAIDEN VOYAGE TO MENA AL AHMADI, KUWAIT
"UNIVERSE APOLLO" AND " UNIVERSE DAPHNE" ARE SISTER SHIPS

949'-9"
LENGTH OVERALL ........... .. ....... .. ......................... .
135'-0"
BEAM ... ..... ..... .......... ......... .. .. .................. ... ........ .
67'-6"
DEPTH ........ .. ......... ....... .... ....... ....... .. ... ... .... .... ..... .
50'- l O"
DRAFT .. .............. ...... ....... ... ........ .. .... .................. ..
73,000
GROSS TONS .. ......... .. ............................. ............ ..
56,500
NET TONS .............. .............. .. ............................ ..
25,000
HORSEPOWER .. .. ... .... ....... ... ....... ... .... .... ..... ........ . .
SPEED ............ .... ..... ... ....... .. ........... .................. ... . 16.5 knots
115,000
DEADWEIGHT TONS ........ ........... .... ....... .. ......... .. .
146,500
DISPLACEMENT TONS ............ .. .......................... ..

Compliments of

DONALD L. STEWART
PLUMBING -

BANGOR DRUG

HEATING

COMPANY

S/ S "Cedros," a bulk carrier of 144,000 tons D.W.T. now under construction.

ELECTRICAL AND HARDWARE

NATIONAL BULK CARRIERS, INC.
and AFFILIATES

110 BROAD STREET

Castine, Maine

BANGOR, MAINE

WORLD WIDE CONTRACT CARRIERS OF BULK CARGO
360 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK
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For full bank service

Compliments of

COMPLIMENTS

CHASE, LEA VITT
& CO.

OF

DISTRIBUTORS
OF
MERCEDES-BENZ
DIESEL ENGINES

Ken's Market
CASTINE

-

&

MAINE

HYDROJET MARINE
PROPULSION UNITS
179 Commercial Street
Portland, Maine

SET YOUR COURSE
FOR ANY OF OUR
SEVENTEEN OFFICES
Good luck on your career plans, mate! As you hoist
anchor and set sail, we of Merrill Trust cordially
invite you to "tie up" at our nearest office for any
personal or business banking service at any time.
Eight Merrill Trust offices are conveniently located
in seaport towns - Bangor, Belfast, Bucksport,
Calais, Castine, Eastport, Jonesport and Searsport.

Hey Fellers!
Don't buy your diamond
from just anybody - buy
from someone who knows
the ropes -

ED BEAULIEU,
Gradu ate
F ourth Class

JR.

H-400 Scale Solvent
Chemical Injection Systems
Hagamin Condensat~ System Treatment
Corrosion Inhibitor CS
Hall System of Boiler Conditioning
Golar Vent - Inert Gas System
Water Purification

of the
M.M.A.

President & manager of

~!*

BULL & ROBERTS, Inc.

~~t

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY
Member Federal Deposil ln1vronce Corporation • Member Federal Reserve Sy1tem

Serving All of Eastern Maine
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580 Congress Street,
Portland, Me.

Established 1903
117 Liberty St., New York, N. Y. 10006

...

CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Come in or give me a call
I'll be happy to send you
something on approval. Guarantee
you'll be satisfied with quality and the
price or you may return for full credit.
327

THE HARRIS COMPANY
Distributors of Marine and
Compliments

SUTTON
SUPPLY,

Of

The Portland Shipping
Association

Industrial Supplies
Porter Cable Electrical Tools
Powermatic Electrical Tools
DeWalt El e ctrical Tools
Delta Electrical Tools
Granet Gloves
Perkins Marine Hardware
Armstrong Brothers Tools
Black & Decker Electrical Tools
Ski! Electrical Tools
Wall Synthetic Ropes
Baltimore Marine Paints
Degrace Industrial Paints
Gates Belts & Sheaves
Winter Brothers Tap & Dies
National Twist Drills
Bendix Electronic Equipment
Kelvin Hughes Electronic Equipment
Sonar Electronic Equipment

DAVID M. COLSON,
DISTRIBUTOR

and

The Port Committee

INC.

CAINS MAYONNAISE &
BORDENS CHEESE

of

Bangor, Maine
ROUTE 1

The Greater Portland
Tel: 945-6316

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Chamber of Commerce

188 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE
Telephone

775-5601

Compliments of
Compliments of

mJ0~
~111Jil!1JI

8tmi

Best Wishes

MODERN

THE

CLEANERS

R. M. FLAGG CO.

AND DRYERS

Edwin and Beatrice Randall

THE VILLAGE

15 CASCO STREET
33-37 FRANKLIN STREET

44 BROADWAY

DRUG STORE

BANGOR, MAINE

BANGOR, MAINE

CASTINE, MAINE

PORTLAND, MAINE

Tel. 942-6731
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FORTUNE

Compliments of

BUCKSPORT

INC.

HARDWARE

Military Uniforms and Gentlemen's
Apparel for Dress and

YACHT SAILMAKERS

Sports Wear

COMPANY

163 Middle Street
A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY

Portland, Maine
BUCKSPORT, MAINE

M onument Square

Tel. 772-3814

Branches in Westbrook -

-:-

Brunswick -

Portland
Lewiston -

Biddeford

Best Wishes From

ENGINEERING GRADUATES:

Compliments of

THE WASHINGTON, D.C.

MR.

CHAPTER

Positions a vailable for Licensed
Engineers on our large fleet of
Trawlers fishing on the Northwest

"MA y WE HEAR FROM YOU WHEN

Atlant ic Fishing Banks.

IN WASHINGTON."

FRANK

CONTACT:
Nat Choate
'53 President

WISWALL

5509 SEDGWICH LANE

MAINE FISHERIES CORP.
P.O. 1300
Holyoke Wharf

SPRINGFIELD, VA.

321-8073

Portland, Maine

And this is my sterilizer.
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Best 1Vishes
to the
Class of ~66
from
COMPLIMENTS OF

Mr. and Mrs.

ED NEWBEGIN

H-B COUGH DROPS
To the graduating class and to all cadets advancing in grade,
our very best wishes for success in the years ahead.
Relied upon by generations of Americans, H-B Cough Drops
today continue to give millions of people pleasant, dependable
relief from coughs and throat irritation.

C. A. BRIGGS COMPANY
25 Endicott Street, Norwood, Ma s. • Established 1902
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S. S. MANHATTAN
La rgest U,S, Flag Mercha nt Vesse l

GO WITH THE BIG ONES

TRANSEASTERN ASSOCIATES, INC.
HUDSON WATERWAYS CORPORATION
1 Chase Manhattan Plaza

New Yor k 5, New York

33,_1

12

The

Prestige
Station

I
Bangor, Maine
Endleaf photo by:
F OTO FLATAU - PANAMA
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